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SB Mailbox 

CORRECTION 
I found some errors in my Minimus-7 
Super Mod article (SB 1/90). While the 
layout and values assigned to the capac¬ 
itors in Fig. 3 are correct, the text relating 
to it is not—the text on p. 43, column 3, 
paragraph 3 should read: Cl = 4gF, C2 = 
8gF. 

Figure 4's “Tweeter #2“ sign should be 
positive ( + ), not negative (-). 

Angel Rivera 
Brooklyn, NY 11204 

WHOSE 
CONCLUSIONS 
ARE CORRECT? 

This is an “oops” letter, because if I had 
read Mr. Oliveira's letter (SB 2/89) sooner, 
I would have responded sooner. Have 
other readers also been delinquent, or are 
there other “oops" letters on their way 
to “Mailbox”? 

In any event, if Mr. Oliveira had read 
far enough into back issues of SB he 
might have come across Mr. D'Appolito's 
analysis of the compound woofer con¬ 
figuration in the "Mailbox” section of 
issue 4/85. This analysis is in serious con¬ 
flict with Mr. Oliveira's. I believe that 
Mr. D'Appolito's is the correct one, not 
only because he has shown remarkable 
expertise in the design of speaker sys¬ 
tems, but because his conclusions are ex¬ 
perimentally verifiable, as I have per¬ 
sonally confirmed. 

David J. Meraner 
Scotia, NY 12302 

DRIVER PAIRS 
My question pertains to the formulas to 
determine values for impedance equaliza¬ 
tion and values for series notch filters. 
Using the formulas for single drivers 
seems straightforward enough. However, 
when like drivers are combined in series 
or parallel I am a little uncertain. For 
series notch filters, are the Q^s and QmS

FIGURE 1: Demonstrating driver Q remains unchanged. 

values the same whether drivers are 
placed in series or parallel or must they 
be halved or doubled? 
For impedance equalization, must the 

driver inductance L£ be doubled or 
halved depending on whether the drivers 
are placed in a series or parallel configu¬ 
ration? 

My other question pertains to the rather 
elaborate crossover Dynaudio uses for the 
My rage system utilizing paralleled 24-100 
woofers, parallel D76 drivers and an 
Esotar tweeter. What is the mathematical 
basis for determining the phase correcting 
portion of the crossover used on the D76? 
In other words, how were the values of 
50^F and 0.8mH determined? 

Herbert Meyers 
Longmeadow, MA 01106 

G. R. Koonce replies: 

The basic question you ask is the effect on driver 
parameters when two identical drivers are used 
together. This was well covered by Bullock (SB 2/87, 
p.60), but is worth reviewing. When two identical 
drivers are mounted on a baffle in free air and 
driven with the same polarity, the approximate 
equivalent driver has the same electrical and 
mechanical Qs, the same F$ and a VAS equal to 
twice the V4J of an individual driver. The limita¬ 

tions in this definition are because you can do things 
to make these results invalid, for example driving 
the two drivers out of phase or using them in a 
compound (Isobarik) configuration (where VAS is 
halved). Generally, however, two identical drivers 
wired in either series or parallel produce a single 
equivalent driver with T/S parameters of QR, Fs 
and 2 x VAS, relative an individual driver. 
The fact Q is unchanged may seem unlikely at 

first, but can be easily visualized. Figure 1 shows 
the impedance magnitude curve of a baffle-mounted 
driver with the various Q computation points 
marked and the Q computation equations shown. 
Now, since hooking identical drivers in series sim¬ 
ply doubles the impedance magnitude, you get the 
same curve with the vertical scale multiplied by 
two. Two identical drivers in parallel simply halves 
the vertical impedance magnitude axis. Thus the 
Q computations are unchanged for two identical 
drivers in series or parallel relative to a single 
driver. 
You can also visualize the effect on VAS. Let's 

design identical enclosures for our identical drivers 
and stack them on top of each other. Since iden¬ 
tical things happen in both boxes, you can remove 
the wall common to both enclosures with no change 
in performance. Since the two drivers, for iden¬ 
tical performance, require twice the enclosure 
volume as a pair, they must have a VAS twice that 
of a single driver. 

Table I shows how the various parameters for 
an equivalent driver composed of two identical 
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drivers wired with the same polarity can be ob¬ 
tained from the original parameters for series and 
parallel connection. In practice, your drivers are 
not identical. I have often used parallel woofers 
using the following approach. Try to obtain matched 
drivers. 1 match the pairs in Fs and QTS as best 
I can. I then design using the average F5, the 
average Q^, and VAS equal to the sum of the in¬ 
dividual VAS values. This has worked out quite 
well. I have insufficient experience with dual-woofer 
closed-box enclosures to comment, but with vented-
box enclosures I highly recommend using the 
drivers in parallel as I have found this consistent¬ 
ly better than the series connection even though 
many times you would prefer the higher impedance 
offered by the series connection. 
Turning now to your question about impedance 

correction (Zobel) computation for the driver pair. 
First, I must say I find the equations presented to 
compute the Zobel network are incorrect. I recom¬ 
mend finding the Zobel values by trial and error 
impedance testing. You can do this by testing the 
two drivers connected as they are to be used (series 
or parallel) or by testing with one driver and cor¬ 
recting for the connection. Remember the basic 
rules: Two identical resistors or inductors in series 
have double the individual value while capacitors 
in series give half the value. In parallel, the capac¬ 
itor doubles and the resistor and inductor values 
halve. 
For example, suppose you arrive at the Zobel 

values for one driver, by testing or equation, of 8Q 
in series with 20gF. If you placed the two drivers 
with their individual Zobels in parallel the result-

TABLE I 

PARAMETERS FOR TWO IDENTICAL DRIVERS 

Parameter Parallel Series 

Resonance Fg Same Same 
Electrical Q OEg Same Same 
Mechanical Q QMg Same Same 
Total Q QTg Same Same 
Compliance Volume V^g Doubles Doubles 
DC Resistance Rg Halves Doubles 
Voice coil inductance Halves Doubles 
Input impedance 
magnitude Halves Doubles 
Electrical power limit Doubles Doubles 
Maximum cone 
displacement Same Same 
Effective piston area Doubles Doubles 
Note: Shows how equivalent parameter relates to in¬ 
dividual parameter 

LITTLE GRIPPER 
END SPIN OUT! 
PARTICLEBOARD HINGE SCREW 
The "Little Gripper" is the answer to your 
small fastener problems in particleboard 
and MDF. With the wide spread use of these 
man made woods the right fastener that 
works each and every time is essential to 
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The "Little Gripper" with it's wide spaced angled threads is 
especially designed for use with your hinge application in 
particleboard and MDF. Avoid the frustrating and time 
consuming problem of spin out, so common with sheet¬ 
metal screws in these man-made woods. USE THE RIGHT 
FASTENER—Use the "Little Gripper" by Equality Screw Co. 

call or write 
for your 
FREE 
sample 

(CUT OUT AND SEND). 

6 X V2 phillips flathead 
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SCREW COMPANY INC. 
P.O. BOX 1645, EL CAJON, CA 92022 

1-800-854-2886 800-552-8844 (IN california) 

ant Zobel would be 4Í2 and 40pF. If you place the 
two drivers in series the resultant Zobel would be 
16S2 and 10^F. This agrees with Table I which 
shows driver resistance and inductance double for 
series connection and halve for parallel connection. 

Regarding the question about series notch filters, 
I am not sure to which equations you refer. You 
should obtain the correct results by remembering 
that Q values for the driver are unchanged and the 
driver impedance is corrected by the basic rules 
of series and parallel connection as discussed above 
and indicated in Table I. 
I am not familiar with the crossover used by 

Dynaudio on the Myrage system. I can only com¬ 
ment that the reverse engineering of a crossover 
is a difficult task. I have been involved in this many 
times, repairing systems that have failed, a driver 
that is not available or is simply too expensive to 
replace. To fully understand the crossover supplied 
with the system can require detailed testing of each 
individual driver, tough to do if the driver is not 
in good working order, and you don't have the same 
optimization software used in the original design. 
Many times it is easier to do a completely new 
crossover design. I know this is no help to your 
specific problem; perhaps someone else can pro¬ 
vide a more specific answer. 

PANACEA? 
I would first like to add my support to the 
advantages of using driver impedance 
correction (Zobels) expressed by Mr. Cox 
in his article. Unless you use some op¬ 
timization program requiring detailed 
testing of the driver to design the cross¬ 
over, I believe Zobels the only practical 
approach. I found the imaging improved 
on three-way systems if I added a Zobel 
to the tweeter. I am a believer. 

I infer from his article that Mr. Cox 
believes obtaining a flat input impedance 
via Zobels is something for which we 
should strive. Others may not have read 
this into the article, but if you did, some 
clarification is needed. Assuming a cross-

Continued on page 74 
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Introducing the T 
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/Music Interface Technologies / 

Uncontrolled 
impulse 
response of 
typical film 
capacitor. 

The result is more focused sound throughout the critical midrange 
and fewer compression effects at frequency extremes. 

For more information, including a detailed white paper, please contact: 

TRANSPARENT AUDIO MARKETING 
Rt. 202, Box 117, Hollis, Maine 04042 (207) 596-7151 

/MultiCap" 
High Performance Capacitor 

Few people know capacitors as well as Richard Marsh. He has now 
patented a new design uniquely suited to the demands of high 
definition audio and produced it with the help of Music Interface 
Technologies. 
The MIT MultiCap eliminates the need for additional bypass 
capacitors, and, as the following graphs show, has considerably less 
oscillation than conventional designs. 
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About This issue 
If you think this issue is fatter than 
usual, you're absolutely right. Weigh¬ 
ing in at 104 pages, it's the largest 
Speaker Builder yet, and we've made 
good use of the extra editorial room, as 
you'll soon see. 

$500 was the total budget Bill 
Schwefel had to work with, but that 
didn't stop him from building an im¬ 
pressive pair of speakers for his friend 
—a friend with champagne taste, but a 
beer budget. Bill's story of austerity 
begins on page 10. And speaking of 
class acts, gold is the best metal for 
speaker contacts, right? Marc Bacon 
debunks the myths surrounding opti¬ 
mum connection material and tells us 
why pure gold doesn't always pan out. 

Upgrading the in-law's faithful record 
player to a state-of-the-art stereo sys¬ 
tem could be a dicey assignment, but 
Robbie Tucker pulled it off handily 
(p. 26), even though function had to 
follow form. Next up, a few recycled 
parts, a little research and some mod¬ 
estly priced drivers are all part of Mill 
Johnson's formula for fidelity, starting 
on page 34. And don't worry, even 
though Mill's a professional cabinet¬ 
maker, he's kept the construction sim¬ 
ple. Those of you who have been fol¬ 
lowing Roger Sanders' construction 
series, "A Compact Integrated Electro-
static/Transmission Line," can rev up 
your power tools for the final install¬ 
ment which begins on page 38. 
As Barbara and Kenneth Keller 

found out, modifying a speaker design 
for your own application can be quite 
rewarding and, contrary to the title of 
this issue's "Craftsman's Corner" (p. 
62), their swan song marks the begin¬ 
ning of a great performance. 

And finally, Dick Pierce signs off 
with "Pox Humana" (p.102) wherein 
he recounts his quest the Holy Bass. 
For a while, it was his. 
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Editorial 

Speaker Checking, BBC Style 
I greatly admire a small handful of genuine audio ex¬ 
perts. Barry Fox is one of them. Fox writes a monthly 
column for Hi-Fi News & Record Review which by itself 
is almost worth the price of a subscription to the 
British journal, despite the absurdly high postage one 
pays to get copies to this side of the water. 
The magazine's February 1990 issue included a side¬ 

light on loudspeaker evaluation from within the hal¬ 
lowed precincts of the British Broadcasting Corpora¬ 
tion, a nirvana of high standards for audio reproduc¬ 
tion. I thought it interesting enough to repeat a por¬ 
tion of Fox’s report here, along with an equally in¬ 
teresting response from a BBC executive. I probably 
need not belabor the significance of the facts pre¬ 
sented, except to say that the legendary LS3/5A loud¬ 
speaker is widely regarded as not only a superior 
design, executed by the BBC for monitoring purposes, 
but a consistent, uniform product. In the world of 
loudspeakers, few products of fewer companies earn 
anything close to such a reputation. But I should let 
Fox tell the story in this excerpt, used here with Editor 
Harris' and HFN&RR's kind permission. 
Barry Fox writes: 
Broadcasters such as the BBC obviously need an accurate 

loudspeaker for monitoring. Nearly twenty years ago the 
BBC designed its 'LS' range of speakers for in-house use. 
Since then several manufacturers have been licensed to make 
and sell LS speakers to the public. The BBC also buys its 
units from these firms. 

But there is a carefully controlled system of cherry picking. 
Why, you may ask, is this cherry picking necessary? 

Because even the most strictly controlled factory production 
process is at the mercy of the firms supplying the raw ma¬ 
terials. If for instance the plastics from which the loud¬ 
speaker cones are moulded changes, then the glue for the 
surround may have to be changed too. And this can com¬ 
pletely alter the sound unless the manufacturer tweaks other 
parameters to compensate. 
To stay within the terms of the BBC licence, the manu¬ 

facturers must do their best to keep the final sound stable. 
But, as the BBC has found out over the years, even different 
speakers from the same batch can end up sounding slightly 
different. As long as speakers are matched in pairs, the dif¬ 
ference is unlikely to be of any consequence to the public. 
But it does matter to the BBC because engineers mixing and 
balancing radio and TV sound for transmission are relying 
on the fact that all speakers in all studios, and at all outside 
broadcasts all around the country sound the same. 
The BBC checks batches before purchase for in-house use 

by a simple, but well-tried test. Pairs of the original first batch 

reference loudspeakers are held in store for testing. When 
a new batch of speakers arrives, they are first checked by 
engineers who weed out any with obvious audible dif¬ 
ferences. Then BBC sound engineers are invited, one by one, 
to sit in a room and listen to à standard tape of a BBC an¬ 
nouncer reading prose. The sound is switched between an 
old reference speaker and a new and supposedly identical 
unit alongside it. If the two sound the same, the speaker 
under test is okayed and accepted by the BBC. 

If there are audible differences, the speaker is rejected—it 
goes back to the maker. A dozen or so speakers are brought 
in during each test session. Sometimes the new and reference 
speakers sound virtually identical; other times differences 
stick out like a sore thumb. None of this makes reassuring 
reading for anyone who is planning to buy a speaker on the 
strength of an ageing review. 

The Fox report elicited this reply from'D. J. A. Walker, 
chairman of the BBC's Loudspeaker Liaison Com¬ 
mittee: 

"I have long been an admirer of Barry Fox's writings but 
I am afraid that his piece in Hi-Fi News & Record Review's 
February issue ... has misconceptions that should be cor¬ 
rected. 
When the BBC designs a loudspeaker, standard assemblies 

are selected which are judged to represent the median of 
the acoustic performance required. A standard assembly of 
this type is lodged with manufacturers who are licensed to 
produce that design, and is used by them to ensure that their 
production meets the required performance. 
As part of the license agreement, the BBC takes sample 

production units for quality assessment. These may be 
selected from the factory with the manufacturer's knowledge 
or purchased 'off the shelf' from a supplier. Additionally the 
BBC buys speakers for its own use. These speakers are ex¬ 
amined for any obvious defects and then auditioned by an 
expert listener against the standard to ensure that the pro¬ 
duction is within tolerance. This work is carried out by the 
BBC in a specially designed room with a carefully controlled 
acoustic and temperature. 

In practice, the manufacturing process is well controlled 
and it is unusual for a unit to sound significantly different 
from the reference. When a problem is identified, this is 
discussed with the manufacturer and corrective action taken. 
This quality control system ensures that the public gets a 
high quality product. There is certainly no intention for the 
BBC to 'cream off' the best loudspeakers for itself." 

We may be permitted to note here for all the meter 
readers of the world, that the final question of accept¬ 
ability for a loudspeaker within the BBC is settled by 
a listening test, and not by a committee—but by one, 
presumably well-trained listener.—E.T.D. 
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THE BEER BUDGET 
WINDOW RATTLER 

BY BILL SCHWEFEL 

Recently a co-worker, Tom, asked 
me for speaker system advice. 

"What speaker would you purchase for 
roughly $500 a pair?” he asked. I re¬ 
sponded that all speakers, regardless of 
price, involve compromises, and I would 
much rather build my own compromises 
than purchase them from someone else. 

As we discussed this over the next two 
weeks, I agreed to design and build the 
system, and Tom agreed to pay for all 
the parts. The speaker essentially be¬ 
came my guinea pig. 

BASIC DESIGN. I started with a stand¬ 
ard three-way design: al" dome tweeter, 
a 2" dome midrange and a 12" woofer. 
After discussing the system with Tom, 
I rejected the idea. The cost was low, but 
it offered no advantage over most com¬ 
mercially available three-way systems in 
his price range. 

Power was the major problem. Tom 
would be using the system exclusively 
with compact discs (no turntable) driven 
by a 60-100W integrated amplifier. He 
wanted to play the system at fairly high 
levels with good low-frequency exten¬ 
sion and power. 

After thinking it over, I settled on a 
double 12" woofer arrangement. With 
two Madisound 12204 DVCs in a large, 
vented cabinet, the BOXRESPONSE pro¬ 
gram1 showed that 113dB was possible 
at 25Hz [Fig. 7). The only drawback was 
size. I roughed out the cabinet, and Tom 
took the drawing home to show his wife. 
She seemed to have no problem with an 
11-cubic-foot cabinet, as long as it looked 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Bill Schwefel, an economist with the United States 
Department of Labor, graduated from the Univer¬ 
sity of Wisconsin in 1979. He has been an audio 
electronics hobbyist since the early '70s. 

PHOTO 1: The finished speakers with the left channel grilles removed. Note the grille frame 
details and cone doping. 

nice and could be placed alongside their 
large oak entertainment center. 

Going over the plan, I noticed that, in 
terms of baffle board speaker placement, 
a D'Appolito configuration2 was only an 
additional midrange away. I therefore 
raised the cabinet height to accommo¬ 
date driver placement and cleared the 
plans with Tom and his wife. 
Since Tom lived in a relatively old 

house with single-pane windows, I 

named the system the Beer Budget Win¬ 
dow Rattler. I advised him to do a little 
caulking prior to initial power-up. 

DRIVER SELECTION I selected the 
tweeter and midrange drivers based on 
cost, effective sensitivity and sound qual¬ 
ity. I preferred the sound of soft fabric 
domes as opposed to hard domes or cone 
units. I steered clear of 4-6" cone mid¬ 
range units because of my previous ex-
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MAXIMUM MAXIMUM 
POWER INFINITE 

RELATIVE INPUT BAFFLE 
FREQ. RESPONSE IN RESPONSE 
IN HZ IN DB WATTS IN DB 

5 -55.23 10.29 47.66 
10 -32.82 19.26 72.79 
15 -20.15 43.17 88.96 
20 -11.31 143.01 103.01 
25 -5.36 400.00 113.43 
30 -2.45 400.00 116.34 
35 -1.46 327.45 116.45 
40 -1.15 323.17 116.71 
50 -.92 400.00 117.86 
60 -.77 400.00 118.02 
80 -.53 400.00 118.26 
100 -.38 400.00 118.41 
150 -.19 400.00 118.60 
200 -.11 400.00 118.68 

PARAMETER LISTING AS FOLLOWS: 

Fs: 22 Qes: .36 Qms: 2.12 
Vas measured in cubic feet: 14.5 
Driver DC resistance: 3.4 
Driver Power rating in watts: 400.00 
X Max measured in inches: .24 
Piston diameter in inches: 14.8 
Box leakage loss (QL): 
Box tuning ratio (H) (Fb/Fs): 1.18 
Alpha (Vas/Vb): 1.81 
System order: 4 (4th order, vented box) 

FIGURE 1: Projected BOXRESPONSE output. 
Note that the parameters are for a pair of Madi-
sound 12204 DVCs wired in series/parallel. 

perience with upper midrange glare 
problems.3

I settled on a 1" soft dome tweeter 
from Peerless, the SR-10 4Q version. I 

didn't like the small amount of horn 
loading, but I needed a few extra deci¬ 
bels for sensitivity matching. For the 
midrange I chose a pair of Philips 
02110/SQ8 2" soft dome units. I had lis¬ 
tened to these speakers in other systems, 
and I liked the sound. At roughly $40 per 
pair, the cost was right, too. 

I selected the woofers on the basis of 
BOXRESPONSE tests and Thiele/Small 
parameter runs on my "antique" Radio 
Shack TRS-80 Model I computer. I used 
the BASIC computer program written by 
Robert L. Caudle and published as an ap¬ 
pendix in David Weems's Designing, 
Building, & Testing Your Own Speaker 
System With Projects* The frequency re¬ 
sponse graph generated by this program 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

CROSSOVER NETWORK. I designed 
the crossover using Robert Bullock's 
equations5 and then modified the values 
and sensitivities slightly using Ralph Gon¬ 
zalez' LMP program.6 The final crossover 
is shown in Fig. 3. The LMP output and 
parameter listing are shown in Figs. 4 and 
5. The parameter listing shows all the 
assumptions I made regarding driver sen¬ 
sitivities and rolloff rates. 

I chose Linkwitz-Riley second-order 
APCs for the entire system, with turn-

VENTED BOX DESIGN 
MADISOUND 12204 DVC (DOUBLE WOOFER SYSTEM) 
VB« 226.512 
FB= 26.0587 HZ 
F3= 28.6968 HZ 
PEAK OR DIP IN RESPONSE 0 DB 

-30 -20 -10 0 

20 

30 

50 

FIGURE 2: Caudle low-frequency response 
graph. The -3dB point is reached at 28Hz. 

over frequencies of 700Hz and 2.7kHz. 
The crossover spread is on the low side, 
roughly 4, but acceptable. I set the up¬ 
per crossover at 2.7kHz because I could 
not reduce driver spacing below 9 inches 
(center-to-center distance between the 
midrange pair), and I did not want to cut 
the midrange or tweeter flanges. I set the 
lower crossover at 700Hz because my 
tests indicated that the Philips drivers 
began running out of steam at approx¬ 
imately 400Hz. 

HEAVY STUFF. I realize proper imple¬ 
mentation of a D’Appolito array requires 
odd-order acoustical slopes (electrical 

A&S 
speakers 

Congratulations to STEVE BURGESS 
winner of the Second Annual A&S SPEAKERS' 
AUDIOPHILE SOUND-OFF. Steve's winning 
efforts were rewarded with a $500.00 cash prize. 

The winning design employs two 10" woofers in a pair of compound loaded subwoofer 
cabinets, a 3" soft dome midrange and a 1" Kevlar dome tweeter. 

Thanks to our judges who help make the Sound-Off one of our most enjoyable and 
rewarding experiences: 

• Elizabeth Cohen, Charles M. Salter Associates, and Stanford University. 
• Tomlinson Holman, THX division of Lucasfilm, Ltd. 
• Kenneth Kantor, Now Hear This, Inc. 

A&S Speakers 
3170 - 23rd Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
Phone: (415) 641-4573 
Fax: (415) 648-5306 

Write or call for the STEVE BURGESS cabinet and 
crossover plans and stay tuned for news about the 
Third Annual A&S SPEAKERS' AUDIOPHILE 
SOUND-OFF. 

Fut Rtplf H6E639 
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plus driver rolloffs), but my total cost so 
far was more than $500, and I needed 
to cut corners somewhere. Moreover, I 
could not produce an acceptable LMP 
model using 18dB/octave electrical com¬ 
ponents. 
The drivers in my design are acousti¬ 

cally flat for approximately one octave 
Continued on page 14 

PHASE ANGLE (DEGREES) MAGNITUDE (DB) 
-180 -90 0 90 180 78 83 88 93 98 103 
V V V V V VVVVVV 
20 * * . 
* * 

40 . * * . 
* * 

80 .* * . 

160 * *. 
*. * 

320 * . * 

640 * 
* * 

1280 * 
* * 

2560 * * 

5120 . * * . 

10240 * * 
* . * 

20480 * 

FIGURE 4: LMP output. 

CROSSOVER PARTS LIST (ONE CHANNEL ONLY) 

PART DESCRIPTION SOURCE 

Resistors 

R1 6.7«, 20W [50«, 10W (#271-133) and 8«, 20W 
(#271-120) in parallel] Radio Shack 

R2 2«, 30W (two 4«, 15W in parallel) Madisound 
R3 8«, 20W (#271-120) ** Radio Shack 
R4 5«, 20W [two 10«, 10W (#271-132) in parallel] Radio Shack 

Capacitors 
C1,5 22.00mF NP (100V)* Madisound 
02 3.30mF CPP (250V) Madisound 
C3, 9 1.00mF CPP (250V) Madisound 
C4 52.00mF NP (100V)* Madisound 

(22mF and 31 mF in parallel) 
C6 6.80mF Mylar (100V) Madisound 
C7 4.00mF CPP (250V) Madisound 
C8 2.70mF Mylar (100V) Madisound 
C10 70.00mF NP (100V)* Madisound 

(40mF and 31 mF in parallel) 
C11 6.00mF CPP (250V) Madisound 
C12 42.00mF NP (100V)* Madisound 

(12mF and 31mF in parallel) 

Inductors 
L1 2.00mH Sledgehammer (DCR 0.16) Madisound 
L2 3.00mH Sledgehammer (DCR 0.20) Madisound 
L3 0.47mH Perfect Lay (DCR 0.13) Madisound 
L4 2.50mH iron core (DCR 0.30)*’ Junk Box 
L5 0.68mH Perfect Lay (DCR 0.17) Madisound 
L6 0.80mH air core (DCR 0.45) Madisound 
CPP = Chateauroux polypropylene 
* Electrolytic 
* * See text 
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For a complete free Original Master Recordings catalog, call 
toll free: 800-423-5759, or write: Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, 
1260 Holm Road, Petaluma, CA 94952. 

ORIGINAL MA 

FOR THE 
SOUND 
CONNOISSEUR 
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab has been committed 
to the highest quality in sound reproduction in 
pre-recorded audio software since the introduc¬ 
tion of their audiophile half-speed mastered LP 
in 1978. Contrary to the conclusions of the 
music industry, the LP is not dead! Word from 
audiophiles, collectors, and turntable owners 
has strengthened Mobile Fidelity's belief in the 
viability of the analog format 

Mobile Fidelity’s LP’s are the result of careful 
transference using half-speed mastering which 
provides a much deeper groove, giving the 
playback stylus more surface area from which 
to read the sonic information. Half-speed 
mastering also eliminates the need for limiting, 
and allows for greater frequency response. 
The lacquers are plated in Japan and the 
resulting LP’s are pressed on 120 grams of 
pure virgin vinyl providing a virtually noise free, 
anti-static sound. The LP’s are protectively 
packaged in rice paper sleeves, individually 
numbered and limited to 5,000 pressings each. 

mobile fidelity 

sound lab 
« division ol MFSL, INC 

Fast He ply HBE317 



DRIVER NUMBER: 1 

CORNER FREQ (HZ) OF DRIVER LOW FREQ ROLLOFF; 28 
LOW FREQ ROLLOFF DAMPING RATIO: .7 
CORNER FREQ (HZ) OF DRIVER HIGH FREQ ROLLOFF: 1600 
H1CH FREQ ROLLOFF DAMPING RATIO: .5 
ORDER OF HIGH FREQ ROLLOFF: 2 

POLARITY INVERSION (Y OR N) : N 
SENSITIVITY (DB): 90 
DEPTH DISPLACEMENT (INCHES): -2 

FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE STEP: 950 
HEIGHT OF RESPONSE STEP: 6 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF CROSSOVER: 5 
VALUE OF COMPONENT KO: 5.5 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 1 : .0000263 

VALUE OF COMPONENT K 2 : .002 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 3 : -1 

DRIVER NUMBER: 2 

CORNER FREQ (HZ) OF DRIVER LOW FREQ ROLLOFF: 450 
LOW FREQ ROLLOFF DAMPING RATIO: .7 
CORNER FREQ (HZ) OF DRIVER HIGH FREQ ROLLOFF: 5000 
HIGH FREQ ROLLOFF DAMPING RATIO: .5 
ORDER OF HIGH FREQ ROLLOFF: 2 

POLARITY INVERSION (Y OR N) : Y 

SENSITIVITY (DB): 86 
DEPTH DISPLACEMENT (INCHES): 0 
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE STEP: 2600 
HEIGHT OF RESPONSE STEP: 6 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF CROSSOVER: 7 

VALUE OF COMPONENT KO: 5 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 1 : .0000037 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 2 : .00047 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 3 : .003 

VALUE OF COMPONENT K 4 : .0000328 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 5 : -1 

DRIVER NUMBER: 3 

CORNER FREQ (HZ) OF DRIVER LOW FREQ ROLLOFF: 1100 
LOW FREQ ROLLOFF DAMPING RATIO: .5 

CORNER FREQ (HZ) OF DRIVER H1CH FREQ ROLLOFF: 15000 
HIGH FREQ ROLLOFF DAMPING RATIO: .5 

ORDER OF HICH FREQ ROLLOFF: 2 
POLARITY INVERSION (Y OR N): N 
SENSITIVITY (DB): 88 
DEPTH DISPLACEMENT (INCHES): 0 

FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE STEP: 3400 
HEIGHT OF RESPONSE STEP: 6 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF CROSSOVER: 6 
VALUE OF COMPONENT KO: 3 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 1 : .00068 

VALUE OF COMPONENT K 2 : .000006 
VALUE OF COMPONENT K 3 : -1 

FIGURE 5: LMP parameter listing. 

Continued from page 12 
on either side of my turnover frequen¬ 
cies. Driver rolloffs then begin at a rate 
of approximately 12dB/octave. The ac¬ 
tual acoustical rolloffs, with the cross¬ 
over and impedance compensation net¬ 
works in place, are roughly 12dB/octave 
for the first octave, changing rapidly to 
24dB/octave thereafter. 
My LMP modeling is not entirely ac¬ 

curate, since the program does not ac¬ 
count for cancellation between driver 
pairs. In addition, the main vertical re¬ 
sponse lobe is probably narrower than 
that of a system with conventional driver 
placement using the same crossover. But 
my listening tests and crude frequency 
response measurements (the Stereo 
Review warble tone test record and the 
original Radio Shack sound level meter) 

showed that, with the speakers and lis¬ 
tener placed in a 9' equilateral triangle, 
a change in ear level from 30 to 40" pro¬ 
duced no change in sound. When I 
moved farther up or down, such as stand¬ 
ing or sitting on the floor, I noticed a 
change in sound. Most of the change ap¬ 
peared to be due to the falling off-axis 
response of the tweeters (above 10kHz) 
rather than to lobing around the cross¬ 
over frequencies, but I am not sure if I 
was hearing room response irregularities 
or changes resulting from lobing. 

IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION 

Without impedance compensation the 
crossover frequencies and acoustical roll¬ 
off rates will not follow theory. To deter¬ 
mine the appropriate compensation, I 
used the equations published in Vance 
Dickason's Loudspeaker Design Cook¬ 
book.8 I then used the constant-current 
method to measure impedance and, by 
trial and error, developed the networks 
outlined below. 

For the woofers I used a standard Zobel 
network shunted across the woofer pair. 
The Zobel is shunted across four voice 
coils; I did not treat the voice coils sepa¬ 
rately. I made my measurements with the 
woofers wired exactly as they are con¬ 
nected in the final system but without 
the crossover components. The final 
values of 6.79 and 52gF result in a fairly 
constant impedance of 5.59 from 100Hz 
to 5kHz. 

For the midranges (again, wired exactly 
as in the final system but without the 
crossover components) I used a series 
notch filter shunted across the pair. This 
network flattens the impedance peak at 
driver resonance. I measured a reso¬ 
nance (Fs) of 400Hz, not 340Hz as the 
manufacturer states. This peak is quite 
broad, and 1 adjusted the Q of my notch 
filter to match the peak. Final values are 
89, 70/xF, and 2.5/iH. I used an iron-core 
inductor because I happened to have a 
pair in my junk box. It would probably 
be better to substitute a standard air-core 
inductor here and then reduce the value 
of the 89 resistor to approximately 79. 
The midrange drivers did not show a 

rising impedance as a result of voice coil 
inductance but remained fairly flat ap-

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Generator Heathkit IG-72 tube-type audio generator 
Voltmeters Radio Shack Digital VOM (#22-185) and Radio Shack analog 

multitester (#22-201) 

SPL Meter The original Radio Shack sound level meter 
Record The Stereo Review warble tone test record purchased at Radio Shack 

15 years ago 
Test Amp Realistic STA-45B stereo receiver 

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM 
POWER INFINITE 

RELATIVE INPUT BAFFLE 
FREQ. RESPONSE IN RESPONSE 
IN HZ IN DB WATTS IN DB 

5 -54.86 8.5 48.36 
10 -32.21 15.46 73.60 
15 -19.19 34.09 90.06 
20 -9.93 128.24 105.07 
25 -4.04 400.00 115.90 
30 -1.85 335.61 117.33 
35 -1.40 218.91 115.93 
40 -1.29 236.15 116.36 
50 -1.15 368.72 118.44 
60 -.98 400.00 118.96 
80 -.68 400.00 119.26 
100 -.48 400.00 119.46 
150 -.24 400.00 119.70 
200 -.14 400.00 119.80 

PARAMETER LISTING AS FOLLOWS: 

Fs: 22.5 Qes: .314 Qms: 7.615 
Vas measured in cubic feet: 15.429 
Driver DC resistance: 3.6 
Driver Power rating in watts: 400.00 
X Max measured in inches: .24 
Piston diameter in inches: 14.8 
Box leakage loss (QL): 96.8 
Box tuning ratio (H) (Fb/Fs): 1.11 
Alpha (Vas/Vb): 1.928 
System order: 4 (4th order, vented box) 

FIGURE 6: Actual BOXRESPONSE output. 
Parameters were measured after cone doping. 
Data is the average for two pairs of Madisound 
12204 DVCs. 

proximately two octaves beyond my 
crossover point of 2.7kHz. For this rea¬ 
son I eliminated the usual Zobel network 
across them. 

I gave the tweeter a series notch filter 
shunted across its terminals. This filter 
knocks out a rather sharp impedance 
peak at 1kHz (the manufacturer shows 
an Fs of 1.1kHz). Final values are 59, 
42gF, and 0.8/zH. If you use a different 
tweeter, this filter should be either mod¬ 
ified or removed. 

GENERAL IMPEDANCE. Since my 
speaker is a 49 system, I took a little ex¬ 
tra time to analyze the general imped¬ 
ance, as seen by the amplifier terminals, 
of the final system (with the crossover). 
The input impedance is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 6 of Robert Bullock's arti¬ 
cle in SB 4/87,9 which analyzes the in¬ 
put impedance of various network topol¬ 
ogies. Simply take the C-bandpass topol¬ 
ogy curve and move the minimums 
down from 89 to 3.59. This is how my 
system measured. 
In terms of actual performance, the 

output stage of my amplifiers (a pair of 
Southwest Technical Products 207As) 
became very warm after about two 
hours of very loud music (an average of 
102dB at the listening position in a 
9,000-cubic-foot room). When I pushed 
the system to 106dB, the output stage 

Continued on page 16 
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MLSSA. 
Now even 

non-experts can 
make meaningful 
acoustical and 
loudspeaker 

measurements. 

The MLSSA™ (pronounced "Melissa”) 
Acoustical Measurement System makes fast 
and accurate measurements of drivers, 
loudspeaker systems, sound reinforcement 
systems and room acoustics. 

The cost-effective DRA MLSSA system 
consists of a custom designed plug-in card 
and powerful software that install into IBM 
or compatible personal computers including 
portable computers for field measurements. 
The software's intuitive menu system is 
easy for beginners to learn yet doesn’t 
hinder experienced users. Start making 
meaningful measurements in hours rather 
than days, weeks or months. 

MLSSA uses advanced maximum-length 
sequence (MLS) measurement technology 
for fast noise-resistant measurements. In¬ 
strument bandwidth extends to over 40 kHz 
for ultrasonic coverage of tweeter drivers. 

MLSSA also offers an extensive and grow¬ 
ing list of post-processing functions includ¬ 
ing energy-time curves for room reflection 
analysis, STI and RASTI for speech intelli¬ 
gibility estimation and 3D cumulative-
spectral-decay plots for loudspeaker per¬ 
formance evaluation. Thiele-Small speaker 
parameter measurements are also available 
as an option. 

To learn more call or write for literature and a free demonstration disk. 

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS: Germany, Austria: Harmonic Design, West Germany, Tel +49 07042/7085, Fax +49 7042/78411; 
England, Ireland, Hong Kong: Munro Associates, England, Tel +44 01-480 7121, Fax +44 01-702 3834: Sweden, Finland: Lab 
Gruppen, Sweden, Tel +46 300-16823, Fax +46 300-14246; Switzerland: AÑADA AG, Switzerland. Tel +41 01/810 30 22, Fax 
+41 01/810 43 45; Denmark: Monitor Technology, Denmark, Tel+45 66 14 59 58, Fax+45 66 14 91 81: Norway: Ingenior Per 
Grov AS, Norway. Tel +47 (02) 307760, Fax +47 (02) 327743; Australia: Audio & Recording, Sydney, Tel +61 (02) 666-9935. 
Fax +61 (02) 666-3752: Italy: Audio Link, Italy. Tel +39 0521/598723, Fax +39 0521/598848. 

DRA Laboratories • 607 IV. Nettletree Rd • Sterling, VA 22170 • Tel (703) 430-2761 • Fax (703) 430-0765 

Fast Reply HBE2B3 



Continued from page 14 
became hot and the tweeters sounded 
compressed. You shouldn’t play the 
system this high, or you risk losing your 
hearing, the tweeter voice coils and your 
power amplifier output stage. 

LMP MODELING. In listening tests and 
crude frequency response measure¬ 
ments, the speakers seemed to follow the 
model except below approximately 
500Hz, where I heard a slight heavy 
sound and my measurements indicated 
the woofers were about 3dB higher in 
output. I suspect room reflections were 
causing the increased output, or my as¬ 
sumption about the characteristic sen¬ 
sitivity of the Madisound woofer pair was 
incorrect (I had assumed 96dB with 2.83V 
at IM). My assumption of a 6dB response 
step at 950Hz also might have been in 
error. 

In any case, I needed to correct the 
problem. I chose the cone-doping tech¬ 
nique as a solution. Let me explain. 
When I took the Madisound woofers 

out of the shipping container, they had 
a free-air resonance (Fs) of 28Hz and a 
Qre of roughly 0.45. I made this meas¬ 
urement with the voice coils connected 
in series to form an 8Í2 woofer. I then 
broke in each woofer by applying a 22Hz 
sine wave at a moderate power level 
(cone excursion of ’A" peak to peak) for 
about four hours each. Fs remained at 
28Hz for all four woofers after this test. 
I then increased the power level to pro¬ 
duce a 1 " peak-to-peak cone excursion 
and drove the woofers for another four 
hours each. Fs then dropped to 21-23Hz 
for the woofers, and Qre dropped to 
0.27-0.29. 

When I returned to the test bench two 
hours later, all four woofers had an Fs of 
26Hz. I connected the woofers as pairs, 
wired exactly as shown in the schematic 
diagram (without the crossover com¬ 
ponents), and measured the same Fs and 
Q75 parameters. 
Apparently the cooling of the voice 

coils and spiders was causing a shift in 
my measurements. In any case, the 
manufacturer specified an F5 of 22Hz 
and a Qrs of 0.316, so I decided to play 
the speakers in my system for a while 
before making any adjustments. 
When it was time to finish the 

speakers, I pulled all the drivers and 
placed the woofers on my test bench 
again. I had played the woofers daily at 
fairly high levels for about one month. 
I applied a 22Hz sine wave to all the 
woofers with the power level set at a A " 
peak-to-peak excursion. This served as a 
warm-up period to simulate actual use. 

I then measured an Fs of 26Hz and a Q,s 
of 0.27-0.29. 

SILICONE RESCUE. Since I needed to 
drop the sensitivity of the woofers any¬ 
way, I decided to dope each one with 
100% silicone sealer. I applied a 'A " bead 
of silicone at the junction of the dust cap 
and the cone and then smoothed the bead 
with my finger until the inverted dust cap 
formed a continuous line with the cone. 
With the speakers still connected to the 
test equipment, I slowly applied about '/a" 
of silicone to the center of the cones and 
watched Fs drop to 22Hz for each 
woofer. I smoothed the silicone with my 
finger to prevent high-frequency re¬ 
sponse aberrations. 
After doping, I measured the woofers 

as pairs. Fs was now 22-23Hz and Q75 

averaged 0.301. I was expecting a higher 
measurement, but for some reason 

the electrical portion (QK) remained low 
(0.314) after the doping. The mechanical 
portion (QLws) skyrocketed to 7.615. See 
Fig. 6 for the new BOXRESPONSE 
output. 
As it turns out, my slightly high Fs

measurements were a blessing in dis¬ 
guise. The cone doping dropped the char¬ 
acteristic sensitivity of the woofer pair by 
about 3dB, resulting in a much better 
blend with the midrange drivers. More¬ 
over, low-frequency extension and power 
response seemed greatly improved. 

CONSTRUCTION. These speakers are 
big (Photo 1) and building them was a 
challenge. Not since the early 1970s, 
when my brother and I put together a pair 
of Altec-Lansing A-7s, had I attempted 
anything this large. As I recall, the Altec-
Lansing speakers were roughly 14 cubic 
feet with a large 500Hz horn on top. The 
Beer Budget speakers are roughly 9 cubic 
feet internally and 11 cubic feet exter¬ 
nally—not quite the size of the Altees but 
pretty close. 

Don't be intimidated by the size, and 
don’t expect to get the system up and run¬ 
ning immediately. Break the project 
down into several steps. Once the cabi¬ 
nets are constructed, try to keep them in 
one spot; moving them around is not fun. 

I used % " oak veneer plywood for the 
sides, top and bottom. I purchased two 

FIGURE 7: Cutting guide for 4 by 8’ sheet of %" oak plywood (all dimensions in inches). 

-96--

SCRAP (USE FOR BRACING) SCRAP (USE FOR BRACING) 
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1 >” 
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1 
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If 

PORTION OF REAR 
If 

FIGURE 8: Cutting guide for 4 by 8’ sheet of %" high-density particle board (all dimensions 
in inches). 
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4 by 8' sheets ($45 each) at my local lum¬ 
beryard, where they cut the sides, tops 
and bottoms on an easel (a large in¬ 
dustrial saw used for breaking down 4 
by 8' sheets of plywood or particle 
board—my lumberyard did the job for 

about 50 cents a cut). The cutting guide 
is shown in Fig. 7. 1 had the operator cut 
the panels slightly oversize and then 
ripped them to their exact size on my 
table saw. 

I purchased one sheet of % " high-den-

MATERIALS LIST (BOTH SPEAKERS) _ 

QTY DESCRIPTION SOURCE 

Speakers 
4 Madisound 12204 DVC woofers Madisound 
4 Philips AD02110/SQ8 midrange drivers Madisound 
2 Peerless 1545 (40 version) (SR-10) tweeters Madisound 

Lumber 
2 4 by 8' sheets of %" oak plywood 
1 4 by 8' sheet of %" particle board (the highest density you 

can find) 
8 % by 114 by 60" oak facing 
8 % by VA by 22" oak facing 
8 % by 114 by 16" oak facing 
2 1/2 by % by 16" oak facing 

Note: The actual length of the oak facing is trimmed to size during construction. 
3 1 by 12 by 36" high-density particle board stair treads (rear 

panel battens) 
3 2 by 4' sheets of 'A" Masonite (grilles) 

Miscellaneous 
2 Madisound D-Cups (gold-plated binding posts) Madisound 
1 Quart of borosilicate ceramic coating Audio Concepts 
1 Quart of flat black paint (front and back panels) Hardware store 
1 Quart of linseed oil (finishing) Hardware store 
1 Gallon of yellow carpenter’s glue Hardware store 
1 Tube of black 100% silicone sealer (cone doping) Hardware store 
1 Tube of clear 100% silicone sealer (crossover mounts) Hardware store 
4 Five-lug tie points (#274-688) Radio Shack 
1 Yard of black felt (grille damping) Fabric store 
2 Yards of open-weave black grille cloth Fabric store 
24 %" round Velcro™ fasteners (grilles) Hardware store 
44 #8, 2" wood screws (back panels) Hardware store 
48 #8, 1%" sheet metal screws (low/mid mounts) Hardware store 
8 #6, IV2" sheet metal screws (tweeter mounts) Hardware store 
1 Bag of % by %" closed-cell foam weather 

stripping (woofer mounting seals) Hardware store 
2 Bags of % by %" closed-cell foam weather 

stripping (rear panel and port seals) Hardware store 
1 50’ roll of #16 zip cord Hardware store 

sity particle board ($16) for the front and 
back panels. These also were cut on an 
easel by an experienced operator. The 
cutting guide is shown in Fig. 8. Note that 
one back panel must be assembled by 
gluing two shorter pieces together. If you 
don't want to do this, you must purchase 
an extra 4 by 8' sheet of %" high-density 
particle board. 

I also purchased approximately 75 feet 
of % by 1%" oak facing. You will need 
eight pieces at least 60" long, eight pieces 
at least 22" long and eight pieces at least 
16" long. You will also need several 1' 
long pieces as scrap during the mitering 
process. Take careful note of the wood 
grain, consistency and warpage. 

MITER THAT JOINT You can do the 
miter cuts on the facing for the large side 
panels easily but not quickly. Because the 
large panels are not perfectly square, you 
will need to follow a very slow procedure 
for getting the miters precise. Use the 
scrap oak facing to set up the table saw, 
then cut the long pieces. A power miter 
box is probably the best tool for this 
operation, but I used my table saw. 

If the miter cuts are too much of a prob¬ 
lem, cut the oak facing using simple butt 
joints. A butt joint results in a small 
amount of exposed end grain, but it prob¬ 
ably looks better than the gaps that can 
sometimes ruin the appearance of a miter 
joint. 

Using yellow carpenter's glue and six 
edge clamps, glue the oak facing to the 
side panels [Fig. 9). Then glue the facing 
to the top and bottom [Fig. 10). The fac¬ 
ing will tend to squiggle unpredictably as 
you tighten the edge clamps. It should be 
flush with or stick out a little from the 
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FRONT BAFFLE BOARD 

FIGURE 10: Top view (all dimensions in 
inches). 

veneer so you don't sand through the 
veneer during the finishing process. 

Keep at least two very wet, clean rags 
handy during the gluing process. Wipe 
excess glue off the oak immediately, be¬ 
fore it has a chance to soak into the 
veneer. If the glue soaks in, it will inter¬ 
fere with the staining or oiling process. 

Use small blocks of wood, glued to the 
end of the edge clamps, to avoid denting 
the veneer or oak facing. You will find 
it much easier to finish the project if there 
are no large dents. Remove small 
scratches with a wet clean rag. 

BOX ASSEMBLY. Use two picture 
frame clamps to set up a perfect 90° 
angle, then bar-clamp the panels together 
with yellow carpenter's glue. This 
method provides perfect alignment of 
panels, ensures a 90° angle at each cor¬ 
ner, and most importantly, breaks the 
task into several easy-to-complete steps. 

Trim the front and back panels to the 
exact size using your router and a %" car¬ 
bide notching bit. Clamp a straight piece 
of oak facing near the end of the panel 
to serve as a guide for the router. Make 
several passes with the router, cutting a 
little deeper each time. Do not cross-cut 
this large panel on your table saw unless 
you have a special panel cutter like the 
one used by Norm Abram in his book 
The New Yankee Workshop.'0

BAFFLE AND GRILLES. Cut the 
driver holes with a jigsaw {Fig. 11). Use 
these cutouts to trace and then cut the 
initial line-up holes for the grille cloth 
frames. Cut these frames from %" 

Masonite with exterior dimensions 
slightly smaller than the front panel. 

I have broken the grille into two parts. 
The upper portion covers the speakers, 
and the lower part covers the port. The 
grilles are separated by a small piece of 
oak trim. Not only did I think the 
speaker would look better with two 
grilles, but also using a second, smaller 
grille on the port allows the fabric to be 
stretched loosely, thus avoiding buzzing. 
Mark the upper grille frame again by 

setting the speakers into the line-up holes 
and tracing the perimeter of each onto 
the frame. Then cut the holes again with 
your jigsaw, and cut a straight line be¬ 
tween the midrange driver cutouts. For 
the lower grille, simply cut the hole a lit¬ 
tle larger than the port. 

Finish the grilles by gluing a thin layer 
of black felt to the face of each one and 

then stretching and gluing the grille cloth 
over the felt. This is important because 
my LMP modeling assumes that the step 
response relates to the size of the driver 
flanges and not to the size of the baffle 
board. If you do not want to use my 
grilles, you must cover the entire face of 
the baffle board with some acoustically 
absorbent material to keep the step re¬ 
sponse near my target values. I think the 
speaker sounds better when damped in 
this manner, but my suggestion of no 
grilles was rejected by Tom and his wife. 

CLEATS AND BRACING. With the 
box shells formed, glue a total of sixteen 
evenly spaced % by 1 '/2 " oak cleats 1 'A " 
deep into the front of each box (this 
results in a '/i" inset of the front baffle 
board). Apply a liberal amount of yellow 
glue to all appropriate surfaces and drop 
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PHOTO 2: Rear view of speaker with the back 
panel removed. Note the double run of weather 
stripping used on the rear battens. 

the front panel in place. Bar clamps and 
weights will hold the panel firmly until 
the glue is set. I added another sixteen 
% by P/z" oak cleats so a total of 32 
cleats hold the front and side panels 
together. I did not use a continuous strip 
of oak facing here because of the cost. 

Then install a 3 by 48" brace on each 
side panel, cut from %" high-density par¬ 
ticle board. I made special clamps for 
this operation with jaws that extend 12" 
past the adjustment. This allowed me to 
use carpenter's glue instead of screws or 
epoxy. 

Put another 3 by 15" brace on the top, 
then install the 1 by 2" rear battens 114" 
deep into the cabinet (this results in a ‘/z " 
inset of the rear panel). Use several 3 by 
12" braces to support the weak spots on 
the baffle board. Then install two more 
braces across the original braces to keep 

the entire assembly from ringing when 
thumped {Photo 2). 
Install a double run of % by %" 

weather stripping in the rear battens. 
Space the double run so the wood 
screws used to secure the rear panel fall 
in between the weather stripping. This 
provides a double seal and helps cut 
down on air leaks. 

CROSSOVER ASSEMBLY Install the 
crossover parts on a piece of scrap wood 
and glue it to the bottom of the box. Wire 
all parts point to point, with solder lugs 
placed as needed {Photo 3). Keep the in¬ 
ductors as far apart as possible and group 

the other parts so as to minimize inter¬ 
connect distances. My brother and an 
audiophile friend stopped by during my 
construction and noted they didn't ap¬ 
prove of "all that 16-gauge zip cord" I 
was using for connections. I see it as one 
compromise among many. 

After the crossover and wiring is done, 
cut a 3" hole in the back panel for the 
Madisound D-cups. I cut this hole 16" 
from the floor, the same height as the 
wall outlets in my house. Glue another 
3" brace onto the inside of the back 
panel. This brace should be roughly 36" 
long, extending from the D-cup to the 
top of the speaker. 

INTRODUCING.. 

SPEAK 

Acoustic Simulation Software 

- Design Double-chamber Bandpass Systems -

(A) Bandpass 
(B) Vented 
(C) Sealed 

SPEAK output in iteration mode comparing 3 designs for the 
same driver. Note (1) cursor readout. (2), (3) Duct "organ 
pipe" resonances. (4) Rolloff due to v.c. inductance. 

SPEAK gives the same results as conventional Thiele-Small 
based programs for simple designs. But, you can go far beyond. 

Input Parameter Options 
Full driver specifications 
Front and rear enclosures 
Vents or passive radiators 
Passive crossover/equalizer 
Active filter, order 1-5 
Parametric equalizers 
Driver non-linearities 
Multi-way systems 
More. . . 

Plotting Options 
Pressure Response 
Electrical (Z, V, I) 
Diaphragm displacement 
Off-axis Response 
More... 

Requires 
IBM AT class compatible 

computer with coprocessor 
and EGA monitor. 

30 day full demo.39.50 

Purchase.395.00 

Multi-User.995.00 

DLC DESIGN 
24166 Haggerty Rd. 

Farmington Hills, MI 48024 
(313) 477-5534 

Fast Reply #Gf596 
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REFERENCE AND ASSOCIATED PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT 

Cartridge 

Turntable 
Tonearm 
CD Player 
Preamp 

Power Amp I 

Power Amp II 

Power Amp Illa 

Power Amp lllb 

Ortofon Digi-Track (My Grado units have a better sound but I broke the 
needles.) 
Kenwood KD-500 (modified 3 times) 

Formula 4 (modified 4 times) 
Sony CDP 350 (stock) 
LAST-PAS (with the Vorhis phono and line stages, heaters, and power 
supply) 
Dynaco ST-70 (modified 3 times; triode output stage; drives a pair of 
Dynaudio D-28af tweeters) 
Dynaco ST-70 (modified 3 times; triode output stage; drives a pair of 
Dynaudio 17M75 midrange drivers) 
Two SWTP Tiger 0.01 amps (60W each) with bass equalization circuits 
(These amps drive a pair of Peerless 10" woofers mounted in 60-liter 
closed boxes.) 
The same SWTP amps with the bass circuit removed (These amps 
were used to drive the Beer Budget system.) 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
GOOD REPRODUCTION 

by G. A. Briggs 
This concise, 88-page introduction to audio basics with special attention 
to loudspeaker characteristics is something of a classic. Out of print for many 
years (last revived in 1949), the text goes far beyond consideration of 
speakers, drivers and boxes. Briggs introduces the reader to such concepts 
as impedance, phons and decibels, frequency response, response curves, 
volume and watts, resonance and vibration, cabinets and baffles, horns, 
room acoustics, transients, crossovers, negative feedback, transformers, 
Doppler and phase effects, and efficiency. Although these topics are treated 
in a simple introductory way, they are nonetheless a comprehensive sum¬ 
mary of early audio technology. 

The author has a light, breezy style and a gift for explaining difficult con¬ 
cepts simply. Brigg’s quotes liberally from the best sources available in¬ 
cluding Olson, Henney, Wood, and Seashore. His book also owes much 
to his fifteen years of speaker manufacture as well as making and hearing 
live music for most of his life: Briggs was an avid pianist. 
The volume is liberally illustrated, and although the hardware is dated, the 
data is surprisingly germane. A pleasant tour through the early audio years 
and a provocative survey of the right questions about quality reproduction. 

Softbound, 51/z x 81/z 
$6.95 plus $1.75 shipping and handling 

NOTE: BOOKS ARE NOT RETURN¬ 
ABLE FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT. 
Please print in clear block capitals quan¬ 
tity needed, name and address REMIT 
IN US $ ONLY by MC/VISA. check or 
money order Charge card orders under 
$10. please include an additional $2 

POSTAGE & HANDLING: In US please 
add $1 75 for first book and 50c each ad¬ 
ditional book Canada please add $4.50 
Overseas include 20% of total order for 
shipping 

Order Today! Only $6.95 
Send ma_copies at $6.95 ea. _ 

Shipping _ 

TOTAL _ 
□ MC □ VISA □ CK/MO 

NAME “ 

STREET & NO 

CITY STATE ZIP 

MC/VISA : ËXP 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243, Dept. B90, Peterborough, NH 03458 

(603) 924-6371 / 924-6526 FAX: (603) 924-9467 
Answering machine for orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 

Have all information plus MC/VISA available. 

PHOTO 3: Crossover parts placement. Note 
that all wiring has been arranged to keep in¬ 
ductor spacing to a maximum. 

Solder all internal connections (no 
crimp-type connectors). I used a 25W 
pencil and heatsinks to solder the driver 
lugs and D-cup terminals. Then I used an 
80W pencil to solder the other connec¬ 
tions, using a heatsink in places where 
the joint was close to a component. 

PORT PROBLEMS. I calculated the 
port length and area using equations 
published in 77te Loudspeaker Design 
Cookbook. 11 I then compared my results 
against the charts published by David 
Weems 12 and the equations used by 
Richard Brush. 13 All these sources in¬ 
dicate a vent length of approximately 8" 
for a box with a net internal volume of 
8 cubic feet, a port of 25 square inches, 
and an Ffl target of 25Hz. I ended up 
trimming the port down to a length of 
51/2 " to meet this target. (The actual port 
length measures 5" but is effectively 
51/2" with the grille cloth in place.) 

I constructed the port so it could be 
taken in and out of the box, just like a 
driver. I then made a closed-box plug 
which could be substituted for the port. 
I wanted to experiment with closed-box 
versus ported-box sound. 
The experiment was a failure. The 

closed-box system sounded bass shy 
below 50Hz without the power-handling 
ability of the vented system. I spent a 

Continued on page 22 
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Innovative components 
for creative hands. 

Whether you’re the weekend hobbyist or the serious installer, 
you know where the sound comes from. Speaker builders all 
over the world are choosing MTX drivers and components 
because they mean better sound for your money. Consistent 
specs. Superior reliability. From our famous bass drivers, mid¬ 
ranges and tweeters to our indestructible grille kits and state of 
the art crossovers, you can rely on MTX, the most installed 
speakers in the world. 

MTX • Makers of the world’s best loudspeakers and sound components • Winslow, IL 

The Mitek Group • One Mitek Plaza • Winslow, IL 61089 • 815/367-3000 
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Continued from page 20 

great deal of time constructing and tun¬ 
ing this removable port, and I would ad¬ 
vise simply substituting a pair of 4" (in¬ 
side diameter) round ports, both cut to 
a 5" length. This equals the same 25-
square-inch area of my single removable 
port. 

DAMPING COMPOUND Coat the 
driver mounting holes and all internal 
braces with two coats of borosilicate 
ceramic coating. Paint about 1 " around 
each mounting hole, front and rear of the 
baffle board. This way, the drivers are 
mounted in a bath of coating. Line the 
inside of the box with 1 to 2" of fiber¬ 
glass, then screw the back into place 
(after predrilling new holes) with #8 2" 
wood screws spaced about 6" apart. 

FINISHING. 1 began construction in 
May, and by the middle of August I was 
suffering from a severe case of speaker 
building burnout. I couldn't lift the boxes 
anymore, so I had Tom stop by to help 
with the finishing. We carried the 
speakers into the basement and removed 
all the drivers. After sanding the sides 
smooth with a power sander loaded with 
#100 grit sandpaper, I rounded all the 

Put a little MAGIC 
into your life 

(and in ours too!) 

Do you want quick service 
on orders and subscrip¬ 
tion requests? If so, make 
sure you use your “mag¬ 
ic number” when corre¬ 
sponding with us. This 
number, which appears in 
the upper left corner of 
your mailing label, is your 
key to a speedy reply. 
Use it to help us serve you 
better. 

PHOTO 4: The finished speaker prior to stain¬ 
ing. Note that the box is almost 2' deep. 

fall above 15kHz. Also, when the 
D-28af's are played at high levels, they 
provide a better sense of dynamics. 

On the positive side, the Beer Budget 
system images very well. It locks on 
target and tells you exactly where the 
vocalist or instrument is located (at least 
on good recordings). This speaker does 
a much better job in this regard than my 
Dynaudio system. This same imaging 
quality also seems to make the Beer 
Budget speakers extremely transparent. 
In comparison, my Dynaudio system 
sounds cold and analytical. 

In low-frequency extension and power 
(below 100Hz), the Beer Budget system 
is awesome. It goes right down to 25Hz 
with authority and sets almost every¬ 
thing in my house into sympathetic vi¬ 
bration. I had to place my turntable on 
a 4" thick foam slab to keep the entire 
stereo system from oscillating. 

CONCLUSION. If you want a labor in¬ 
tensive yet cost effective speaker, per¬ 
haps the Beer Budget Window Rattler is 
for you. I estimate the do-it-yourself con¬ 
struction cost at about $650. This can be 
dropped to about $550 if you use parti¬ 
cle board and omit the grilles. 

b 

edges with a router and a carbide-tipped 
%" round-over bit with a ball bearing 
guide. Do not use an inexpensive high¬ 
speed steel round-over bit, as it will bum 
the oak facing and ruin the finish. 
After routing, we power sanded the 

cabinet with #150 grit paper and then 
again with #220 grit paper. The result 
was a fine piece of furniture ready for 
stain or oil [Photo 4]. 

SOUND. Sonically, the system has two 
weaknesses. The first occurs in the fre¬ 
quency range from 100Hz to 1kHz. I 
refer to this problem as a slight grey fog. 
The lower end of the human voice tends 
to be less crisp and detailed than it is 
with my Dynaudio 17M75 drivers (see 
Reference and Associated Playback 
Equipment). I accepted this design com¬ 
promise when I decided to use dome 
midrange units and a crossover point of 
700Hz. My Dynaudio system uses a first-
order crossover at 100Hz. 
The other weakness involves the 

tweeter. Compared to my Dynaudio 
D-28afs, the Peerless tweeters lack some 
of the "air” on the top end, resulting 
probably from the small amount of horn 
loading, which causes the response to 
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CONTACT BASICS 
BY MARC BACON 

As most Speaker Builder readers 
know, gold-plated contacts are 

often portrayed as sonically superior, as 
are esoteric audio cables. You may con¬ 
sider spending extra dollars for connec¬ 
tors just as you do for spikes, large-gauge 
inductors, and polypropylene capacitors, 
yet you don't know why, other than the 
fact gold "doesn't corrode and conducts 
electricity well." What follows (some of 
which is taken from an article in Machine 
Design, April 6, 1989) is intended to de¬ 
mystify the situation. 

Contact surface interfaces, while mac¬ 
roscopically smooth, typically have mi¬ 
croscopic peaks and valleys, with only the 
peaks touching each other (Fig. 1). Pres¬ 
sure at the contact areas flattens the peaks 
according to Hertz' relationship,1 assum¬ 
ing approximately spherical contact 
points: 

a = 0.721(P X K;, X Cj) 13, where 
a = contact area width/2 
P = applied pressure to each contact point 
Kd = geometric constant relating to the 

geometry of the contact area 
C£ = material constant related to the 

modulus of elasticity and Poisson's 
ratio for the contacting bodies. 

These contact areas often constitute as lit¬ 
tle as 1% of the apparent contact area. 
Two series resistances result from this in 
addition to the bulk resistance of the con¬ 
tacts, namely: 

1. Constriction resistance due to a 
small contact area. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Marc Bacon, age 30, is married with two children. 
A US citizen with Canadian residency, he is bi¬ 
lingual and manager of factory operations for a 
pulp and paper industry equipment plant in Sher¬ 
brooke, Quebec, where he recently implemented 
CAD and FEA on PC workstations. He is a 
member of the American Welding Society and has 
dabbled in speaker building for eight years. 

FIGURE 1 : Typical geometry of "smooth” contact surfaces. Note: A-spots are far smaller than 
contact faces. 

2. Contact resistance due to surface 
oxides or contaminants. 
Also, contacts have a nonlinear term 
caused by capacitance of adjacent con¬ 
tact surfaces which don't touch due to 
surface irregularities and oxides. Nor¬ 
mally, this element is small enough to 
be ignored, but corroded or poorly de¬ 
signed connectors may exhibit frequency¬ 
dependent impedance. The equivalent 
circuit for a simple contact is depicted in 
Fig- 2. 

LOWERING RESISTANCE. High con 
tact resistance at a speaker's input re¬ 
duces overall system damping and re¬ 
sults in power loss and contact heating. 
Poor internal contacts to a driver or 
crossover can cause selective degrada¬ 
tion of performance with resulting fre¬ 
quency imbalance as well. This is typi¬ 
cally caused by using tin crimp connec¬ 
tors instead of well-made solder joints. 
To lower contact resistance, manufac¬ 

turers design better contacts by: 
1. Increasing true contact area by in¬ 

creasing the deformation per the above 
Hertzian equation by using: 

a. Better finishes for more contact 
points, 
b. More resilient alloys which de¬ 

form readily, and 
c. Greater contact pressures per 

unit area. 
2. Using more noble metals which de¬ 

velop less surface oxides. 
3. Using metals which have lower 

bulk resistance, i.e., greater conductivity. 
The following is a list of most often 

used contact materials, from least to 
most suitable for loudspeakers, based on 
the above factors: nickel, brass, tin and 
tin/lead compounds, copper and gold. 
Typical contact resistances can range 
from 0.002Q for a nearly perfect gold con¬ 
nector to O.5OOÍ2 or more for a faulty, less 
noble contact. Note that while tin has a 
higher resistivity than brass, it is softer, 
giving it a larger contact area for a given 
pressure. Tin contacts are therefore the 
better choice. 

OXIDES AND FRETTING Tin is nat-
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FIGURE 2: Equivalent circuit for a simple 

contact. 

urally covered with a nonconductive ox¬ 
ide film, however, so connector design 
must provide for cracking off and dis¬ 
placing the oxide films to make a reliable 
contact. 

Once mated, tin contacts remain reli¬ 
able until opened and reoxidized. Reox¬ 
idation is the major reason tin contacts 
degrade. Vibrations of as little as 0.001 " 
in amplitude (called "fretting") can form 
new oxide films on the newly exposed 
surfaces of the contact spots [Fig. 3}. Dif¬ 
ferential thermal expansion caused by 
use of different materials in a contact 
may also cause fretting. Fretting causes 
insulating oxides to mix with the tin, 
building up in thickness as vibration per¬ 
sists and significantly increasing the total 
contact resistance. Black spots on tin 
contacts are a definite sign that such fret¬ 
ting has occurred. You can avoid fretting 
corrosion by applying a protective lubri¬ 
cant, designing more rigid connections, 
and using more noble, softer metals. 
While rocking and twisting micro¬ 

movements will build up oxides, long 
sliding movements may scrape them off 
and help delay the increase of contact 
resistance. Hence, if you can’t afford to 
change your tin connectors immediately, 
unplug and replug them at regular inter¬ 
vals, and use a fine emery paper to re¬ 
move any apparent deposits. 

Loudspeakers, by nature, will induce 
movement, either through cable motion 
or cabinet vibrations. Thus, you should 
solder internal wiring to individual driv¬ 
ers and crossovers. Binding posts and 
lugs are similarly much better than coax¬ 
ial connectors or spring clips due to their 
higher clamping pressures, larger contact 
areas and integrity in the presence of 
vibrations. 

Contact lubricants either reduce fric¬ 
tion or seal the oxygen from the contact 
area, or both. Friction-reducing lubri¬ 
cants are more often used on gold con¬ 

tacts, while sealing compounds are bet¬ 
ter for tin. 
Gold is often considered the ne plus 

ultra of contact materials. Don’t use pure 
gold for sliding contacts, however, be¬ 
cause it sticks, galls and smears, although 
harder gold alloys may work quite well. 
Also, for high-pressure, semi-permanent 
connections outside corrosion environ¬ 
ments, the performance of gold may be 
no better than that of cheaper materials. 

SUBSTRATES. Gold plating contacts 
doesn't guarantee a film-free contact sur¬ 
face, because corrosion products may 
migrate from other surfaces to the con¬ 
tact and because base metal diffusion 
from the substrate may contaminate the 
contact face. Nickel substrates are help¬ 
ful in reducing both effects. Porosity of 
gold plate which penetrates to the sub¬ 
strate will allow the substrate to corrode. 
Eventually corrosion products build up 
on the plated surfaces, increasing contact 
resistance. Copper substrates thus build 
up copper-sulfur products, while nickel 
substrates inactivate the pore by produc¬ 
ing a thin oxide film at the pore's base. 
Porosity occurs in films less than 15 
microinches thick, while films thicker 
than 50 microinches provide no benefit 
at increased cost. Another benefit of a 
nickel substrate is to provide a relatively 
hard base for the soft gold plate. 

What is the practicality of all of this? 
Is the effect of poor connections audible? 

Consider, for example, a woofer fed by 
a very poor connector with a 0.89 resist¬ 
ance. The woofer parameters are: 

Re = 6.OÍ2 
Fs = 30Hz 

Qk = 0.4 
Qus = 
Qts = 0.367 
VAS = 40 liters 
R<; = Cable 0.050 

+ Inductor loss 0.20 

Total 0.250 

Resulting total woofer Qrs values: 

With perfect connector Qre = 0.381 
With poor connector Qn = 0.426 

In a closed-box system of 15 liters, this 
yields the following differences: 

With perfect connector system Q = 0.729 

With poor connector system Q = 0.815 

The same woofer in a ported box of 30 
liters tuned to 40Hz acts as follows: 

With perfect connector F , = 52.4Hz 

FINAL STATE 
SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENTS HAVE BROKEN AND 
HEALED CONTACT FACES SEVERAL TIMES. 
BUILDING UP INSULATING LAYER 

FIGURE 3: Contact fretting. 

Response hump = 0.36dB 
With poor connector F3 = 48.1Hz 

Response hump = 1.0 IdB 

Although subtle, the degradation of bass 
transients is quite apparent from the 
above example. Plus, power loss is 11% 
across the connector, with a resulting 
1.05dB lower sensitivity. This can sub¬ 
stantially affect the subjective quality of 
a stereo pair. Thus, the extra dollars you 
spent for high-quality matched drivers 
can be marred by the poor connection 
quality. 
In summary, remember these points 

when selecting esoteric connectors: 
1. Choose connectors which provide 

high clamping pressures, freedom from 
vibration-induced movement, and rela¬ 
tively large overall contact areas. 

2. The best known metallurgy at pres¬ 
ent for loudspeakers is a nickel substrate 
with a 15-50-microinch plate of gold or 
a gold alloy. 

3. Use a contact lubricant compatible 
with the contact metallurgy. 
4. Keep contacts clean and free from 

contaminants. 

REFERENCE 
1. Roark and Young, Formulas for Stress and 

Strain, 5th ed., McGraw-Hill, 1975. 

If you should have a 
TECHNICAL QUERY... 

about an article appearing in this magazine, 
write it clearly, leaving space for a reply and 
referencing the magazine, the article and 
the page about which you are inquiring. 
Enclose a self-addressed stamped 
envelope and send these to Speaker 
Builder, PO Box 494, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 

If it’s warranted, we will forward your 
query to the author or a Contributing Editor 
for a prompt reply. 
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THE MDT MINI-MONITOR 
BY ROBBIE TUCKER 

As a custom speaker builder, I design 
mostly for specific applications. The 

musical design technologies™ Mini¬ 
Monitor is no exception. For years I had 
been trying to convince my in-laws to 
replace their old console record player 
with a new stereo system. Both have a 
great appreciation for classical music and 
really seemed to enjoy listening to my 
system. 
The problem was simple—space. My 

mother-in-law has packed her house 
with more antiques and knick-knacks 
than you can imagine. It's a gorgeous 
home, and I really don't blame her for 
not wanting electronic components scat¬ 
tered about. After much deliberation, she 
agreed to buy an integrated amp and CD 
player for my father-in-law's Christmas 
present, and I would build him a pair of 
speakers. 
The electronics would go into an ar¬ 

moire with speakers on top. Although this 
was not a perfect spot for speakers (I 
argued to no avail for speaker stands), we 
had the start of a new system. 

DESIGN. I had several drivers lying 
around from previous designs and de¬ 
cided to use one for this speaker. I wanted 
to keep the speaker small, have great 
midrange, and satisfy my father-in-law's 
liking for bass. My personal preference 
for sealed-box speaker sound didn't 
make the task any easier. I remembered 
the good performance I had obtained 
from the Morel MW-162 in an earlier 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Robbie Tucker has a degree in Education from 
Texas A&M University. A music lover, he is a bet-
ter-than-average trumpet and guitar player. He 
has been a serious audiophile since 1973 and en¬ 
joys jazz, classical and rock, in that order. He is 
business manager and designer for Musical Design 
Technologies. 

PHOTO 1: Front and back views of the MDT Mini-Monitor. 

FIGURE 1: a) 23-liter box with a Q of 0.9. : b) 16-liter box with a Q of 0.95. 

= 0.87 
= 0.95 
= 16.8226509 liters 

A 
CLOSED BOX FOR MW-162 

With box filling 

= 39Hz 
= 16.5 liters 

-3dB downpoint (F3) = 34.3066215Hz 
Box resonance (Fc) = 42.586207Hz 

B 
CLOSED BOX FOR MW-162 

With box filling 

= 39Hz 
= 16.5 liters 

= 0.87 
= 0.9 
= 23.2442331 liters 

-3dB downpoint (F3) = 33.4647658Hz 
Box resonance (Fc) = 40.3448276Hz 

Fs 
Vas 
Qrs 
Qrc 
Volume of box (Vs) 

FS 
Yas 
Qts 
Qrc 
Volume of box (Vs) 
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TABLE I 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Bandwidth (-3dB) 49Hz-20kHz 
Amplitude Response 54Hz-20kHz ±3dB 

62Hz-10kHz ±1.5dB 

Sensitivity 87dB 1W/1M 
Impedance 8ß nominal 
Minimum Impedance 4Q @ 4kHz 
Recommended Power 50-200W 
Size 10x15x15” 
Weight 29 lbs. each 

design, so I proceeded to the computer 
to design a small box and keep the Q as 
low as possible using that driver. 

Q is a composite term which describes 
resonant magnification in speaker boxes. 
It represents the degree to which the 
electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic cir¬ 
cuits of the woofer/box combination in¬ 
teract to control resonance.1 The com¬ 
puter estimated a box of 16 liters with fill¬ 
ing for a Q of 0.95, and 23 liters for a Q 
of 0.9 {Figs. 1 and 2.) The MW-162 is a 
160mm treated paper cone driver with 
rubber surround and a 75mm voice coil. 

I went to the scrap pile to round up 
something to build a prototype. I had 
several pieces of 1 " MDF (medium den¬ 
sity fiberboard) on hand. I can't recom¬ 
mend the MDF too highly. In final ap-

FIGURE 2: Sound pressure versus normalized frequency. 

plication, these speakers would rest on 
their sides, so I knew I could build them 
deeper than I normally would for speaker 
stands. If you are planning to use stands, 
adjust your dimensions accordingly. Ex¬ 
ternal dimensions were 10"W x 15"H 
X 15"D, giving an internal volume of 22 

liters {Fig. 3). I used silicone and wall 
board screws to put the prototype 
together. 

CROSSOVER. Next, I tested the drivers 
on Robert Caudle's fast Fourier transform 
processor (FFT) and started designing the 

Uniquely portable and user friendly, Fast and accurate measurements, Unlimited test sequence potential, 
Complete setups stored in non-volatile memory, Auto-calibrating, Auto-ranging 

The Intelligent Vademecum* Audiolab 
Mainframe 3302 plus Analyzer 3337 

A versatile combination of the Audiograph 3300 System 

Plots level, gain, 
distortion vs. 
frequency/amplitude/ 
time. 

4 colors, automatic 
control of paper speed 
for optimum resolution, 
automatic 
synchronization with 
external frequency 
sweeps. 

Leaders in 
audio 
instrumentation 

TFT >K 
USA, INC. 

Direct function keys: 
Level, level ratio, gain loss. 
THD, K2-K5. DFD. IMD, 
frequency. 
Keys to select sweep functions, 
three user definable programs. 

Operating keys (Paper scale, 
activate graphs and plots) 
Menu Selection 
Programming and recalling 
setups 

'Vademecum (Lat) 
“Go with me” 

Source selector. 

LCD display for all 
oscillator and 
analyzer data and 
user instructions. 
Bargraph. 

Softwheel or 
numeric entry of 
frequency and 
amplitude in 
selected units. 

Same entry keys to 
program individual 
setups. 

CONNECTORS 
AUDIO TEST SYSTEMS 
INFOMATIC SYSTEMS Neutrik USA, Inc. • 195-S3 Lehigh Ave. • Lakewood, NJ 087014527 TEL: 201-901-9488 • FAX: 201-901-9608 

Fast Reply HBE598 
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crossover. First I ran the bass and tweeter 
separately in a sealed box on the FFT ana¬ 
lyzer without a crossover. The tweeter 
was the Morel MDT-30 (no relation to the 
MDT Mini-Monitor). Morel makes sev¬ 
eral other tweeters such as the 28 and 29, 
but the 30 is my favorite. It is a 28mm, 
chemically treated soft dome. The mag¬ 
netic system is cooled and damped with 
ferrofluid and capable of handling 200W 
of power. I could have used a Dynaudio 
D28AF, but the Morel is more competi¬ 
tively priced. Since this project I have ex¬ 
perimented with the new Morel MDT 33 
tweeter, which I highly recommend if 
you have room in your budget. Upon 
analysis, I found the MDT-30 and the 
MW-162 very close to the manufacturer's 
frequency charts {Figs. 4 and 5). The bass 
had smooth response out to 5kHz and the 
tweeter performed to around 1kHz. 
I decided to use a second-order cross¬ 

over to keep costs low. The target cross¬ 
over point was 3kHz. I started out with 
the values suggested by the computer 
and worked out the final values by 
(much) trial and error. I ran each driver 
separately on the FFT with crossover, 
and the results are shown in Figs. 6 and 
7. The tweeter exhibited a resonance 
peak which was easily controlled with 
an impedance compensation network. 

The frequency response exhibited some 
serious suck-outs initially at around 
2kHz. I decided to use impedance com¬ 
pensation on the bass driver as well 
which eliminated the suck-out problem. 

The results of the final crossover used 
in the Mini-Monitor are shown in Fig. 8. 

TESTING. I can't tell you how excited 
I was to hook this speaker up to my 

NOW IN PRINT AGAIN 

C. G. McPROUD AT HIS BEST 
Three collections of the earliest post-WW II articles from 

Audio Engineering Magazine from 1947-49, 1950-52, 1952-55 
One of the most important founding fathers of the Audio Engineering Society, C. G. McProud set the stand¬ 
ards for the re-birth of high-quality sound reproduction in the US. 
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_ BKAA-3/S 

ORDER TODAY—Individually or by sets 
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book Canada please add 14 50 Overseas please include 20% of total order for shipping 
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TABLE II 

MATERIALS LIST 

Qty Item 

1 4' X 4' sheet of 1 " MDF 
1 3' X 8' natural veneer 
2 Morel MDT-30 tweeters 
2 Dynaudio variovents 
2 Morel MW-162 bass drivers 
2 Crossover boards 
6 Feet of Kimber Kable 4TC speaker 

wire or equivalent 
2 Pairs of Music Post binding posts or 

equivalent 
1 Sheet of dense foam 
1 Tube of silicone sealant 

60 2.5" black wall board screws 
14 1%" #6 black wood trim screws 
4 16 gauge 0.4mH air-cored inductors 

4 Solen 6/xF capacitors 
2 Solen 1 .5mF capacitors 
2 Solen 7^F capacitors 
4 8.20 5% 25W resistors 
2 3.30 5% 25W resistors 
2 150 5% 25W resistors 
3 Feet of 62Sn solder 
1 Quart of contact cement (with 

solvent) 
1 Pint of fine wood stain 
1 Pint of Formby’s Tung oil 

10 Sheets of 220 mesh (fine) sandpaper 
6 Sheets of 100 mesh (medium) 

sandpaper 
2 Pads of fine steel wool 

reference system which consists of: 
SOTA Series III turntable with acrylic 
mat, Simply Physics linear tracking/air 
bearing arm, Electrocompaniet Pre-la, 
and Quicksilver mono amplifiers. Charts 
and phase linearity can often tell a lot 
about a speaker, but listening is the real 
test. The midrange was wonderful and 
vocals sounded as good as any speaker 
I’ve built. However, the bass just didn't 
sound real. 
Back I went to the FFT to run the 

lower end on the 2k program. This pro¬ 
gram reads the low frequency driver 
from 20Hz to 2kHz. The problem be¬ 
came clear immediately. The Q of the 
box was not 1 as the computer-aided 
design estimated but was instead a very 

TABLE III 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

FFT Analyzer by Bob Caudle 
Formula “Loudspeaker Designing Aides” by 
Kelly D. Cunningham 

Apple Ile 128K with “Transwarp” 
Technics microphone RP-3800E 
Quicksilver mono amplifier 
MIT 330 interconnects 
Kimber Kable 4TC speaker wire 
Micronta digital multimeter 22-195 
Heathkit sine-square audio generator IG-5218 

Heathkit RLC bridge IB-5281 
Radio Shack sound level meter 33-2050 

HERTZ 

HERTZ 
FIGURE 6: Bass with crossover. 
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Alternative to the Caudle FFT 
Bob Caudle's FFT analyzer is not com¬ 
mercially available. As an alternative, 
we suggest the DRA MLSSA FFT 
analyzer (DRA, 607 W. Nettletree Rd., 
Sterling, VA 22170, (703) 430-2761). All 
you need is an IBM or compatible com¬ 
puter, a microphone and a microphone 
preamp. Bob has designed the preamp 
shown here. 

FIGURE A: Microphone preamp with shelf 
equalization components, Rs and Cs . 

316K 
-10 

100K 
0 db 

*^ + 10 db 

’ 10K 
+20 db 

3. 16K 
+30 db 

1K 
+40 db 

FIGURE B: Microphone preamp with frequency response compensation. 

'These values for Rs and Cs will be close to 68kQ and 220pF. These values were deter¬ 
mined to be the best choice when a sample of six RP-3800E microphones were tested. 
However, due to changes in manufacturer’s specifications, these values may require 
modification for current production units. For the most accurate results, your microphone 
should be compared to a B&K 4133 and final component selection made based on this 
comparison. 

unsatisfactory 1.4. I was disappointed 
since I really didn't want to make this 
design any larger. With a floor standing 
speaker, I could have used the same 
drivers and crossover with a 30-liter box 

The Q problem shows you cannot al¬ 
ways count on box volume formulas to 
be any more than a good starting point. 

I let the design sit on the back burner 

for a while. [Sounds incendiary to me.— 
Ed] During my trip to the Chicago sum¬ 
mer CES, I discussed my problem with 

Continued on page 32 

and eliminated the problem. Those of 
you at liberty to work with a floor stand¬ 
ing speaker may want to do that. It was 
not an option for me. 

I immediately looked at other possi¬ 
bilities. I had used foam for filling which, 
with other designs, I had found accept¬ 
able and cheaper than wool. Still, I tried 
replacing the foam with wool. Another 
analysis showed no improvement in the 
Q. I experimented with various amounts 
of wool, without satisfactory results. By 
this time I would have settled for 1.2. 
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FIGURE 10: Crossover schematic. 

Continued from page 30 
a Dynaudio rep. He asked if I had con¬ 
sidered using one of their "variovents." 
I had not. He went on to discuss their 
design. One of the attributes was the 
lowering of the impedance at resonance 
which also lowered the Q of the box. 
Dynaudio's literature states that "the 
variovent is a flow resistance, damping 
the resonance like a DC-resistance in the 
oscillating circuit which results in a more 
precise bass response and better woofer 
quality." They go on to claim the imped¬ 
ance maximum at the resonance point 
will be reduced by at least 50% com¬ 
pared to a sealed cabinet. I have to ad¬ 
mit I was skeptical, but the idea made 
sense. 

When I got back to Houston, I ordered 
some and gave them a try. I was pleased 
with the results. Although the imped¬ 
ance was not reduced by 50%, it was 
reduced by 25% {Fig. 9). More impor¬ 
tantly, the Q was reduced to a livable 
figure of 1. The resonance was 59Hz and 
the -3dB downpoint was 49Hz. 

CONSTRUCTION. Now I was ready to 
build the finished product. Normally, I 
would cut my sides at 45 ° angles and use 
heavy bracing, but because of the speak¬ 
ers' small size and the MDF thickness, 
I found it unnecessary. Thus, if you do 
not have a table or radial arm saw you 
could probably use a saber saw, a steady 
hand and a power sander. Alternatively, 
you can have the lumberyard cut out the 
parts. 
Cut your boards according to Fig. 3. 

You will need two each of 13" x 13", 10" 
X 15", and 10" x 13" for each enclosure. 
Make sure you install your binding posts 
and the speaker cable that goes to the 
crossover prior to assembling the boxes. 
You will probably have a hard time find¬ 
ing binding posts long enough to go 
through the 1 " board so routing an inden-

OmS 

I_1_i_1_1_1_1 1_I_L__J 
0 kHz 20 

2mS. 

FIGURE 11: Three-dimensional decay. 

tion on the inside surface may be 
necessary. I used Music Posts™ which 
are five-way binding posts made of high 
purity tellurium copper alloy with a 
tightly bonded Lexan mounting plate. 
Many other good posts are available if 
you don't want to spend $50 on these. 
Once you are sure your posts will easily 
fit and can be tightened, remove them 
for box assembly and veneering. Once 
the box is veneered you can reinstall 
them through the bass driver hole. 

Make sure to use a good quality silicone 
adhesive and long wallboard screws for 
box assembly. MDF is so hard you must 
predrill holes to avoid twisting off screws. 
Take your time and get some help when 
fining up your sides and tops or you'll 
spend a great deal of time sanding. 
Countersink your screws. Once all six 
sides are together, place a dense foam or 
wool filling in the top half of the box. Cut 

small strips for the bottom and sides of 
the lower half but be sure not to get 
foam directly behind the bass unit. You 
will need a free air passage to the vario¬ 
vent, and I also believe filling directly 
behind the bass driver affects imaging. 
If you use wool you'll have to use a 
screen to keep the wool in place. Foam 
can be glued to the sides with a hot glue 
gun. 

Place your finished crossover {Fig. 10] 
in the box and secure it to an accessible 
place on the bottom or side. A loose cross¬ 
over can create unwanted resonances. 
Also, as a precaution, keep it away from 
direct contact with the foam filling. You 
may find it easier to glue the foam and 
crossover to the box prior to installation 
of the last side panel {Photo 2). Be sure 
to use good quality capacitors (like 
Solens) and air-cored inductors with suf¬ 
ficient diameter wire to keep resistance 

PHOTO 2: Inside view of foam and crossover placement. 
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PHOTO 3: Subjective listening at the “Esoteric Ear.” 

to a minimum. I found 16 gauge to be 
adequate. 

Now you're ready to fill the counter¬ 
sink holes. Use a filling that will set up 
hard but is sandable and to which glue 
will adhere. Most fillings will sink a lit¬ 
tle after drying so two applications may 
be needed. As far as finish goes, I like 
natural veneers. Sand the box as smooth 
as possible. Most indentations or ridges 
will show through veneer. I finished my 
speakers in dark walnut to match the ar¬ 
moire. Be sure to give the contact ce¬ 
ment plenty of time to dry or you will 
be redoing the job in a couple of years. 
If you have one, use a router to cut the 
edges. Otherwise, a very sharp utility 
knife will work. 

Once the veneer is applied, sand very 
lightly by hand with fine sandpaper. Do 
not use a power sander on veneer if you 
wish to have any veneer left. Stain the 
veneer the color of your choice. Lightly 
sand again when the stain is dry and 
repeat the process if necessary. I used 
tung oil for the finishing touch. Many 
other finishes are acceptable, i.e., lacquer 
and polyurethane, but tung oil is fairly 
easy to apply, leaves a good protective 
coating and looks beautiful. It will take 
three to five coats. Lightly sand with fine 
steel wool after each coat. Be sure to re¬ 
move all steel wool fibers before you 
apply the next coat of tung oil. Be patient. 
You should not assemble the drivers to 
the boxes until they are completely 
finished. 

ASSEMBLY. Mark and predrill holes for 
driver placement. You can now solder the 
drivers to the crossover. Use good qual¬ 
ity solder and internal wire. I used 
62Sn silver solder and Kimber Kable 

4TC. You'll need something to seal the 
drivers to the boxes. Silicone works well, 
but if you use too much, you can smear 
and ruin the finish. You may feel more 
comfortable with a clay-based seal such 
as Mortite. Once the units are screwed 
to the front panel, you're ready for 
listening. 

I built grilles for these speakers out of 
necessity. The grille material can have 
a considerable effect on sound and must 
be carefully selected. If a covering is not 
acoustically transparent, it will not only 
absorb sound energy (particularly in the 
treble range) but will also provide a par¬ 
tial reflecting surface adjacent to the 
drivers, thus producing further colora¬ 
tion. Light machine-knit stretch polyester 
fabrics are suitable.2 If you don't have 
to use grilles, don't. 

RESULTS. I can't tell you how much I 
enjoy listening to these speakers. I per¬ 
formed subjective listening tests at home 
and at one of Houston's high-end studios, 
the Esoteric Ear (Photo 3). I found myself 
listening to the music more than the 
speakers and electronics. That pretty 
much says it. The cost of the project was 
low, especially for the quality sound 
produced. 

I also designed a vented version using 
Morel's MW-164 instead of the 162. The 
164 has a low Qre (0.41) and a dual 
magnet for improved sensitivity. Details 
of this design are available upon request. 
_ 

REFERENCES 
1. Dickason, Vance, The Loudspeaker Design 

Cookbook, The Marshall Jones Co., 1987, 
available from Old Colony Sound, PO Box 243, 
Peterborough, NH 03458. 
2. Colloms, Martin, High Performance 

Loudspeakers, 3rd Ed., Pentech Press, 1985. 
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TITANIUM + TPX + 
POLYPROPYLENE = 

Speaker builder fans, take a careful 
look at this system that features: 

• Dual 10-inch woofer system (will 
work with many systems); 

• Polydax 8-inch TPX lower midrange, 
MHD 2025 TDSN; 

• Polydax 41/z-inch TPX midrange, TX 
1125 JSN; 

• MCD-25M 1-inch titanium dome 
tweeter; 

• Simple construction; no need for a 
computer or cabinet shop; 

• No driver costs more than $40. 
I built the upper part of my system 

from a design described in a Polydax 
bulletin, Audax TPX System II.1 Excerpts 
from this bulletin are: 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Mill Johnson, age 52, is a cabinetmaker by pro¬ 
fession. He is an Extra class ham radio operator 
/call KU7D/ and has been interested in speaker 
building since the late '50s. He has built several 
tube amps. Mill is also president of his local his¬ 
torical society. 

BY MILLARD JOHNSON 

"A six-month research project, in con¬ 
junction with a major university in Paris, 
France, has resulted in a system which 
utilizes the full benefit of advanced de¬ 
velopment techniques in order to opti¬ 
mize the performance of a loudspeaker 
system. Excellent horizontal dispersion 
and vertical directivity characteristics 
have been achieved in a new loud¬ 
speaker design which has been intro¬ 
duced by Audax engineers. 

"A comprehensive array of testing has 
been performed to ensure that the loud¬ 
speaker's performance excelled techni¬ 
cally. Previous attempts to create a truly 
state-of-the-art system had resulted in an 
accurate soundstage, but only over a 
limited dispersion area. Exhaustive, blind 
test listening comparisons conclusively 
revealed that a three dimensional image 
was present, over a wide listening do¬ 
main. It is now possible to obtain the 
localization of separate voices and instru¬ 
ments, while keeping the stereo imaging 
stationary within an extended listening 
field." 
The bulletin documents the excellent 

frequency, phase and transient character¬ 
istics of this new design and includes en¬ 
closure construction plans and the cross¬ 
over schematic. I modified the high-pass 
section because I substituted the MCD 
tweeter for the Polydax HD12X9D25G. 

ADDING A SUBWOOFER. The Audax 
design uses the 8-inch woofer for the 
lower midrange and bass, yielding good 
bass, similar to Dick Olsher's Dahlia de¬ 
sign. However, it lacks the powerful 
foundation this spectacular upper three-
way demands, so I decided to add a sub¬ 
woofer system. 
I selected Madisound's new 10-inch 

model 10208, designed for a sealed cab¬ 
inet. I used two Dynaudio Variovents 
per enclosure, which act as pressure re-

FIDELITY 

lief valves. They are not bass reflex ports. 
They lower impedance at resonance and 
make the woofer system easier to equal¬ 
ize—yes, I said equalize. I had banished 
my equalizer to the storeroom after I 
found it added a layer of "grunge" to the 
midrange and treble. But in my new 
setup the equalizer does not affect the 
bass sound quality and you can tailor the 
sound to the acoustics of the room and 
your personal taste. 

CONSTRUCTION. The details are 
fairly simple and this project can be built 
without owning a cabinet shop. I won't 
repeat common construction practices. 
I prefer wall bond or Liquid Nail adhe¬ 
sive to glue; it comes in tubes and is ap-

PHOTO 1 : Notice ribs on woofer and exposed 
crossovers. 
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FIGURE 1: Crossover schematic. Inductors from Meniscus. Single run of 18 gauge solid core 
wire to each driver and a double run of 18 gauge (Radio Shack) to the 2025, 8" speaker. 10 
or 12 gauge high quality wire to the woofers. 

plied with a caulking gun. The material 
is heavy bodied, fills cracks and sets up 
incredibly strongly. 
I built the main boxes using %-inch 

novaply, with 2 by 2s in the comers and 
1 by 4s as front-to-back braces. I also 
glued novaply scraps to the spaces be¬ 
tween the comer blocks and braces to 
damp resonances. 
After completing the basic boxes I 

used a belt sander to smooth the sides 
and then glued %-inch finish hardwood 
plywood to the sides and top. I covered 
the front of the upper speaker with 
l/z-inch acoustic foam and, using card¬ 
board templates, carefully cut holes to 
expose the drivers. 

RECYCLING. In the lower speaker I 
used a piece of %-inch walnut plywood 
for the speaker baffle, left over from a 
cabinet I built in the late fifties using 30-
inch woofers. It is only appropriate that 

FIGURE 2: Construction details. 
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FIGURE 4: Revised woofer with Isobarik configuration. 
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FIGURE 3: TPX System II performance specs. 
Top: horizontal dispersion, measured at 0, 30 
and 45° off axis. Center: vertical directivity, 
measured at 0,5 and 10° off axis. Bottom: tran¬ 
sient and phase response. 

I used a piece of plywood from my 
largest woofer for my latest project—the 
smallest and best woofers I ever built. 
This system uses a unique crossover 

[Fig. 1). I firmly believe extra layers of 
electronics must be avoided. The elec¬ 
tronic crossovers I tried veiled the sound. 
My PS Audio 4.6 preamp has two sets 
of outputs. I ran one set to my tube 
monoblocks, and the other to my Audio 
Control Richter Scale Series III, which 
is connected to an Adcom 545 bass 
amplifier. 
The tube amp has a 0.01/xF capacitor 

at the input which gives the effect of a 
6dB high-pass filter. The bass starts roll¬ 
ing off at 140Hz, and I set the Richter 
Scale Series III crossover frequency at 
125Hz (with plug-in module). 

REVISED WOOFER A new couch and 
lower listening position necessitated 
lowering the height of the speaker sys¬ 
tem in my room. I decided to try an 
Isobarik configuration using the same 
drivers and cabinet minus seven inches 
(Fig. 4). The results are very interesting. 
The original woofer design had excellent 
bass, and you could equalize it to have 
flat response to 30Hz with 6dB of boost. 
Below 30Hz the response dropped like 
a rock, and even at high SPL the cone 
movement was minimal. 

With the Isobarik version, I had hoped 
to duplicate the performance of the 
larger enclosure. I was amazed with the 
results. The response is flat to 25Hz 
without equalization, with a 3dB down 
point of 23Hz. 
Because of increased cone excursion 

I wondered if the Isobarik could play 
Continued on page 93 
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12 M15 

DOM 2 

A complete line of beautifully 
crafted drive units from %" 
carbone dome tweeter to 22" 
honeycomb concave dome 
subwoofer. Curvilinear honey¬ 
comb structures, foam/skin 
cones, carbon loaded domes, 
Cabasse engineers know 
about today’s technology, and 
they know how to put it to work 
to better serve music. 

21 NDC 

NOW 
IN STOCK 

$125.00 NOW IN STOCK 

L120F 
131A IN. WOOFER 

THE FACTS 
Unique PVA/Long cotton 
fibers super damped cone 
Unique 2 in VC with outer and 
inner winding! Superb die 
cast aluminum open frame: 
IIV2 lbs. total weight. 

THE PERFORMANCES 
Fs = 22.3Hz/ Q rs = .379 

VAS = 206.21 liters 
Linear one way XM4X : 7.5mm 

Effective piston: 550 cm2 

(516) 747-3515 
Exclusively imported by KIMON BELLAS 

FAX: (214) 991-5016 
FAX: (516) 294-1943 

STOCKING MASTER DISTRIBUTORS: 
Transducer Technology • 4320 Spring Valley, DALLAS, TX 75244 • (214) 991-6994 
Zalytron Industries • 469 Jericho Turnpike, MINEOLA, NY 11501 

200W RMS power 



Part III 

A COMPACT INTEGRATED 
ELECTROSTATIC/ 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
BY ROGER R. SANDERS 

This transmission line |TL) has a 
strange shape and looks difficult to 

build but is no more difficult than other 
TLs, all of which are more complex than 
your basic box. I'm no carpenter, but I 
built these without much trouble. You 
need no special tools, as most of the cuts 
can be made with an ordinary circular 
saw and a long straightedge. Typical 
speaker enclosure construction is used, 
consisting of % " particle board screwed 
and glued together. I constructed mine 
in one weekend. Because I wanted them 
to be attractive, I had a carpenter apply 
Formica to the cabinets. 
The TL is tapered both front to back 

and side to side for minimum resonance. 
Most TLs are a constant width, that pro¬ 
duces one significant resonance. Prob¬ 
ably the most unusual aspect of this TL 
is that it is a parallelogram rather than 
a rectangle in cross section. I did this for 
performance and aesthetics. A planar 
ESL is laser beam directional and must 
be aimed toward the listener. It must be 
angled inward at 15 to 30° for optimum 
soundstage presentation. 

If you place the ESL at the front of a 
rectangular enclosure, you must angle 
the entire enclosure inward. Most peo¬ 
ple find this unacceptable. The problem 
could be solved by setting the ESL back 
from the front of a rectangular enclosure 
so it could be angled but hidden by a sur¬ 
rounding grille cloth. Then you could 
place the rectangular enclosure against 
the wall in the normal fashion, the woofer 
would fire perpendicular to the wall, and 
the ESL would be angled inward. The 
audible problem with this is the ESL 
would be out of the plane of the woofer 
and would not have free dipole radiation 
around the back of the TL. Aesthetically, 
it is unattractive because the surrounding 
grille cloth makes the speaker appear as 
a large box. 

I decided to leave the enclosure sides 
perpendicular to the wall and angle the 
entire face of the speaker. Not only does 
this make an attractive enclosure, but it 
is the key to the rear-wave beam split¬ 
ter. By picking the right width to depth 
ratio on the vertical part of the TL and 
putting the ESL inside, the TL will in¬ 
tersect about two-thirds of the rear 
beam. Different surfaces of the TL are 
then used to reflect parts of the rear 
wave in directions not usually covered 
by conventional dipoles, which produces 
the casual dispersion desired. 
You may want to consider a curved 

ESL. Although this would have the dis¬ 
advantage of wide dispersion, it would 
allow a rectangular enclosure with part 
of the ESL facing the listener and the basic 
enclosure perpendicular to the wall. 
The drawings are somewhat difficult 

to visualize because of the angles (Figs. 
1-3). To make them easier to interpret, 
the front and side views are drawn as 
though the enclosure were a rectangle 
rather than a parallelogram. The dimen¬ 
sions are essentially the same in either 
case. Just make the cuts at the required 
angle rather than the normal 90° angle, 
and you will automatically end up with 
a parallelogram when you assemble it. 

IMAGING CONSIDERATIONS. Un 
like magnetic speakers, ESLs sound the 
same no matter how close you are to 
them. This makes it possible to have dif¬ 
ferent stage presentations based on the 
percentage of room acoustics in the im¬ 
age. If you sit far away, the performers 
will sound as though they are in your 
room. If you sit very close, you will 
think you are in the concert hall where 
the recording took place. Close seating 
has other advantages as well, including 
higher SPLs, improved detail resolution, 
more precise instrument location and 

greater intimacy with the performance. 
The effect is much like listening to good 
headphones but without their bizarre 
imaging. 
Another consideration is image width. 

Since planar ESLs have such excellent 
imaging ability they may be more widely 
spaced than wide-dispersion magnetic 
speakers without developing a hole in 
the middle of the image. I have found 
they can present perfectly an image 60° 
wide. Thus, you can set them up to form 
an equilateral triangle with your listen¬ 
ing location. I have set up a very small 
equilateral triangle only 5 feet on a side. 
The resulting image is astounding, but 
your eyes can play tricks on you until 
you get used to this position. Initially, 
visual clues tend to contradict and over¬ 
ride what your ears are telling you, sug¬ 
gesting a compressed image. If you close 
your eyes, the image opens out into the 
concert hall. 

After deciding your preferred listening 
distance, determine the angle required 
to have the speakers face your seat. This 
may be up to 30° for each speaker. Note 
that angles less than this will reduce not 
only the soundstage width but also the 
effectiveness of the rear beam splitter 
(Fig. 3). For optimum performance, your 
seating position should not be against a 
wall or the sound will be smeared by 
wall reflections immediately behind you. 
If you must sit near the wall, put some 
sound-absorbing material on it. 

If you don't want a chair in the mid¬ 
dle of your room, consider my solution. 
I have two tiny marks on the carpet for 
the front legs of my listening chair, 
which is normally near the wall. I place 
the chair on the marks for serious listen¬ 
ing, but the rest of the time it is out of 
the way. 

CONSTRUCTION. Remember to make 
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PARTS LIST 

TL 
2 Particle board 0.75" x 4' x 8' 
2 Driver, Dynaudio 24W75 
1 Grille cloth. Mellotone flameproof 

30" x 8' 
Mise. Screws, glue, paint, Formica, con¬ 

nectors, wire, aluminum bracing, 
wool or polyester damping material 

ELECTRONICS 
2 Transformers, audio, Triad S-142A 
2 Electronic crossover, assembled 

module, Biamp 650Hz 18dB/octave, 
DeCoursey #9078 

2 Gain/equalizer, assembled module, 
DeCoursey #871 

1 Power supply, 3kV, 0.01mA 

Mise. Chassis, switches, jacks, connect¬ 
ing cables, plugs 

mirror-image parts for the left and right 
cabinets. All these angles make for some 
interesting cuts, but if you pay attention, 
it is not difficult. To make the long ver¬ 
tical cuts at the required angle, clamp an 
8' straightedge (aluminum bar stock Pä" 
by %") to the wood with C clamps along 
the required cut. Adjust the foot plate of 
the circular saw to the required angle. 
Run the saw along the straightedge to 
make the cut. Your saw's foot plate will 
probably not tilt the other way to make 
the mirror image cuts, so run the saw 
from the other direction. You cannot run 
the circular saw completely to the right¬ 
angle corner on one side of each front 
and rear piece without cutting into the 
face of the enclosure. Just get close to the 
corner and finish the cut with a hand¬ 
saw. The power saw's kerf makes a good 
guide. 

If you are careful, you can get the 
screws in at the appropriate angle free¬ 
hand. I found it easier to drill one screw 
hole at each end of the enclosure and 
assemble the two parts temporarily using 
only those two screws. Be careful not to 
tear out the screws while you finish drill¬ 
ing a string of screw holes down the 
joint. I put screws about every 6 inches. 
An assistant is essential during this proc¬ 
ess. After the holes are drilled, disassem¬ 
ble the two parts, apply the glue and 
reassemble them using all the screws. 
With all the screws in place, the parts 
are stable, and you can use the same 
process on the next part. 

Perfect joints are nearly impossible 
because the wood tends to slide, but this 
is not critical. Use a belt sander or plane 
to trim the overhangs after the glue is 
dry. Don't forget to insert the damping 
material before you put the last piece in 
place. 
Note that the woofer goes on the 

tapered side of the enclosure. This helps 
balance the front-heavy speaker and 
aims the ESLs slightly upward so you are 
not listening at the joint between the two 
panels. 

Virtually all woofer systems reflect the 
rear wave off the back wall of the en¬ 
closure and radiate through the woofer 
cone into the listening area. You can 
solve this problem by placing a 45° baf¬ 
fle directly behind the woofer to direct 
the sound waves down the line rather 
than allowing them to reflect back 
through the cone. Place a 45° baffle at 
the 90° turn in the line to direct the 
sound up the line rather than reflecting 
it back into the woofer. You can make 
these baffles out of scrap particle board. 

DAMPING MATERIAL. This design 
has very tight dimensions, and you must 
be careful not to overstuff it. Too much 

damping material will wipe out the deep 
bass. 
Natural long-fiber wool is the best 

damping material, but it is costly, hard 
to get, and must be mothproofed and sup¬ 
ported. Expect to use about % pound or 
a little less per cubic foot. I prefer con¬ 
stant-impedance stuffing, which must be 
packed more tightly near the woofer than 
at the port. Staple some nylon webbing 
into the line about every foot to support 
the wool and keep it from settling. Sprin¬ 
kle moth crystals in with it and be sure 
to use a grille cloth over the port to pre¬ 
vent moth entry. 

There is little audible difference be¬ 
tween wool and synthetic materials, so 
polyester fluff is commonly used. If you 
have a choice, use fine rather than coarse 
polyester. Polyester is cheap and read¬ 
ily available, moths hate it, and it does 
not need support. Under a microscope, 
the fibers are smoother than wool. 
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Hence it is not as good for impeding 
sound, so stuff it a little more tightly than 
you would wool. 

Fill the line loosely; but put in a little 
extra near the woofer. Too little stuffing 
is better than too much. Do the finish 
work before you stuff the area behind 
around and install the woofer itself. It is 
easy to finish stuffing through the woofer 
opening. The wiring can also wait until 
the last minute. 

DRIVERS. Which driver is best in a TL? 
Unlike ESLs, magnetic drivers are ex¬ 
tremely complex and unpredictable. How 
do you pick a good one? I use a combina¬ 
tion of logic and luck, which has served 
me well. My philosophy is simple: 1) use 
the largest driver possible consistent with 
design limitations; 2) buy the best qual¬ 
ity, most advanced drivers available; and 
3) spend whatever money it takes to 
achieve numbers 1 and 2. Drivers are in¬ 
expensive, so don't cut corners here. 
The Dynaudio 24W75 best meets my 

criteria for this design. I originally plan¬ 
ned to use an 8" woofer, but this 9" unit 
offers high quality with hexagonal voice 
coil wire, a plastic cone, a very large 
spider, superb frequency response, and 
excellent power-handling capacity. It 
also has a very shallow cone, which 
minimizes phase alignment problems. I 
did not test any others in this design, but 
I would be surprised if you can improve 
on this one. 1 expected clarity and 
linearity from this compact TL system, 
and I was not disappointed. But I was 
not prepared for the degree of deep bass 
extension and power handling that these 
speakers exhibit. 

TL TESTS. I was concerned I had made 
so many compromises in the interest 
of compactness that performance would 
be unacceptable. With considerable anx¬ 
iety I substituted them for the woofers 
in my big system, that uses the excellent 
12" Dynaudio 30W54 in a large cross¬ 
section 10' TL stuffed with wool. Its per¬ 
formance is truly outstanding. To expect 
a compact system to approach this level 
of performance seemed unreasonable. 
I was amazed when the little system 

matched the big one in almost every way. 
There were two differences. First, as ex¬ 
pected, the small system was not as effi¬ 
cient, requiring that I turn up the bass am¬ 
plifier to match the output of the ESL. 
This presented no problem, however, as 
I could not drive it into obvious distor¬ 
tion even though I was seeing in excess 
of 105dB on my SPL meter. The other dif¬ 
ference was in the deep bass response, 
which was not quite as extended as in the 
big system. This I also expected, but the 
difference was remarkably small. Good 
woofer systems literally make the floor 
move without sounding strained. You 
feel the bass rather then hear it. This is 
the first woofer system under 10 inches 
that I have heard do this, and it does it 
with ease and authority. 

MOUNTING THE ESLs. The method 
of mounting the ESLs to the TLs may 
vary depending on the ESLs you build. 
I attached some wood strips along the TL 
to form a slot for the ESLs. The opposite 
edge and unsupported top edge are brac¬ 
ed with aluminum strips similar to those 
used for the cutting guide. I used 1 by 
%" aluminum, which is easy to bend 

without cracking and can be cut with 
wood tools. I also used 8/32 nylon bolts 
to maintain insulation. 
Physical phase alignment between the 

ESL and TL is not critical in this design 
because the relatively low frequency 
crossover is below the region where the 
ear is sensitive to phase abnormalities, 
low-frequency wavelengths are long so 
errors are minimized, and the woofer 
cone is shallow. This is fortunate be¬ 
cause there was no alternative but to 
drop the woofer from ear level to the 
floor, which results in a longer sound 
path for the woofer than for the ESL. A 
good rule of thumb is to place the ESL 
diaphragm in a plane about one-third the 
way down the woofer cone. In this de¬ 
sign, that means the ESL diaphragm 
should be recessed only 14 inch from the 
front of the TL cabinet. I don't think this 
speaker can be optimized for phase 
unless it is angled severely backward so 
the ESL and woofer are equidistant from 
your ears. Obviously, this would be as-
thetically unacceptable. I suggest you 
place the ESLs reasonably close to the 
front edge of the TL and don't worry 
about phase alignment. Listening tests 
have not revealed any serious phase 
problems. 

GRILLE CLOTH. Grille cloth impairs 
sound quality. Close-weave fuzzy cloths 
and thick foam are the worst. The best 
are the open-weave smooth plastic cloths 
made by Mellotone. Flameproof Mello-
tone cloth is not cheap but is difficult to 
detect sonically. Other than cost, the 
only disadvantage is its sheemess, so you 
must paint your cells black lest they 
show. I do not use grille cloth, but omit¬ 
ting it is aesthetically unsatisfactory. Like 
reduced SPLs and deep bass extension, 
grille cloth is part of the compromise of 
an aesthetically pleasing speaker. 

To test grille cloth, mount it on some 
type of frame and have someone alter¬ 
nately put it in front of the speaker and 
then take it away while you are listening 
to a wideband complex source. Use blind 
testing, otherwise you will be convinced 
the sound has changed just because you 
see an obstruction. You should readily 
and reliably be able to tell when the grille 
cloth is on. 

ELECTRONICS. Audiophiles get all 
worked up over trivial differences in their 
sound systems while overlooking major 
areas of improvement. A good example 
is the listener who spends thousands of 
dollars repeatedly trading one amplifier 
for another while continuing to operate 

Continued on page 42 
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ÆL CAPACITORS 
Société des Condensateurs Record 

Design integrity for sonie transparence. 
Designed by Kimon Bellas and exclusively represented by FOCAL 
AMERICA, INC., this new line of caps offers a unique sum of excep¬ 
tional features: 

• 400VAC/630VDC omnidirectionally metallized polypropylene 
film by BOLLORE (high voltage caps do exhibit faster rise 
time, and can be used in solid state and tube electronics). 

• 5% precision value. 
• Ultra compact winding on solid core, with heat-shrunk PVC 

envelope and polyurethane encapsulation. 
• 14 AWG Teflon damped silver coated pure copper lead wire 

with Y-shape silver solder. 
To create such a cap was only half of the challenge. We also wanted to 
bring it to you at a price as attractive as its exceptional performance. 

IT IS NOW IN STOCK at selected distributors 
BIG COVE RESEARCH, AL: (205) 881-8677 
SPEAKERS ETC., AZ: (602) 944-1878 
TRANSDUCERS TECHNOLOGY, TX: (214) 991-6994 
ZALYTRON INDUSTRIES, NY: (516) 747-3515 
OEMs: Please contact directly FOCAL AMERICA. 

Aria 5 Aria 7 

Kimon Bellas of Focal America and Joseph D’Appolito have collaborated to produce two 
remarkable new loudspeaker systems, the Aria 5 and the Aria 7. These loudspeakers offer 
state-of-the-art sound at an incredible price! 

Aria 5 - $695/pair ! 

Two Focal 5" polykevlar bass/midranges 
and a Focal tweeter in a 19" x 9" x 10" 
(HxWxD) black lacquered cabinet, with 
grill. Includes Focal-made crossover and 
solid brass binding posts. Completely 
assembled systems at $695/pair. Subwoofer 
not needed, reallyl. 

Aria 7 - $995/pair ! 

Two Focal 7" polykevlar bass/midranges 
and a Focal tweeter in a 45" x 9" x 10" 
(HxWxD) black lacquered cabinet, with 
grill. Includes our own crossover (air core 
inductors, serial polycaps, poly-bypassed 
parallel caps) and solid brass binding posts. 
Completely assembled systems at $995/pair. 

Advanced Audio Products 

Located in Seattle, we are now stocking distributors of Focal products. We have specialized 
our inventory to support the Aria loudspeakers as well as the Autosound market. All Aria 
components are available separately. Please call or write for free product information. 

Advanced Audio Products • 1916 Pike Place • Suite 1243 
Seattle • Washington • 98101-1013 • (206) 527-3393 

Fast Reply HGE588 



FIGURE 3: Beam splitter geometry (top view). 

Continued from page 40 

his speakers with passive high-level cross¬ 
overs. The superior sound quality of low-
level active (electronic) crossovers used 
with multiple amplifiers is obvious, but 
amplifier differences are subtle at best. 
All my speaker systems have electronic 
crossovers and multiple amplifiers. I 
consider this essential [Fig. 10). 
Since no electronic component is as 

pure as one that isn't there, it doesn't 
make sense to have a preamp. We use 
preamps for RIAA equalization in analog 
disk systems, which I believe are obso¬ 
lete. Digital audio's flaws are fewer than 
those of commercial analog systems. 
Analog tape has always been superior to 
analog disks, but manufacturers have not 
used tape to its full potential. 

If you still have an analog disk system, 
I recommend you copy any music of in¬ 
terest to a quality tape system; discard 
your turntable, preamp and disks; and 
use a passive attenuator and switching 
network to adjust gain and select sources. 
Similarly, tone controls are unnecessary 
with a top quality speaker system. If you 
feel tone controls are essential, you need 
at least a 10-band equalizer, not tone con¬ 
trols on a preamp. If your attenuator 
tracks well, you don't need balance con¬ 
trols either. In short, there is no longer 
any need for a preamplifier. 

It is easy to build a passive attenuator/ 
switching unit. You can customize it to 
your specific needs; then incorporate it 
into your gain/equalization/crossover 
electronics, which I will describe shortly. 
I use the AR Remote Control because it 
offers power, gain, balance, muting and 
selection of two sources without any 
detectable influence on sound quality. It 
is cheap, convenient and has perfect gain 
tracking between channels. The AR has 
two shortcomings: its power switching is 
limited to 600W (a problem shared by vir¬ 
tually all preamps as well), and it swit¬ 

ches between only two sources. You can 
solve the power problem by using the 
unit to turn on a large power relay that 
switches on the rest of the system. I have 
a switch in my gain/equalization chassis 
that allows me to select one of several 
other sources. 

CROSSOVERS. I chose Butterworth 
filters because they are maximally flat in 
the passband and in odd-order designs 
they afford constant voltage and power 
levels through the crossover regions. 

First-order Butterworth filters are low 
in phase shift and have constant output 
through the crossover point, but they roll 
off at only 6dB/octave, which requires a 
two-octave spread beyond the crossover 
point for the drivers. For example, for 
a 550Hz crossover, the woofers should 
be linear up to at least 2,200Hz and the 
ESLs should be linear down to at least 
136Hz. This is not practical. 
Second-order filters have 12dB/octave 

slopes, which are steep enough for most 
speakers and widely used in passive high-
level crossovers. Unfortunately, there is 
a definite, audible discontinuity at the 
crossover point. You can make this 
"hole” less noticeable by reversing one 
speaker, but there is still an audible 
imperfection. 

Third-order, or 18dB/octave, filters cor¬ 
rect these problems. In addition to a max¬ 
imally flat passband, they maintain a con¬ 
stant sound level through the crossover 
point. Driver cutoff is sharp, minimizing 
extended frequency response require¬ 
ments. The smooth, gradual phase shift 
across the band is not objectionable. 

You can use steeper sloped filters, but 
phase shift becomes a problem and it is 
difficult to obtain parts precise enough 
for proper performance. Therefore, I de¬ 
cided to use 18dB/octave slopes. 
Select the crossover frequency care¬ 

fully. The advantages of a low crossover 

frequency (less magnetic driver energy 
in the midrange, flatter frequency re¬ 
sponse, less critical phase performance 
and better driver blending) must be bal¬ 
anced against high output. I have chosen 
a 550Hz effective crossover point for op¬ 
timum results. If you demand a lower 
crossover point, more equalization will 
be required, the ESL will have to produce 
more bass, voltage requirements will be 
higher, and driver excursion will be 
greater. All these conspire to reduce out¬ 
put. The ESL can be operated down to 
150Hz, but the TL is so good that the sub¬ 
jective difference between a crossover at 
150Hz and one at 550Hz is nil, while the 
difference in output is dramatic. 
You can obtain crossovers from sev¬ 

eral sources, as well as build them your¬ 
self. [Several kits are available from Old 
Colony, PO Box 243, Peterborough, NH 
03458.] You need precision components, 
however, and these can be difficult to 
obtain. Complete circuit boards are often 
cheaper than building your own. I use 
units built by DeCoursey Engineering 
Laboratories. They come in both hard¬ 
wired and plug-in versions, are about 2" 
square and are glass epoxy with quality 
components. They cost about $50 per 
channel. The part number for the plug¬ 
in version is 9078. The crossover point 
should be specified at 650Hz, which 
yields a 550Hz crossover point when 
mated with the necessary gain/equaliza¬ 
tion stage. 

EQUALIZERS. As I mentioned, the 
speakers use a modest amount of equal¬ 
ization to compensate for phase cancella¬ 
tion. You can accomplish this equaliza¬ 
tion passively but with an insertion loss 
of around 18dB. Most systems don't 
have much extra gain, particularly when 
driving high-powered amps, which typ-

ATTENUATOR 

IN o-

~ 10K i«-o OUT 

PASSIVE EQUALIZER 

10K 
I N o-VA- -o OUT 
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FIGURE 4: Passive and active circuits. 
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ically need high drive voltage. For this 
reason, I use an active circuit with a 
small amount of gain. Both passive and 
active circuits are shown [Fig. 4). 

If you use the passive circuit, measure 
its response with an audio generator and 
voltmeter to adjust the response to 
match the curve [Fig. 5). Because it is in¬ 
fluenced by your amp's input imped¬ 
ance, you must tailor the components to 
the amp. Be sure the amp is connected 
to the circuit when making adjustments. 
The active unit is buffered from the am¬ 
plifier, so the components are precise 
and no measurements are required. 

You can build the equalizers yourself, 
but DeCoursey offers them for about $50 
per channel (part #871). The units are 
slightly smaller than their crossover 
boards, use the same power supply, plug 
into the same type of sockets and will 
fit into the same chassis. 

ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY. Assem 
ble the equalizers and crossovers in the 
same chassis with a common power sup¬ 
ply. If you wish, add an attenuator {Fig. 
6) to control overall system gain, a rotary 
selector switch for choosing different 
sources and a few RCA jacks on the back 
panel to provide a complete control 
center/gain/equalization/crossover unit in 
one small chassis. DeCoursey also sells 
the chassis with everything installed and 
ready to use. 

VOLTAGE SURGES. Voltage surges 
occur when the unit is turned on or off. 
To avoid amplifier and speaker damage, 
these must be suppressed. Most ampli¬ 
fiers are AC coupled and will tolerate 
surges when first turned on, but DC-cou¬ 
pled amps may blow woofer cones right 
out of the cabinet. Leaving your elec¬ 
tronic circuits on at all times prevent turn¬ 
on problems. They use practically no 
electricity and will probably last longer 
this way. If you must switch them on and 
off, use a delay relay in the output to pro¬ 
tect your amps. 

DC OFFSET VOLTAGES Most low-
level electronics have a trace of DC off¬ 
set in their output. Most amplifiers are 
AC coupled, which blocks this DC 
voltage. Some modern amplifiers are DC 
coupled, however, and will amplify DC 
voltage. With these, there must be no 
DC component to the input signal. If 
there is, the DC will be amplified and 
the transformers or woofers can over¬ 
heat or have their operating parameters 
reduced by the steady current. You can 
solve this problem by turning your DC 
amp into an AC amp by putting a 

capacitor between the crossover and the 
amplifier. 

In double-blind A/B comparison tests, 
I found the effect of a good DC-blocking 
capacitor audibly undetectable. If you 
think otherwise, obtain the IC application 
notes used in your particular crossovers 
and build a DC offset adjust circuit to null 
the output. The same holds true if you 
use a differential tube or discrete tran¬ 
sistor circuit. In that case, you must also 
use regulated power supplies, leave the 
electronics on all the time for stability and 
check the output for DC occasionally, 
particularly when the unit is new. Your 
ESL amplifier should run almost as cold 
as it would if it were not driving any 
speakers. With matching transformers, 
they should run cold. If your amp or 
transformers get hot, look for DC prob¬ 
lems or supersonic oscillation. 

LEVEL MATCHING. You will un¬ 
doubtedly discover that the various am¬ 
plifiers and drivers will not match in 
loudness. The woofer will be louder than 
the ESL. Therefore, you must put an at¬ 
tenuator in the woofer circuit to bring its 
level down to that of the ESL. Many 
basic amplifiers have input level controls 
that do this. If yours does not, you may 
add them or incorporate level controls 
in your equalization/crossover elec¬ 
tronics. A suitable schematic is shown 
{Fig. 6). 

AMPLIFIER CHOICES. You will need 
a very powerful amplifier for the ESLs 
and a modest one for the TLs. It may 
seem crazy to use a 500W stereo amp to 
drive tweeters, but that's what it takes 

to do it well. ESLs are extremely efficient 
(power dissipated vs. acoustic power 
generated), and they dissipate an in¬ 
significant amount of power, so at least 
you don't have to be concerned about 
burning them up. The TLs are reason¬ 
ably efficient; an honest 60W amplifier 
should be adequate. The woofer amp 
quality standards are much more relaxed 
than those for the midrange amp. To 
save money, you might want to build a 
kit. I now use a Hafler 500 on the ESLs 
and a Hafler 220 on the woofers, but for 
years I was happy with a Williamson 
Twin 20 on my big woofers. [The Twin 
20 is no longer available from Old Colony. 
The 40-40 is being closed out.—Ed. [ 

Direct drive amps capable of the out¬ 
puts I consider adequate are not, in my 
view, practical. If you wish to design and 
use one, see my article, "The Sanders 
Electrostatic Amplifier," [TAA 1/76) or 
David Hermeyer's "An Electrostatic 
Speaker System," [TAA 4/72). Audio 
Amateur Loudspeaker Projects, available 
from Old Colony, also offers plans for 
two direct drive amps. 

One possibility for a new type of am¬ 
plifier is one with a power supply or bias 
circuit that can vary voltages in response 
to the musical demands. Or perhaps a 
dual amp with a high-voltage/low-cur-
rent section for the lower frequencies 
and a low-voltage/high-current section 
for the higher frequencies might work. 
This should greatly reduce the power re¬ 
quirements. I would be interested in 
hearing from anyone who develops a 
satisfactory direct drive design. 

Continued on page 45 
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ESL MATCHING TRANSFORMERS. 

As discussed earlier, when using conven¬ 
tional amplifiers, you must raise their out¬ 
put voltage drastically to drive the ESLs. 
This requires special transformers which, 
although available and reasonably priced, 
are difficult to find. Look for audio out¬ 
put transformers designed for small, high-
quality tube amps. The transformer must 
have the following characteristics: 

1) A high turns ratio (at least 40:1). 
The turns ratio is the square root of the 
secondary impedance divided by the 
square root of the primary impedance. 
2) Adequate power handling. A con¬ 

ventional 15W audio transformer de¬ 
signed for wide bandwidth and good 
bass response is adequate for even the 
largest amplifiers when operated above 
300Hz. 

3) Flat frequency response when driv¬ 
ing a capacitor of around l,600pF. 
4) Adequate insulation to handle the 

voltages developed. 1,500V RMS seems 
to be all that is readily available. Keep 
in mind, however, that we are working 
with peak voltages and 1.5kV RMS con¬ 
verts to 2.1kV peak-to-peak. These rat¬ 
ings must be very conservative because 
such transformers don't arc even when 
putting out more than 7kV. Trans¬ 
formers are normally used to drive es¬ 
sentially resistive loads, and are there¬ 
fore tested into resistive loads. You can¬ 
not trust the manufacturer's specifica¬ 
tions. When driving a 1,500 to 2,000pF 
capacitive load, a transformer's high-fre¬ 
quency response will be only about one-
third of what the manufacturer specifies. 
You must make a few compromises 

when evaluating transformers. First, to 
obtain an extended high-frequency re¬ 
sponse, you must compromise other pa¬ 
rameters such as the turns ratio. The 
higher the turns ratio, the poorer the high-
frequency response. Second, you must 
make a similar compromise with power 
handling in that large transformers tend 
to have a lower frequency response than 
small ones. Conveniently, large trans¬ 
formers are needed for bass performance, 
but we are not using our ESLs as woofers. 

TRANSFORMER TESTING. Unless 
you buy transformers known to operate 
ESLs satisfactorily, test your potential 
selection. The engineering data and math¬ 
ematics available will not accurately pre¬ 
dict the behavior of a transformer driv¬ 
ing a capacitor. All information I have 
found indicates the transformer will roll 
off at some high frequency, which is true. 
What isn't mentioned is the resonant 
peak somewhere below that. 

Testing requires a sine-wave audio 
generator and vacuum-tube voltmeter 
(VTVM) or FET volt-ohmmeter (VOM) 
suitable for measuring audio frequencies. 
Connect your generator-driven amplifier 
to the low-impedance side of your trans¬ 
former. You will probably have a choice 
of various input taps, typically 4, 8 and 
169. The lowest impedance taps will 
produce the highest turns ratio, and you 
will want to use the 0-4Q taps. 
A knowledgeable reader pointed out 

that you obtain the highest turns ratio by 
connecting between the 4 and 89 taps, 
which produces an 8dB increase in out¬ 
put over the 0-49 taps. However, my 
transformer's frequency response was 
not satisfactory at this higher turns ratio. 
Test the transformer at all the taps to 
determine the best compromise between 
frequency response and turns ratio. Your 
choice of secondary taps is simple: 
always choose the highest impedance 
ones to connect to your load. You may 
use your speakers for the load, but it is 
usually more convenient to use a small 
capacitor of equal value. Connect your 
meter across the load for measurements. 
Do not exceed about 300V at the output 
of the transformer, or you may arc the 
meter. 

Sweep the frequency range of interest 
(400Hz to 15kHz) looking for a resonant 
peak. A rapid rolloff will follow the peak. 
You will almost certainly discover a res¬ 
onant peak of 3-6dB somewhere be¬ 
tween 4kHz for a poor transformer and 
more than 20kHz for a superb one. I 
have encountered transformers with no 
resonant peak, but they also rolled off 
well below 10kHz. 

I have tested nearly a hundred trans¬ 
formers over the years and have found 
only three suitable. One set came out of 
an old Williamson 10W tube amp, and 
the others were designed as small high 
quality tube output transformers. One of 

these is made in the US, and the other 
is Japanese. The American one is still 
manufactured by Triad Corporation (part 
number S-142A) and is rated at 15W 
from 7Hz-50kHz. Using their 0-49 in¬ 
put taps, it has a 45:1 turns ratio, is flat 
to 10kHz, +2dB at 15kHz, +4dB at 
20kHz, and +6dB at 24kHz, its resonant 
peak. They cost about $50 each and can 
be ordered from any Triad dealer. 

When Triad transformers are used with 
a Hafler 500, the combination can pro¬ 
duce the maximum voltages that these 
speakers can withstand. 1 have occa¬ 
sionally seen arcing on master tapes play¬ 
ing extremely loud passages with tre¬ 
mendous amounts of timpani and French 
horn. If you manage to obtain a higher 
voltage drive, you should increase the 
diaphragm-to-stator spacing of your cells 
by using 80-mil polycarbonate insulators 
and increase the polarizing voltage. 
Otherwise, the additional voltage will not 
be usable. 
This combination performs as well as 

a high-voltage amplifier. You cannot 
audibly detect a smooth rise of 2dB be¬ 
tween 10 and 15kHz, and even if you 
could, virtually all source material is 
deficient in this range and can benefit 
from the slight boost. While the Triad 
transformers are satisfactory, if anyone 
knows of a source of better performing 
transformers, I would appreciate know¬ 
ing about them. 

HV POWER SUPPLY You must give 
the diaphragm an electrostatic charge of 
about 3kV. But for a small amount of 
leakage, we would have to charge them 
only once and would not need a power 
supply. The power supply need deliver 
only a tiny amount of current; 0.1mA is 
plenty. Power supply ripple will not 
cause hum in this application, so qual¬ 
ity standards are very low. No filtration, 

FIGURE 6: Schematic for one channel of an equalizer with gain for the electrostatic panels. 
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storage or full-wave diode bridges are re¬ 
quired. Since a high polarizing voltage is 
critical to high SPLs, and because dia¬ 
phragm tensions and building accuracy 
vary, you need some adjustability in this 
supply. 
Unfortunately, there is no ready 

source for such supplies. Copy machine 
power supplies are commonly available 
from surplus electronics outlets for about 
$10. They usually develop around 7kV 
and will need to have their voltage re¬ 
duced. You can accomplish this easily 
with a voltage divider at the input. Fre¬ 
quently you can simply add series resist¬ 
ance to reduce the output. Of course, the 
ultimate control would be a variable auto¬ 
transformer, but resistance is much 
cheaper and more compact. 
If you have some electronics back¬ 

ground, it is easy to make a transformer/ 
diode power supply. The catch is getting 
a small, high-voltage transformer rated 
at about 2,100V RMS, which when rec¬ 
tified will be in the required 3kV range. 
You can gang several smaller trans¬ 
formers, use voltage doubler, tripler, or 
quadrupler circuits, or use a combination 
of these to get the required voltage. 

A well built set of cells will tolerate 
about 3kV of bias voltage. Cells with 
warped stators or a low or uneven dia¬ 
phragm tension will handle only about 
half that. If you turn up the voltage ex¬ 
cessively, the diaphragm will usually 
move over to the stator and stick there 
while hissing and possibly arcing. Some¬ 
times it will move over to the stator, arc 
and pop back to its neutral position. It 
will repeat this indefinitely until the 
voltage is reduced. A few such arcs don't 
seem to harm anything, but arcing 
should not be allowed to persist. 
If you have a bad spot, the problem 

will be either poor diaphragm tension, 
a warped stator, or a foreign object be¬ 
tween the stator and diaphragm. Check 
the stator by laying a straightedge over 
the area. Adjust the bias voltage so the 
cells are always stable, but don't push 
it to the ragged edge, as the slight gain 
in output isn't worth the frustration of 
arcing or unstable cells. 
You can mount the ESL transformers 

in a separate chassis along with the high-
voltage power supply and keep them 
with your amplifiers, or you can mount 
them in each TL in the unused space 
behind the woofer baffle. The latter has 
the disadvantage of requiring two high-
voltage power supplies, one in each 
speaker. You also will have to run rather 
large speaker wire from the amps to the 
transformers, and an AC power cord to 
a wall socket to energize the power 

supply. The advantage is that you will 
have one less chassis. 
The advantages of having a separate 

chassis are that you need only one power 
supply, the wires running from the trans¬ 
former to the ESL may be very small, you 
will not have AC power cords running 
all over the place, and the chassis may 
be specifically designed for high-voltage 
parts. I prefer the separate chassis. I built 
mine from ‘A" Plexiglas so I could mount 
high-voltage parts directly without hav¬ 
ing to worry about arcing to a metal 
chassis. Remember, when you deal with 
high-voltage parts, plenty of space be¬ 
tween parts is the best insulation. 

SET UP. Because of the parallelogram 
shape, you can place these speakers 
directly against a wall without compro¬ 
mising dipole radiation. With the excep¬ 
tion of corner horn designs, however, it 
is always better to keep the speaker some 
distance away from the wall. To guaran¬ 
tee holographic quality images, you must 
be geometrically precise about speaker 
position relative to your seating location. 

Begin by removing the grille cloth and 
squaring the speaker sides with the wall. 
Sit in your listening chair and look for the 
reflection of your face in the speakers. 
This is usually easy to see, but a flashlight 
just above your head will make it more 
obvious. Move your chair until your 
reflection is centered between the vertical 
borders of both ESLs, in the same loca¬ 
tion vertically on both speakers, and is 
centered between them left to right. If 
necessary, you can shim under the 
speakers or install adjustable feet. 
Now measure from the center of the 

back of your chair to the reflection points. 
This must be the same distance for both 
speakers. If it isn't, then rotate at least one 
of the speakers so the distance is the 
same. 

The front of the enclosure is angled 
slightly upward so that when you are 
seated, the junction of the upper and 
lower cells is not at ear level. You may 
need to shim or use a different height 
chair to get your reflection off this area. 
Failure to do so will compromise high-
frequency performance and imaging. 
Improper setup will prevent the 

speakers from fulfilling their potential. 
When set up correctly, the phasing/im-
aging is so good that moving your head 
to the left will not shift the image to the 
left as with conventional speakers, but 
rather to the right. In other words, your 
brain prefers phasing precision over loud¬ 
ness when determining source position. 
For optimum beam splitter perfor¬ 

mance, you must have a hard surface 
behind the speakers. A bare wall or win¬ 
dow is best. Heavy drapes, cork walls, 
or other sound-absorbing materials will 
reduce rear-wave output and hence dis¬ 
persion. While the sound at the focal 
point (your listening chair) is always best, 
the speakers will produce adequate 
sound anywhere in the room because of 
the beam splitter. 

ESL hookup wire must be able to han¬ 
dle high voltages, but the current re¬ 
quirements are very low. Therefore, the 
wire can be quite small. Test probe wire 
works well but is expensive and bulky, 
particularly since you need three wires 
to each ESL. A better choice is Teflon-
coated wire, which typically uses silver-
coated copper conductors. AC signals are 
carried on the surface of the wire, and 
silver is more conductive than copper. 
Teflon insulation is quite thin but effec¬ 
tive. I have found 22-gauge wire ade¬ 
quate, and have never had arcing prob¬ 
lems as long as the insulation has been 
intact, even when driving more than 7kV 
through the speakers. 

If the wires are close together, they can 
become capacitively and inductively in-

WOOFER CH I 
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teractive, which results in increased stray 
capacitance and impedance. This is not 
a big problem, but you can avoid it by 
keeping the wires separated by % inch 
or so. 

The best high-voltage connectors I have 
found are plain old banana plugs. They 
are better insulated than other connec¬ 
tors, are very easy to use and have been 
completely rehable in my system. 
Make sure the phasing between the 

two channels is correct. Determining the 
correct phasing between each ESL and 
its respective woofer is more difficult. 
You must do this by ear after the system 
is fully operational. The effect of ESL/ 
woofer phasing is subtle, but generally 
you can detect a slight increase in fullness 
in the upper bass/lower midrange when 
the drivers are in phase. This is audible 
only if you have used high-quality odd¬ 
order Butterworth filters in the cross¬ 
overs. It is somewhat difficult to evaluate 
this if there is a significant delay while 
you reverse the leads to your woofers. It 
is helpful to make an instant A-B tester 
[Fig. 7). 

CRITICAL ADJUSTMENT Matching 
the woofer level to the ESL level will 
make or break your system. I cannot 
overemphasize the importance of this ad¬ 
justment. Without sophisticated instru¬ 
mentation, you must achieve the correct 
frequency balance subjectively. I can of¬ 
fer some suggestions to help guide you. 

Unlike most ESLs, these do not sound 
bright and thin; nor is the TL bassy and 
thin. Optimally, the system should have 
the full, rich sound of the best magnetic 
speakers, but with electrostatic detail, im¬ 
aging and delicacy. 

Adjust the bass level while listening to 
the midrange, which should be full but 
completely clean. A lack of definition in 
the midrange indicates the woofer level 
is too high. If the midrange is thin, the 
woofer level is too low. 

All this assumes you have first-class 
source material. Be particularly careful 
if you are using a male voice as a 
reference. Good recordings of the male 
voice are rare because cardioid micro¬ 
phones exhibit a proximity effect when 
used at close range. This produces exag¬ 
gerated bass and is largely responsible for 
the unnatural quality of male voices and 
guitars typically noted on commercial 
source material. I also assume you are 
using the crossover point and equaliza¬ 
tion I have specified. If not, you are on 
your own. 

If the deep bass response is inadequate, 
either your source material lacks deep 

bass information or the damping mate¬ 
rial in your line is packed too tightly. 
Room acoustics also might affect the 
woofers, although the ESLs are immune 
to this problem. To determine if acoustics 
are a problem, try the speakers in dif¬ 
ferent locations in the same room and in 
different rooms. 

THE SOUND. It would be foolish to be¬ 
lieve what an obviously biased designer 
has to say about his latest creation, so I 
will simply review the system's design 
parameters and point out what they are 
known to accomplish. 

First, this system is electrostatic. There¬ 
fore, it has the detail, smoothness, tran¬ 
sient response and delicacy inherent in 
that operating principle. 
Second, I have carefully attended to 

linear frequency response, as demon¬ 
strated by the selection of crossover types 
and frequencies, equalization, rear-wave 
delay paths, woofer systems and driver 
balance. This system does not have the 
thin, bright, anemic character typical of 
electrostatics. Rather, it has a full, rich, 
powerful sound similar to that of the best 
magnetic speakers. 

Third, at the outset it was clear that the 
biggest problem was going to be obtain¬ 
ing high output. I have extensively out¬ 
lined the methods for accomplishing this. 
As a result, the system will reproduce 
commercial source material at levels well 
above those any reasonable human be¬ 
ing can tolerate. It is even capable of 
reproducing "Row A” concert hall levels 
with clarity and ease. 

Fourth, I have discussed imaging and 
dispersion and the unavoidable com¬ 
promises associated with both. With the 
introduction of beam-splitter technology, 
I have largely resolved this very difficult 
issue. The focal point image has a degree 
of three-dimensionality and spatial defini¬ 
tion you must experience to appreciate. 
The soundstage is reproduced between 
the speakers much as a visual image is 
produced by a laser holograph. At the 
same time, casual listening is not com¬ 
promised. 

Finally, distracting qualities such as 
edginess, exaggeration of noise, boxiness, 
strain and listening fatigue are absent. 
The speakers are neutral and able to ex¬ 
tract full detail from all types of music. 
You also will not find it necessary to turn 
the volume way up to get the speakers 
to "bloom." The details can be heard at 
low levels. 

FURTHER RESEARCH. Much work 
remains to be done to gain a better 

understanding of membrane speaker 
operation. The most pressing need is 
achieving larger excursions so smaller 
radiating areas may be used. The most 
promising approach is stacked (sand¬ 
wiched) cells operated at higher voltages. 
These will require better transformers or 
acceptable direct drive amplifier designs. 
The cells also need to be more rugged. 
We need to understand why diaphragms 
"evaporate" as they age. Finally, the 
beam-splitter concept is new and needs 
refinement. 
While these physical parameters are 

important, I find psychoacoustics intrigu¬ 
ing. I have made several observations that 
have no clear-cut scientific answers and 
would like to know more about the 
issues. First, a single planar speaker has 
a tweeter beam as wide as the speaker, 
but when crossed during stereo listening, 
the beams subjectively become infinitely 
narrow. Second, planar ESLs sound sub¬ 
jectively louder than wide-dispersion 
ones, even though they radiate identical 
energies. Third, why are phase relation¬ 
ships so different between planar cells, 
curved planes, and domes/cones? I en¬ 
courage anyone who has done, or is in¬ 
terested in doing, research in these areas 
to contact me with results or advice. 

As always, I remain available to answer 
questions and assist with problems. Let¬ 
ters should include an SASE, and phone 
calls are best late in the evening (9 to 11 
p.m. Pacific time). My address is Roger 
R. Sanders, Route 1, Box 125, Halfway, 
OR 97834, (503) 742-5023. 

SOURCES 
B & F Enterprises 
119 Foster St. 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Various high voltage power supplies and 
associated parts 

DeCoursey Engineering Laboratory 
11828 Jefferson Blvd. 
Culver City, CA 90230 
Precision 18dB/octave crossovers and custom 
built equalizers 

H & R Corporation 
401 E. Erie Ave. 
Philadelphia, PA 19134-1187 
High voltage power supplies and transformers 

Old Colony Sound Lab 
PO Box 243 
Peterborough, NH 03458-0243 
12dB/octave crossovers and amplifier kits 

Roger R. Sanders 
PO Box 125 
Halfway, OR 97834 
Genuine '/z-mil Mylar film, 4 feet wide, $1 per 
running foot 
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1627:72 CT 13/45 (cone tweeter) 8 1800 50 92 $8.50 
1730: 62CT 13/40 PPb (cone tweeter) 8 1500 60 89.5 9.00 
1528:94 DT 26/72 SF (SKO10) 8 1000 50 93 13.00 
1543:1 00DT 26/60 SF (I.R10) 4 1128 100 90 11.50 
1544:100DT 26/60 SF (I.R10) 8 1100 100 90 11.50 
1545:100DT 26/72 SF (SR10) 4 1066 100 93 13.00 
1546: 100DT 26/72 SF (SR10) 8 1100 100 93 13.00 
0665:115DT 26/72 SF (KOI 0DT) 8 1000 100 91 22.00 
1647:10011'1'26/72 SF (Hom Tweeter) 8 1000 100 100 17.00 
4255: Voice coil (SKOSR-I.R-1647) 8 100 5.00 
4648: Voice coil (SKO-SR-I.R-1647) 4 100 

1214:134 OMR 51/100 SF (KA/J20DMR) 8 300 .65 120 89 

5.00 

chambered $31.50 
1646:140 HDM 51/100 SF (Horn Mid) 8 450 120 93 31.00 
1385:122 MF 26/72 SP (KO40MRF) 8 230 .8 100 91 chambered 29.00 
1615:122 M 26/72 PPB (TO105) 8 400 150 90 chambered 32.00 
1602:130 MF 26/90 SP (Paper cone) 8 73 .28 6.3 150 90.8 2V 120 29.50 
4930: Replacement voice coil for 1214 mid 11.50 
4929:Replacement voice coil for 1646 horn mid 
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for Peerless Speakers 
1534:130 WF 26/72 PPB (TOI25F) 4 63 .42 8 60 88 

r Peerkss 
1.3S/9V 77/58 $23.50 

1508 (1745)130 WF 26/72 PPB (TO125F) 8 60 .43 10 60 88 1.8S/12V 123/54 23.50 
1591:130 WR 26/72 PPB (TOI 25R) 4 55 .38 8 60 86 7V 57 24.50 
1592:130 WR 26/72 PPB (TO125R) 8 51 .46 9.7 60 86 2S/15V 98.5/41 24.50 
1593:130 WR 26/72 SP (KO50WG) 8 55 .37 10.5 60 87 8V 61 24.50 
1597:165 WF 33/100 PPB (TPI 65F) 4 39 .29 31.3 80 90.5 1IV 61 27.00 
1429:165 WF 33/100 PPB (TP 165F) 8 39 .31 34 80 90 14V 57 27.00 
1594:165 WR 33/100 PPB (TP165R) 4 38 .27 32 80 89 9V 66 30.00 
1599:1 65 WR 33/100 PPB (TP165R) 8 35 .34 37 80 88.5 21V 44 30.00 
1510:210 WF 26/72 PPB (TO205F) 8 45 .8 45 120 89 48S 50 22.50 
1604:210 WF 33/100 PPB (TX205F) 4 34 . 34 73 120 91 42V 43 28.00 
1556:210 WF 33/100 PPB (TX205F) 8 34 .3 75 120 91 28V 52 28.00 
1722:210 WR 39/115 PPB (TD20SR) 4 36 .41 50.7 125 89 8S/53V 77/35 38.00 
1721:210WR 39/115 PPB (TD205R) 8 36 .41 50.7 125 89 8S/53V 77/35 38.00 
1603:250 WF 33/100 PPB (TX255F) 4 30 .42 153 120 91 26S 63 33.50 
1531:250 WF 33/100 PPB (TX255F) 8 28 .4 180 120 92 26S 63 33.50 
1565:250 WF 39/115 PPB (TD255F) 8 35 .33 110 140 93 

Model Imp. Q Fs Hz Q1s Vas Ltrs Power Effcfercy Xmax 
Pgrm db mm 
Watts peak 

57V 46 40.50 

Box F3 Hz Price 
Liter Each 
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1687:105 DT 26/72 SF (Round KOIODT) 8 980 100 91 $18.00 
1733:146 MR 26/102 PPB/AI. (SV,- Midrange) 8 50 .29 10.8 130 87.9 +4 6V 67 30.50 
1757:180WR 33/102 PPB (7'Woofer) 4 36 .29 27 120 87 +5 5 20V 44 36.00 
_1732: 180WR 33/102 PPB (7" Woofer) 8 40 .37 24 120 87.3 +5.5 20V 42 36.00 
1758:220 WR 33/102 PPX/AI. (8v/ Woofer) 4 30 .39 60 125 86.7 +5.5 54V 31 40.00 
1709:220 WR 33/102 PPX/AL(8V2-Woofer) 8 25 .38 83 125 87.5 +5.5 4SV 32 40.00 
1759:260 SWR 39/115 PPX/4L AL (10V5“ Woofer) 4 22 .34 125 150 88 +8.5 71V 28 52.00 
1727: 260 SWR 39/115 PPX/41. AL (10L1" Woofer) 8 24 .38 105.7 150 87.6 +8.5 35S/87V 40/25 52.00 
_1760:315 sWR 39/115PPX/4I. ALfizif Woofer) 4 24 .48 222 300 89.5 +5.0 60S 43 62.00 
1715: 315 SWR 39/115 PPX/4L AL(1ZV5" Woofer) 8 18 .28 372 300 90.5 +.5.0 111V 30 62.00 

What Are Those Numbers?? 
123456789 

1474 303 W F 39/115 HP 4L Al, 
1 Model Number 
2 Outer Diameter mm. 
3 Tweeter, M idrange, Woofer 
4 Surround: Foam, Rubber 
5 Voice Coil Diameter mm. 4L= 4 layer coil, AL=Aluminium 
6 Magnet Diameter mm. 
7 Cone Material SF—Soft Fabric, SP—Soft Paper,HP—Hard Paper, PPB— 

Polypropylene Black, PPX—Polypropylene extra thick 
8 4L = 4 layer coil 
9 AL = Aluminum short circuiting ring 

. Madisound Speaker Components 
8608 University Green 

W Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
,*O Phone: 608-831-3433 

Fax: 608-831-3771 

Fast Haply KE634 

Ordering Information: All speaker or¬ 
ders will be shipped promptly, if pos¬ 
sible by UPS. COD requires a 25% 
prepayment, and personal checks must 
dear before shipment. Adding 10% for 
shipping charges facilitates shipping 
procedure (Residents of Alaska, 
Canada and Hawaii, and those who re¬ 
quire Blue Label air service, please add 
25%> There is no fee for packaging or 
handling, and we will refund to the 
exact shipping charge We accept 
Mastercharge or Visa on mail and 
phone orders 



1528 Dome Tweeter 94 DT 
26/72 SF 8 Q 

(SKO10DT-N/8) 

1627 Cone Tweeter 72 CT 
CT 13/45 PPb 

1730 Cone Tweeter 62 CT 
13/40 PPb 8 Q 

(K24PP/8) 

The construction of 
this unit is similar to 
that of No. 811546, 
but the aperture in the 
front flange has a dif¬ 
ferent shape which 
gives this tweeter a 
somewhat aggressive 

performance, preferred 
by some, due to a lift 
in output at the 
higher frequencies. 

Nominal impedance Ohm 8 
Min. Impedance Ohm 8.0 
DC resistance Ohm 7.2 
Resonance frequency Hz 1800 
Susp. Compliance 
Mech.Qfact 1.2 
Electr. Of act 6 
Total Of act. 1 
Mechanical Resistance 
Moving mass g 0.3 
Eff. piston area cm’ 18 
Equivalent Volume 
Voice coil dia. mm 13 
Voice coil layers 2 
Flux density T 1.2 
Flux in gap mWb 0.1 
Force factor Nt/A 2 
Height of gap mm 2 
Dia. of magnet mm 45 
Height of magnet mm 8 
Weight of magnet g 55 
Charactenstic eff dB 92 
Rated power W 50 
Music power 
u Conditions uF 4.7 

in senes 
Recomm freq, range Hz 2000-

20000 

This new cone 
tweeter from Peer¬ 
less should remove 
all doubts using a 
cone tweeter for HiFi 
systems. Listen to it, 
and take a look at the 
frequency response. 
The voice coil is 

cooled by magnetic oil, 
and viscous damping 
eliminates the im¬ 
pedance rise in re¬ 
sonance 
- otherwise so 
disturbing for filter 
design.An absolute 
excellent tweeter. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 8.3 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 42 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 7.2 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.1 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 1 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 990 
Total Q factor Qts 0.8 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 0.23 
Force factor BL <N/A> 3.5 
Working power <W> 2.8 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 91.5 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 1.6 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.5 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.3 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 2.5 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.24 
Rated power IEC <W> 100 
(With 4000 Hz/12 dB crossover) 
Rated power IEC <W> 50 
(With 2000 Hz/12 dB crossover) 

Ordering Information: All speaker or¬ 
ders will be shipped promptly, if pos¬ 
sible by UPS. COD requires a 25% 
prepayment, and personal checks 
must clear before shipment. Adding 
10% for shipping charges facilitates 
shipping procedure (Residents of 
Alaska, Canada and Hawaii, and 
those who require Blue Label air ser¬ 
vice, please add 25%). There is no 
fee for packaging or handling, and we 
will refund to the exact shipping 
charge. We accept Mastercharge or 
Visa on mail and phone orders. 

Madisound Speaker Components 
8608 University Green 

Box 4283 
Madison WJ 53711 

VOICE (608) 831-3433 
FAX (608) 831-3771 

Madisound Speaker Components 
8608 University Green 

Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
Phone: 608-831-3433 
Fax: 608-831-3771 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.4 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 6.8 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 5.9 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.1 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 1 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 1500 
Total Q factor Qts 0.8 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 0.28 
Force factor BL <N/A> 3.0 
Working power <W> 4.5 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 89.5 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 13 
Voice coil length h <mm> 1.8 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Fluxinthegap O <mWb> 0.1 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 2.5 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 40 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 7.5 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.04 
Rated power IEC <W> 60 
(With 4000 Hz/12 dB crossover) 
Rated power IEC <W> 40 
(With 2000 Hz/12 dB crossover) 



feeclrss Peerless peerless Peerless peerless 

1647 Horn Tweeter 100 HDT 
26/72 SF 8 Q 

665 Dome Tweeter 115 DT 
26/72 SF 8 Q 
(KO10DT/8) 

1546 Dome Tweeter 100 DT 
26/72 SF 8 Q 

(SR 10/8) 
IN STOCK 1545 4 Q 

Dome tweeter horn 
of the most modern 
technique. The 
mounted horn with 
phase plug combines 
the high sensitivity of 
horn speakers with 
the undistorted, 

smooth response of 
a dome tweeter. 
High power handling 
and replaceable 
self-centering dome 
assembly. 
Especially suitable for 
disco boxes. 

This is the most ver¬ 
satile Peerless tweeter. 
It incorporates many 
advantageous 
features: High sen¬ 
sitivity, smooth fre¬ 
quency response up 
to 30 kHz, absolutely 
natural reproduction, 
and high power hand¬ 

ling capacity. The 
tweeter is tested with 
2150 Wfor 1 ms at 
5 kHz, and the response 
is just as clear and nice 
as for 1 W! The tweeter 
has an easily replacable 
self-centering dia¬ 
phragm assembly. 

An “evergreen" among 
dome tweeters, this 
famous unit has been 
on the market for 
several years. It has 
been copied many 
times, but never 
equalled. This dome 
tweeter has gained a 
reputation as one of 

the best tweeters by 
experts all over the 
world. This is proved 
by its use in studio 
monitors by broad¬ 
casting stations and 
in “high-end- of-the-
market" loudspeaker 
boxes. 

Nominal impedance Z <Ohm> 8 Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <Ohm> 8.3 Minimum impedance Zmin <Ohm> 8.3 Minimum impedance Zmin <Ohm> 8.3 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 40.2 Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 42 Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 42.0 
De resistance Rdc <Ohm> 7.2 De resistance Rdc <0hm> 7.2 De resistance Rdc <0hm> 7.4 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.1 Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.1 Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.1 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 1 Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 1 Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 1 
(for impedance compensation) (for impedance compensation) (for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 980 Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 1020 Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 980 
Total Q factor Qts 0.8 Total Q factor Qts 0.8 Total Q factor Qts 0.8 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 0.23 Moving mass Mmd <g> 0.23 Moving mass Mmd <g> 0.23 
Force factor BL <N/A> 3.5 Force factor BL <N/A> 3.5 Force factor BL <N/A> 3.5 
Working power <W> 0.5 Working power <W> 2.8 Working power <W> 3.5 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 99.0 Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 91.5 Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 90.5 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 1.6 Voice coil length h <mm> 1.6 Voice coil length h <mm> 1.6 
Voice coil layers n 2 Voice coil layers n 2 Voice coil layers n 2 
Fluxdensity B <T> 1.5 Fluxdensity B <T> 1.5 Fluxdensity B <T> 1.5 
Fluxinthegap O <mWb> 0.3 Fluxinthegap 0 <mWb> 0.3 Fluxinthegap 0 <mWb> 0.3 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 2.5 Height of the gap hg <mm> 2.5 Height of the gap hg <mm> 3.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.24 Weight of magnet <kg> 0.24 Weight of magnet <kg> 0.24 
Rated power IEC <W> 100 Rated power IEC <W> 100 Rated power IEC <W> 100 
(With 4000 Hz/12 dB crossover) (With 4000 Hz/12 dB crossover) (With 4000 Hz/12 dB crossover) 
Rated power IEC <W> 50 Rated power IEC <W> 50 Rated power IEC <W> 50 
(With 2000 Hz/12 dB crossover) (With 2000 Hz/12 dB crossover) (With 2000 Hz/12 dB crossover) 

Madisound Speaker Components 
8608 University Green 

Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
Phone: 608-831-3433 
Fax: 608-831-3771 



feerkss feedess Peerless peerless Peerless Peerless 

1214 Midrange 134 DM 
51/100 SF 8 Q 
(KA20DMR/8) 

1385 Midrange 122 MF 
26/72 SP 8 Q 
(KO40MRF/8) 

1646 Horn Midrange 140 HDM 
51/100 SF 8 Q 

The well-known high 
class 51 mm dome 
midrange with very 
good price/quality 
relationship. The 
front flange has a 
special construction: 

The dome is set in a 
cylindrical aperture 
which forms an 
acoustic lens, provid¬ 
ing excellent disper¬ 
sion characteristics. 

This is a horn mid¬ 
range speaker with 
phase plug. The 
special horn con¬ 
struction gives a high 
sensitivity and 
extremely good 

sound dispersion. 
Suitable for high sen¬ 
sitivity systems. 
Especially suitable for 
disco boxes. 

A closed-back mid¬ 
range speaker whose 
die-cast housing 
forms an integrated 
non-resonant rear 
loading chamber and 
basket in one piece, 
eliminating window 

distortion. The long-
fibred soft paper 
cone and foam sur¬ 
round gives this 
midrange a smooth 
frequency response. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 8.6 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 28.9 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 7.3 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.4 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 6 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 310 
Total Q factor Qts 0.5 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 2.5 
Force factor BL <N/A> 5.8 
Working power <W> 4.5 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 89.5 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 51 
Voice coil length h <mm> 5.5 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.7 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 4.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 100 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.47 
Rated power IEC (>800 Hz) <W> 120 

Nominal impedance Z <Ohm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.6 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 29 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 5.5 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.4 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 6 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 470 
Total Q factor Qts 1.0 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 2.5 
Force factor BL <N/A> 5.8 
Working power <W> 2.0 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 93.0 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 51 
Voice coil length h <mm> 5.5 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.7 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 4.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 100 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.47 
Rated power IEC (>800 Hz) <W> 120 Rated power Tec (>800 Hz) <W> 100 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 8 5 
Maximum impedance Zo <Ohm> 20 2 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 7.1 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0 5 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 262 
Total Q factor Qts 09 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 4.0 
Force factor BL <N/A> 6.0 
Working power <W> 3.2 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 91.0 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 5.7 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.1 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.5 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 5.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.24 

Í
Madisound Speaker Components 

8608 University Green 
Box 4283 Madison WI 53711 

Phone: 608-831-3433 
Fax: 608-831-3771 



ferdess " ferdess 

1602 Midrange 130 MF 
26/90 SP 8 Q 

fefdess n peerless 

1615 Midrange 122 M 
26/72 PPB 8 Q 

(KO40MRX-PP-F/8) 

peerless " peerless 

1593 Woofer 130 WR 
26/72 SP 8 Q 
(KO50WG/8) 

The midrange 
speaker for the most 
critical requirements. 
It has a die-cast bas¬ 
ket and is an open-
back type. A special 
heavy magnet and 
a 25 mm voice coil 
guarantee an extra¬ 
ordinary good tran¬ 

sient response. Colo¬ 
ration free reproduction 
and lowest distortion 
even at the highest 
sound levels are 
special characteris¬ 
tics of this unit.Closed 
rear loading chamber 
should be from 1 to 5 I. 

A closed-back cone 
midrange speaker 
whose die-cast hous¬ 
ing forms an integ¬ 
rated non-resonant 
rear loading chamber 
and basket in one 
piece, eliminating 
window distortion. 

The voice coil is 
damped by ferrofluid, 
and the black PP 
cone integrated with 
a surround of the 
same material gives 
a new adventure in 
sound. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmm <Ohm> 6.9 
Maximum impedance Zo <Ohm> 34.1 
De resistance Rdc <Ohm> 6.1 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.5 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 7 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 83 
Total Q factor Qts 0.32 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 4.4 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 5.3 
Force factor BL <N/A> 6.0 
Working power <W> 3.1 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 91.1 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 10.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.3 
Flux in the gap 0 <mWb> 0.6 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 6.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 90 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.4 
Rated power IEC (>250 Hz) <W> 120 

Nominal impedance Z <Ohm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 7.8 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 8.9 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.2 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.3 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 6 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 410 
Total Q factor Qts 0.8 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 5.0 
Force factor BL <N/A> 8.0 
Working power <W> 4.0 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 90 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 9.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.1 
Flux in the gap 0 <mWb> 0.5 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 5.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.24 
Rated power IEC (>800 Hz) <W> 120 

Madisound Speaker Components 
8608 University Green 

Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
Phone: 608-831-3433 
Fax: 608-831-3771 

• ’30 

• 124 

Small woofer with die-cast 
basket with soft long-
fibred paper and rubber 
surround. Especially suit¬ 
able for very small bass 
reflex boxes,including 
built-in purposes for cars. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.7 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 26.5 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.2 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.5 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 7 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 52 
Mechanical Q factor Qms 1.66 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0.51 
Total Q factor' Qts 0.39 
F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 134 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.2 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 6.0 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.6 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 9.6 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 72 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 11.5 
Force factor BL <N/A> 5.1 
Working power <W> 7.1 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 87.5 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 10.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Flux in the gap 0 <mWb> 0.5 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 6.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.23 
Music power DIN <W> 60 
Rated power IEC <W> 50 



j)errkss ferrless n ferdess n feedcss " j)efdess " perdrss 

1508 Woofer 130 WF 
26/72 PPB 8 Q 
(TO125F/8) 

INSTOCK 1534 4 Q 

Small woofer with die-cast 
basket with polypropylene 
cone and foam surround • 
Especially suitable for very 
small bass reflex boxes. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.7 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 27.6 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.2 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.5 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 7 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 60 
Mechanical Q factor Qms 1.92 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0.54 
Total Q factor Qts 0.42 
F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 144 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.2 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 5.8 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.2 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 9.9 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 76 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 10 
Force factor BL <N/A> 5.0 
Working power <W> 5.8 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB > 88.4 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 10.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.5 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 6.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.23 
Music power DIN <W> 60 
Rated power lEC <W> 50 

1592 Woofer 130 WR 
26/72 PPB 8 Q 
(TO125R/8) 

IN STOCK 1591 4 Q 

Small woofer with die-cast 
basket with polypropylene 
cone and rubber sur¬ 
round. Especially suitable 
for very small bass reflex 
boxes. May also be used 
as a built-in unit for cars. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.7 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 26.6 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.2 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.5 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 57 
Mechanical Q factor Qms 1.81 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0.55 
Total Q factor Qts 0.42 
F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 135 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.2 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 6.2 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.4 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 9.4 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 72 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 9.3 
Force factor BL <N/A> 
Working power <W> 7.2 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 87.4 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 10.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.5 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 6.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.23 
Music power DIN <W> 60 
Rated power lEC <W> 50 

el 30 

el 24 

1429 Woofer 165 WF 
33/100 PPB 8 Q 

(TP165F/8) 
IN STOCK 1597 4 Q 

A woofer with excellent 
transparent sound repro¬ 
duction. Polypropylene 
cone and foam surround. 
Suitable for small reflex 
and subwoofer boxes. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.8 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 38 8 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.0 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0 9 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 14 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 44 
Mechanical Q factor Qms 2 14 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0 39 
Total Q factor Qts 0.33 
F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 133 
Mechanical resistance Rms • kg/s > 16 
Movingmass Mmd <g> 12 7 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 10 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 13 0 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 132 
Equivalent volume Vas < 1 > 26 
Force factor BL <N/A> 
Working power <W> 4 3 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 89 6 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 33 
Voice coil length h <mm> 14 0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 0.95 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.8 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 8.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 100 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 14.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.43 
Music power DIN <W> 
Rated power lEC <W> 60 

Madisound Speaker Components 
[ÍM 8608 University Green 
* Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 

Phone: 608-831-3433 
Fax: 608-831-3771 



feedess " peerless " peerless n peerless 'T peerless peerless 
1599 Woofer 165 WR 

33/100 PPB 8 Q 
(TP165R/8) 

IN STOCK 1594 4 Q 

• 165 

• i 45 This woofer is suitable for 
a 2-way bass reflex 
system. It has rubber sur¬ 
round and polypropylene 
cone. High power handling 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.8 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 36.9 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.0 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.8 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 12 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 38 
Mechanical Q factor Oms 1 75 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0.34 
Total Q factor Qts 0.28 
F(ratiofs/Qts) F <Hz> 132 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.6 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 12.2 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.5 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 12.9 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 130 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 36 
Force factor BL <N/A> 7.1 
Working power <W> 4.4 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 89 6 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 33 
Voice coil length h <mm> 14.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 0.95 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.8 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 8.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 100 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 14.0 
Weight of magnet <kq> 0 43 
Music power DIN <W> 80 
Rated power IEC <W> 60 

Universal application 
woofer for medium-sized 
boxes. Unique price/ 
performance relationship. 
Suitable for 2 or 3-way 
systems. Black poly¬ 
propylene cone and foam 
surround. 

1510 Woofer 210 WF 
26/72 PPB 8/6.4 Q 

(TO205F/8) 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.6 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 25.5 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.0 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.8 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 11 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 37 
Mechanical Q factor Qms 2.59 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0.80 
Total Q factor Qts 0.61 
F(ratiofsZQts) F <Hz> 61 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.3 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 14.3 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.3 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 15.6 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 191 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 67 
Force factor BL <N/A> 5.0 
Working power <W> 5.3 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 88.7 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 26 
Voice coil length h <mm> 14.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Flux in the gap O <mWb> 0.5 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 6.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 72 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 15.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.23 
Music power DIN <W> 120 
Rated power IEC <W> 90 

1556 Woofer 210 WF 
33/100 PPB 8 Q 

(TX205F/8) 
IN STOCK 1604 4 Q 

Woofer with smooth fre¬ 
quency response up to 
3000 Hz. Suitable for reflex 
boxes of medium size. 
Voice coil dimensions 
allowing continuous high 
power handling. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.7 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 39.2 
De resistance Rdc <0hm> 6.0 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 0.8 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 11 
(for impedance compensation) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 29 
Mechanical Q factor Qms 2.06 
Electrical Q factor Qes 0.37 
Total Q factor Qts 0.32 
F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 90 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.6 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 18 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.2 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 16.3 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 208 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 104 
Force factor BL <N/A> 7.2 
Working power <W> 3.6 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 90.4 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 33 
Voice coil length h <mm> 14.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 
Flux density B <T> 0.95 
Flux in the gap 0 <mWb> 0.8 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 8.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 102 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 14.0 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.43 
Music power DIN <W> 120 
Rated power IEC <W> 100 

Madisound Speaker Components 
8608 University Green 

Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
Phone: 608-831-3433 
Fax: 608-831-3771 



Peerless Peerless n Peerless peerless 

Extra high power capacity, 
with rubber surround and 
polypropylene cone. 
Should be used in bass 
reflex of medium size. 

1721 Woofer 21OWR 
39/115 PPB 8 Q 

(TD205R/8) 
INSTOCK 1722 4 Q 

1531 Woofer 250 WF 
33/100 PPB 8 Q 

(TX255F/8) 
IN STOCK 1603 4 Q 

peerless " peerless 

This four-layer woofer is 
especially suited for bass 
reflex. High sensitivity, 
high power capacity and 
resistance to overload are 
some of the features 
offered by this unique 
woofer. 

Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 Nominal impedance Z <0hm> 8 
Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm> 6.3 Minimum impedance Zmin <0hm_> 6.7 Minimum impedance Zmm <0hm> 7.1 
Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 30.4 Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 36.4 Maximum impedance Zo <0hm> 62.0 
De resistance Rdc <Ohm> 5.2 De resistance Rdc <0hm> 5.9 De resistance Rdc <0hm> 5.6 
Voice coil inductance L <mH> 1.1 Voice coil inductance L <mH> 1.0 Voice coil inductance L <mH> 3.1 
Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 17 Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 15 Capacitor in series with 8 ohm C <uF> 47 
(for impedance compensation) (for impedance compensation) (for impedance compensat ion) 
Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 37 Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 33 Resonance frequency fs <Hz> 31 
Mechanical O factor Qms 2.21 Mechanical O factor Oms 2.74 Mechanical Q factor Oms 2.99 
Electrical O factor Oes 0.46 Electrical Q factor Oes 0.53 Electrical O factor Oes 0.30 
Total Q factor Qts 0.38 Total Q factor Qts 0.44 Total Q factor Ots 0.27 
F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 99 F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 75 F (ratio fs/Qts) F <Hz> 113 
Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 3.0 Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 1.7 Mechanical resistance Rms <kg/s> 2.4 
Moving mass Mmd <g> 28 Moving mass Mmd <g> 22 Moving mass Mmd <g> 37 
Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 0.6 Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 1.1 Suspension compliance Cms <mm/N> 0.7 
Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 16.6 Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 19.2 Emissive dia. of the diaphragm D <cm> 19.6 
Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 216 Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 289 Effective piston area Sd <cm2> 301 
Equivalent volume Vas <l> 42 Equivalent volume Vas <l> 125 Equivalent volume Vas <l> 94 
Force factor BL <N/A> 8.7 Force factor BL <N/A> 7.1 Force factor BL <N/A> 11.6 
Working power <W> 5.0 Working power <W> 3.1 Working power <W> 3.1 
Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 89.0 Characteristic efficiency level <dB ■ 91.1 Characteristic efficiency level <dB> 91.1 
Voice coil diameter d <mm> 39 Voice coil diameter d <mm • 33 Voice coil diameter d <mm> 39 
Voice coil length h <mm> 20.0 Voice coil length h <mm> 14.0 Voice coil length h <mm> 18.0 
Voice coil layers n 2 Voice coil layers n 2 Voice coil layers n 4 
Flux density B <T> 1.2 Flux density B <T> 0.95 Flux density B <T> 1.0 
Fluxmthegap O <mWb> 1.1 Fluxinthegap O <mWb> 0.8 Fluxmthegap O <mWb> 1.0 
Height of the gap hg <mm> 8.0 Height of the gap hg <mm> 80 Height of the gap hg <mm> 8.0 
Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 115 Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 100 Diameter of magnet dm <mm> 115 
Height of magnet hm <mm> 17.5 Height of magnet hm <mm> 14.0 Height of magnet hm <mm> 17.5 
Weight of magnet <kg> 0.7 Weight of magnet <kg> 0.43 Weight of magnet <kg> 0.7 
Music power DIN <W> 125 MusicpowerDIN <W> 120 Music power DIN <W> 180 
Rated power IEC <W> 100 Rated power IEC <W> 90 Rated power IEC <W> 140 

zf Madisound Speaker Components 
[TÍ 8608 University Green 
IHHt Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
WJ Phone: 608-831-3433 

Fax: 608-831-3771 



KITS 
»«h OLD COLONY 

Post Office Box 243 •Peterborough, NH 03458-0243 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Postpaid in US, Canada please add 10% of total 
order, overseas add 20%. Shipment is via UPS—please provide street address. If 
you cannot receive UPS delivery, please include an additional $2 for insurance 
service via Parcel Post. We cannot accept reponsibility for safety or delivery of 
uninsured Parcel Post. UPS next and second day air are available to some areas 
upon request. REMIT IN US $ ONLY by MC/VISA, check or money order. Ab¬ 
solutely no C O D. 's. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

(603) 924-6371 / 924-6526 FAX: (603) 924-9467 

Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., 
after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. Have all information plus MC/VISA available. 

-FILTERS & SPEAKER SAVER-
KH-2: SPEAKER SAVER AND OUTPUT FAULT DETECTOR [3:77]. This basic 
two-channel kit includes board and all board-mounted components for control 
circuitry and power supply. It features tum-on and off protection and fast opto¬ 
coupler circuitry that prevents transients from damaging your system. The out¬ 
put fault detector has additional board-mounted components for speaker protec¬ 
tion in case of amplifier failure. $65 
KF-6:30Hz RUMBLE FILTER. [4:75] This kit implements a 1975 design for a low 
frequency garbage filter. The filter knee is set to 30Hz. Roll-off below that knee 
is the 18dB/octave characteristic of its three pole design. Gain for the filter is 
unity (OdB) but can be simply adjusted for up to 12dB of gain. The reprint of the 
article explores the use of the filter with other components in crossovers (see kits 
SBK-C1A, C1B). It shows how to obtain slopes of 6, 12 or 18dB in high and low 
pass filters. The kit contains all parts for building a two channel HPF including 
a board (3" x 3"), quad op amp IC, precision resistors and capacitors. Requires 
a bipolar supply of ± 15V, the KE-5 is suitable. $30 

-AIDS & TEST EQUIPMENT-
KK-3: THE W ARBLER OSCILLATOR | 1:79]. This unit will produce a swept signal 
covering any W-octave between 16Hz and 20kHz. The total harmonic distortion 
at the output is less than 1.5%. The output voltage is adjustable from 0 to IV. When 
used with a microphone it is as effective as a pink noise source in evaluating speaker 
system performance. It also reveals the listening environment's effect on sound 
through reflection and absorption. The sweep rate is set at about 5Hz. The kit in¬ 
cludes 3 W " x 3% " circuit board, transformer, all parts and article reprint. $70 
KH-7: GLOECKLER PRECISION lOldB ATTENUATOR. [4:77] All switches, 1% 
metal film and 5% carbon film resistors to build prototype. Chassis, input/output 
jacks are not included. $65 

KC-5: GLOECKLER 23-POSITION LEVEL CONTROL. |2:72| All metal film 
resistors, shorting rotary switch and two boards for a two-channel, 2dB per step at¬ 
tenuator. Choose 10k or 250kQ. $48 
KL-6: MASTEL TIMERLESS TONE BURST GENERATOR. [2:80] All parts with 
circuit board. No power supply. $24 

KP-2: TWO TONE INTERMODULATION TEST FILTER. |1:82|. This filter is 
designed to isolate the two high frequency tones at an amplifier's input from low 
frequency intermodulation products present at the output. The high pass filter cor¬ 
ners at 2kHz and rolls off at 24dB/octave. A 5kHz signal at the low pass input will 
be down at the output by 80dB. An article reprint detailing design and use is 
included with the kit. All parts are supplied including quad op amp IC, circuit 
board and precision resistors and capacitors. $26 
SBK-D2: WFTTENBREDER AUDIO PULSE GENERATOR. [SB 2:83] All parts, 
board, pots, power cord, switches and power supply included. $80 

SBK-E4: MULLER PINK NOISE GENERATOR. (SB 4:84| AU parts, board, 1% MF 
resistors, capacitors, ICs, and toggle switches included. No battery or enclosure.$35 

CROSSOVERS — 
KC-4A: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, KIT A. |2:72| Single channel, two-way. All 
parts including C-4 board and LF351 ICs. Choose frequency of 60,120, 240,480, 
960,1920,5k or 10k. KE-5 or KF-3 supplies are suitable. $14 

KC-4B: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, KIT B. [2:72] Single channel, three-way. All 
parts including C-4 board & LF351 ICs. Choose two frequencies of 60, 120, 240, 
480,960,1920,5k or 10k. $18 
KK-6L: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER LOW PASS: Single channel, 18dB/oc-
tave, Butterworth, [3:79] includes three-gang pot. Choose 1: 19-210; 43-465; 
88-960; 190-2100; 430-4650; 880-9600; 1900-21,000 hertz. $60 

KK-6H: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER HIGH PASS: Single channel, 18dB/oc-
tave, Butterworth, |3:79] includes three-gang pot. Please specify 1 of the frequen¬ 
cies in KK- 6L. No other can be supplied. $62 
KK-7: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER POWER SUPPLY. [3:79] Includes board, 
transformer, fuse, semiconductors, line cord, capacitors to power four tube 
crossover boards (8 tubes), 1 stereo bi-amped circuit. $110 

SBK-A1: LINKWITZ CROSSOVER/FILTER. (SB 4:80] Three-way crossover/filter/ 
delay. 24dB/octave at 100Hz and 1.5kHz and 12dB/octave below 30Hz, with 
delayed woofer tum-on. Use the Sulzer supply KL-4A with KL-4B or KL-4C. 

Per channel $75 Two channels $140 SBK Board only $25.50 

SBK-CIA: ELECTRONIC TWO-WAY CROSSOVER. [SB 3:82] 30Hz filter with 
WJ-3 board & 4136 IC adapted as one channel crossover. Can be 6,12 or 18dB/oc-
tave. Choose frequency of 60,120, 250,500, Ik, 2k, 5k or 10k. The KL-4A/KL-4B 
or KW-3 are suitable supplies. $32 
SBK-C1B: THREE WAY, SINGLE CHANNEL CROSSOVER. [SB 3:82] Contains 2 
each SBK-CIA. Choose high & low frequency. $60 

-SYSTEM ACCESSORIES-
KW-3: BORBELY IMPROVED POWER SUPPLY 11:87| This single channel, low 
impedance supply was designed for the exacting requirements of Emo Borbely's 
moving-coil preamp [2:86, 1:87]. The design utilizes polypropylene caps and 1% 
metal film resistors. LM317/337s are used in the preregulator and Signetics 
NE5534 in the op amp regulator. The kit includes a low profile 24V toroidal 
transformer, 4W" x 5!4" circuit board and all board mounted components. 
Chassis and heatsink are not included. $135 Two or more $128 
KE-5: OLD COLONY POWER SUPPLY. Unregulated, ± 18V @ 55mA. $20 
KF-3: GATELY REGULATED SUPPLY. ± 18V or ± 15V @ 100mA. $52 

KL-4A: SULZER POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR. $40 
KL-4B: SULZER DC RAW SUPPLY. ± 20V @ 300mA. $60 
KL-4C: SULZER DC SUPPLY w/toroidal transformer. $85 
KH-8: MORREY SUPER BUFFER. [4:77] AU parts, 1% metal film resistors, NE531 
ICs, and PC board for two-channel output buffer. $22 

SBK-E2: NEWCOMB NEW PEAK POWER INDICATOR. [SB 2:84] All parts & 
board, new multicolor bar graph display; red, green & yeUow LEDs for one channel. 
No power supply needed. $14 Two for $22 
KL-2: WHITE DYNAMIC RANGE & CLIPPING INDICATOR. 1 1:80] One chan¬ 
nel, including board, with 12 indicators for preamp or crossover output indicators. 
Requires ± 15V power supply® 63 mils. Single channel. $58 

Twochannels. $110 Fourchannels. $198 
KW-1: MAGNAVOX CD PLAYER MODIFICATION Improves frequency re¬ 
sponse. Includes two Signetics NE5535s, two Panasonic HF series 330gF capacitors 
and four 3.92k, 1% metal film resistors. $12 
KW-2: MODIFICATION. As above, but with two AD-712 op amps in addition to 
theNE5535s. $16 
KX-1A: DISC STABILIZER. Set of 3 Sorbothane feet, 3 Tiptoes and Mod Squad’s 
Disc Damper with 15 centering rings. $70 
KY-1: BEERS' BUDGET CD MOD. [1:89] Kit provides POOGE-4 improvements 
without additional wiring or circuit boards. Complete parts for assembling 
amplifier modules and replacing DAC components. Article reprint included. 
Soldering skills required, not recommended for beginners. $95 

.® included? Kits include all the parts needed to make a functioning circuit, such as circuit boards, semiconductors, resistors and capacitors. Power supplies are 
not included in most cases. Unlike kits by Heath, Dyna and others, the enclosure, faceplace, knobs, hookup wire, line cord, patch cords and similar parts are not included. 
Step-by-step instructions usually are not included, but the articles in TAA and SB are helpful guides. Articles reprints are included with the kits. Our aim is to get you 
started with the basic parts some of which are often difficult to find—and let you have the satisfaction and pride of finishing your unit in your own way. 



Tools, Tips & Techniques 

SWANDERFUL 
To all of us poor souls who cannot afford, 
or do not have room for, the Swan IV, 
take heart. . . you can have "half the cake 
and eat it too." Since a full-blown Swan 

BASS DRIVER SPECS 
Increasingly, we are seeing the principle 
of T/S parameters Fs, VA5, and QTS pub¬ 
lished in advertisements and catalogs. 
These specifications make it possible to 

evaluate products by subjecting them to 
mathematical scrutiny. You don't really 
know much about a driver until you have 
its T/S parameters. 
Peak displacement volume and refer¬ 

ence efficiency are the most important 

IV was beyond my financial means, I de¬ 
cided to build a small, narrow transmis¬ 
sion line enclosure capable of handling 
the two Focal 5N412 DBL drivers, Dyn¬ 
audio D28, and Treble Coupler. Here's 
how I built my "Baby Swan." 
The enclosure resembles the Craig 

Cushing design described in SB 1/88, page 
57. The outside measures 46.5" x 8.75" 
X 13". The line is folded and measures 
66" in length. I lined one side of the line ‘ 
with 1.5" egg-crate foam, and three sides 
with 1" Hollofil. At the beginning of the 
line, midpoint and termination, I stuffed 
about one fistful of long-haired wool. 
These points correspond to the first, third, 
and fifth harmonic points of the line. 
The enclosure is constructed of %" 

MDF with oak veneer surface. I rounded 
all corners and rabbeted the drivers into 
the front panel. The crossover is mounted 
on the exterior rear surface. The drivers 
are wired with Apature wire. 
The sound far exceeds what I had 

hoped for. It is very open, detailed and 
natural. Lateral imaging and depth is ex¬ 
cellent, and the speakers seem to disap¬ 
pear from the sound stage. I can listen to 
it for hours without fatigue. 

Early on, I worried whether the pair of 
Focáis in the short line could produce 
adequate bass. I have no way to measure 
F3, but subjectively I believe they give 
good bass response down to the high 40s 
with diminished useful response down to 
the high 30s. The quality of the bass is 
excellent, clean and tight, but it does not 
overwhelm the listener at reasonable 
levels. I am amazed and delighted at the 
way they perform on the Dorian/Guillou 
"Pictures at an Exhibition" CD, even 
though this is asking a lot from a pair of 
51/2" drivers. 
My thanks to Messrs. D'Appolito and 

Bock for one heck of a speaker design. 
I'm saving my money for the other half, 
but meanwhile I'm getting a lot of enjoy¬ 
ment out of the Baby Swan. 

George Jennings 
Chanhassen, MN 55317 

(T) POLYDAX TW74 SUPER TWEETER 
(REAR FIRING) AT 10.000 Hz 

@ EXTERIOR MOUNTED TREBLE COUPLER 
CROSSOVER (18dB/OCTAVE) 

FIGURE 1 : Cutaway view and overall dimensions of the "Baby Swan." 
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specifications. Reflex enthusiasts may 
also want effective piston area broken out 
separately if they're particular about cer¬ 
tain vent calculations. These specs are 
especially important for large-signal analy¬ 
ses, but unfortunately many manufac¬ 
turers apparently do not appreciate their 
significance. 
However, the data needed for calcu¬ 

lating these parameters often is presented, 
notably in the extensive spec sheets of¬ 
fered by European makers. Sometimes 
we are given enough information in one 
way or another to enable us to solve the 
SD—XMAX—\D problem, and is not 
usually a spec difficult to come by. If you 
have this data you can quickly whip it in¬ 

to your calculator, but the unit conver¬ 
sions preparatory to entry into a compu¬ 
terized box design algorithm can still be 
a nuisance. After all, who carries all those 
conversion factors around in his head? 
My home-brew computer program, 

"Bass Driver Specs," addresses this prob¬ 
lem. The program will calculate no from 
V45, Fs, and Q¡.:s whether you input VAS 
in liters or cubic feet. It will find any one 
of three, for two knowns, of the XMAX x 
SD = Vd equation for either meters or 
inches. It will give approximate SD from 
nominal frame diameter and calculate 
XMAX from voice-coil overhang dimen¬ 
sions. You can convert units between 
English and metric for any of these specs. 

Great designs are never out of date 

O Classic Loudspeaker 
Projects from Audio Amateur 

These projects, from the decade 
of the 70s, are still as 
challenging and rewarding 
as the day they appeared. 

The complete contents listing features: 
Peter J. Baxandall: The LC/HQ Mark I. Parts 
1 & 2: David P. Hermeyer: An Electrostatic 
Speaker System. Parts I & 2. An Electro¬ 
static Speaker Amplifier. Mark II. A High Ef¬ 
ficiency Electrostatic Speaker System. Parts 
1 & 2: Nelson Pass: Reduce Speaker Distor¬ 
tion by Tuning a Pipe; J. Theodore Jastak: 
A Transmission Line Speaker. A Jolly Trans¬ 
mission Line Giant; Edward H. Parker: How 
to Photograph Sound; James Nicholson: A 
High Efficiency Mid- and High-Range Horn; 
Alan Watling: Back to the Wall; B. J. Webb: 
A Proven Transmission Line Loudspeaker; 
Roger H. Russell: Speaker Evaluation: Ear 
or Machine? Parts I & 2: James S. Upton: 
In Defense of the Ear; Lynn B. Neal: The 
Compact Tower; Roger R. Sanders: The 
Sanders Electrostatic Speaker. Parts 1 & 2: 
Michael Lampton, Robert and William 
Bowyer: Design and Build a High Efficiency 

Speaker System: Neil Davis: The Folded and Stapled Bass Horn. An Amateur's Ver¬ 
sion of the Heil Air Motion Transformer: David Reuther: The Big Bass Box; C. R. B. 
Lister: The Little Big Horn. 

Available in a single bound volume 
of 135 pages. 8‘/2 x 11. 

Please send me_copies at $20 each _ 

NOTE: BOOKS ARE NOT RETURNABLE 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT. Please print 
in clear block capitals quantity needed, name 
and address REMIT IN US $ ONLY by 
MC/VISA, check or money order 
POSTAGE & HANDLING US add $1 75 for 
first book and 50C each additional book 
Canada add $4 50 
Overseas include 20% of total order for 
shipping 

□ MC □ VISA Shipping _ 
□ CK/MO TOTAL _ 

MC/VISA EXP 

NAME MAGIC NO 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Old Colony Bookshelf 
PO Box 243, Dept. B90, Peterborough, NH 03458 

(603) 924-6371 924-6526 FAX: (603) 924-9467 
Answering machine for orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 

Have all Information plus MC/VISA available. 

The essential math is very simple, but the 
program will take the work out of it once 
you get the code on a disk. 
There is no hard-copy printing, so be 

ready with a pencil to write down the on¬ 
screen data. Menu-driven, the program 
will tell you what you need to input and 
in what form. It will allow you to enter 
data in either English or metric, and will 
also output in both. 

I wrote bass alignment calculation pro¬ 
grams for both reflex (Small- Keele) and 
closed-box (see TT&T SB 4/89) which 
make short work of driver analyses. This 
program has made going directly from 
catalog to box design a breeze. I no longer 
have to drag out the calculator and con¬ 
version tables just to get started. 
I wrote the program in BASIC on a 

Commodore 64. Very minor syntactical 
alterations would be all that was needed 
for translation to other machines’ re¬ 
quirements. 
Commodore users desiring a disk with 

this code should write expressing their in¬ 
terest. The disk would include my closed-
box design and Sallen & Key active filter 
programs, with a few other nice math 
utilities thrown in. 

Paul W. Graham 
Independence, MO 64050 

[If you'd like a copy of Paul's program list¬ 
ing, just write us. Please enclose a SASE.— 
Ed.] 

THE GOOD 
DIODE, JUNG 

Readers who have modified their Magna-
vox CD players per the June 1987 Audio 
article by Walt Jung may want to make 
the following amendments to those mod¬ 
ifications. 

J507 

FIGURE 1: Cathode attachments for current 
regulator diodes. 
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1. Replace the 3.92k 1% metal film 
resistors placed between pins 1 to 4 and 
pins 7 to 4 of each op amp with Siliconix 
J507 current regulator diodes. The cath¬ 
odes of these 2mA current sources are 
both attached to pin 4. {Fig. 1.) 

The original resistors shunted the P-N-P 
transistors in the outputs of each op amp 
and converted their output stages from 
push-pull Class B into "single ended" 
class A operation. However, when a sig¬ 
nal is present, the bias current is "mod¬ 
ulated" by that signal and the current and 
thermal envelopes established at quies¬ 
cence become disrupted. Current sourc¬ 
ing eliminates these problems because 
current regulator diodes are immune to 
these voltage swings. 
2. Jung's modification can be further 

improved by substituting the once ubi¬ 
quitous Texas Instruments TL072 op amp 
for the NE5535 op amps specified. While 
the NE553X series of op amps have im¬ 
pressive specs, I believe they have sonic 
failings due to their circuit complexity. 
The TL072, however, remains a musical 
contender due to its inherent simplicity. 
Remember, it was designed specifically 
for audio applications. /As was the Sig-
netics 5534—Ed] 
Note: the above amendments will have 

their maximum effect only if the player 
remains on at all times. 
Finally, you really should place a 

V130LA10 MOV across the line voltage 
in your player to guard against line spikes 
should you choose to leave your player 
on. Enjoy the music! 

Roger Artman 
Penn Valley, CA 95946 

DOME, DOME 
ON THE FLANGE 

Here's a great way to send exposed dome 
tweeters by mail or UPS, especially if you 
no longer have the original packing ma¬ 
terial. To get started, cut a piece of 5/4 
pine slightly larger than the OD of the 
drivers. For example, use a 4" square 
piece for a 3" tweeter. Now cut out a hole 

FIGURE 1: Pine block stiffens and protects 
dome tweeters in transit. 

How to distinguish a thinking 
audiophile from 

a gullible, tweako cultist. 

are 

ÍÜC 

just about certain that you 
will become one of our 
staunch and enlightened 
long-term subscribers. 
The Audio Critic, Inc., 
P.O. Box 978, Quaker¬ 
town, PA 18951. 

Thinking audiophiles worry about, 
and focus on, listening room acoustics 
and speaker placement, speaker system 
design and transducer technology, A/D 
and D/A converters, surround-sound 
processors, microphones, recording 
techniques—all the things that make a 
genuine difference. And they read The 
Audio Critic, the journal that combines 
the highest standards in equipment test¬ 
ing with an insistence on sanity and 
scientific accountability. 

The tweaks and cultists, on 
the other hand, focus on wires 
and cables, tiptoes and CD 
rings, tubes vs. transistors, 
S200 line cords, etc. They 
are on their 37th pream¬ 
plifier but only their 3rd 
speaker. They seem to be 
oblivious to the snickers of 

academics and industry professionals, 
and they read those...well, those other 
“alternative” audio magazines to which 
The Audio Critic is the best alternative. 

Special offer! Send $17.50 for an 
introductory package of the last five is¬ 
sues published (Nos. 10 through 14), 
all of them still 100% timely and up-to-
date. That represents a 50% discount 
off the newsstand price and a 36% dis¬ 
count off the regular subscription price. 
After you have read these five fat is¬ 

sues and understood what The 
Audio Critic is all about, we 

JO Sõwá 
Speakers for the Demanding Listener 

Handcrafted speaker kits, assembled speaker systems, mono and stereo 
subwoofers - assembled or Kit - with or without powered amplifiers and 
cabinets from .3 cubic feet to 6.0 cubic feet. Systems for the beginner 
to the advanced audiophile, from bookshelf to our large 4—unit, 800 lb., 
4-way system. 

No automation for us. Each Kit, speaker system and cabinet is handcrafted 
to allow for the precise tolerances and finest quality only possible through 
the pride and craftsmanship that goes into each piece. 

We also repair and recone speakers of any make, something an assembly 
line can't do at all. Our inventory of original manufacturer's parts (we 
can special order really esoteric parts) enables us to make our customer's 
speakers good as new. We'll even repair the scratches on the cabinet or 
replace the grill your cat sharpened it's claws on, if you wish. So, if you 
already have speakers you're really happy with, there's no need to replace 
them when a drunken guest decides to prove how many decibles a real 
macho man's eardrums can endure. 

Send for our 1990, 14" x 20" catalog of handcrafted Kits, cabinets and 
complete speaker systems, $5.00. Advanced Sound, Dept. SB, 711 
E. Magnolia Ave., Knoxville, TN 37917-7636. (615) 637-6694 (Foreign & 
Canadian shipments please add $1.00 for 1st class postage. US Currency 

Only) 

Fast Reply HGE1061 
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larger than the dome diameter and drill 
several screw holes. 

Screw the tweeters to each side of the 
wood. Make sure the domes clear the 
hole and that they touch no sharp edges. 
I recently received two tweeters via 

UPS by this method and they arrived in 
excellent condition. 

William Wagaman 
Mertztown, PA 19539 

BEEFING UP YOUR 
THIN-WALL CABINET 
I would like to share with you my "Press-

damp'' method of loudspeaker enclosure 
resonance damping. We all know that 
thicker enclosure panels move the reso¬ 
nant points higher to a more unobtrusive 
frequency, although their duration is 
slightly longer. Thinner panels have a 
lower, more objectionable resonant fre¬ 
quency of shorter duration. 
My aim was to achieve optimum sound 

without sacrificing too much cabinet 
space. The resulting design is depicted in 
the accompanying illustration. 
As shown in the drawing, two horizon¬ 

tal rails (B) are cut to length from %" x 
1'' cleat stock. These are then let in 14", 
glued, and screwed inside the cabinet (A), 
while letting %" protrude from the inter¬ 
ior cabinet wall. One-inch thick, open 

The Perfect Pitch 

REVIEW COSTS £24.80 FOR SURFACE MAIL AND 
£42.50 FOR AIR MAIL 

... SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
I Please send me 12 monthly issues of Hi-Fi News & Record Review commencing with the 
I next available issue 

□ €24 80 Surface Mail 
I □ €42 50 Air Mail 
Il I enclose a cheque/lnternational money order payable to Link House Magazines Ltd 
’ or debit my credit card 

I □ VISA □ ACCESS/MASTERCARD □ DINERS □ AMEX 
I Credit card no Expiry date:_ 

Signature_ 

(Please print in block capitals) 
Name:_ 

Address:_ 

_ (HF02 ) 

To Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Subscription Department 
Link House Magazines Ltd 
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham. Surrey CR4 3HP England 

I understand that I am committed to one year's subscription and should 
I wish to cancel no refund will be made 

| Registered in England and Wales No 1341560 

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION 

HIKI 
NEWS 
rixor^ëvïëxv 

cell, air conditioner filter foam (C) is then 
placed between the two rails. Lastly, 
doubled 14 " pegboard (D) is used to com¬ 
press the 1 " filter foam down to %", flush 
with the protruding rails. Line up the 
holes of the two sheets and make sure to 
use fender washers under the screws. 
The net effect of this system is one 

relatively dead cabinet. As a bonus, the 
holes in the pegboard also allow some 
beneficial damping of the bass driver's 
backwave. 
Experiment with Pressdamp." Alter¬ 

ing the thickness and type of compressi¬ 
ble material or the percentage of compres¬ 
sion might yield even better performance. 

Gary A. Fretz 
Red Hill, PA 18076 

Thin Bin 
Mother Hubbard's cupboard was no 
doubt in worse condition than our file 
folders for SB's "TT&T" and "Crafts¬ 
man's Corner" features, but we're about 
to get the "impending famine" warning 
light on our computer. Your handy tips, 
shortcuts and unique insights are ail wel¬ 
come, and SB pays $7.50 minimum for 
them. [It's a great way to pay for your 
subscription.) Photos of your handiwork 
and an account of how and why you built 
your beautiful gear are also welcome. 
Payment for illustrated tips is $15 and up, 
depending on length of copy and quality 
and number of photos. 
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Killer Car Stereo on a Budget, by Daniel 
L. Ferguson, Audio Amateur Press, 1989, 
paperback, 115pp. Available from Old 
Colony Sound Lab, PO Box 243, Peter¬ 
borough, NH 03458, (603) 924-6371, 
$19.95 plus $1.75 shipping. 

Killer Car Stereo on a Budget is an excel¬ 
lent, concrete, hands-on treatment of the 
cost-effective design and installation of a 
high quality automobile sound system. 
Ferguson concentrates on the loudspeaker 
end of the system, contending that this is 
the weak link in automobile sound sys¬ 
tems. High quality auto electronics are 
readily available at reasonable cost, but 
high quality auto loudspeakers are not. 
I completely agree with this view and 

for years have used a conventional home 
speaker system in my car to obtain satis¬ 
fying sound. The units sit in the back seat, 
where they are an invitation to theft, are 
a potential hazard in sudden stops, must 
frequently be removed to accommodate 
passengers, and make the vehicle resem¬ 
ble a loaded truck more than a passenger 
car. This book has convinced me I can 
trade these inconveniences for a custom 

Book Report 
Road Kill 

By Robert M. Bullock. Ill 

auto system without sacrificing sound 
quality. 

The author starts by listing the deficien¬ 
cies of standard auto loudspeakers and 
then describing a "killer" auto sound sys¬ 
tem to correct these deficiencies. The rest 
of the book addresses the problems of im¬ 
plementing this killer system unobtru¬ 
sively, given a car's space constraints. 

Ferguson first discusses the problems 
of driver location and loading. He solves 
these in different ways for sedans, hatch¬ 
backs and trucks, describing implemen¬ 
tation details of several alternative loud¬ 
speaker systems for each body type. Along 
the way, he recommends drive units and 
relates the pros and cons of the proposed 
systems. 
With sedans, the trunk can serve as a 

woofer enclosure, but with trucks and 
hatchbacks you need a box to provide sat¬ 
isfactory bass response. The author deals 

with this problem, giving plans for four 
box systems, each based on a particular 
woofer drive unit. Even if you design 
your own woofer system, this chapter of¬ 
fers some useful information specific to 
the vehicular environment. 
The next chapter covers the construc¬ 

tion of an active woofer crossover, an in¬ 
tegral part of the author's overall design. 
Ferguson's unit actually performs several 
functions, offering a versatility that can 
be extremely useful given the constraints 
of auto systems. 
The last chapter contains information 

on electrical hookup and final system tun¬ 
ing. It also has a summary of steps to fol¬ 
low and the order in which they should 
be performed to build and install a "killer' 1 

system. 
With its excellent discussion of equip¬ 

ment, design, installation, and modifica¬ 
tion options, I have found the book a use¬ 
ful reference in planning a system for my 
car. I am sure it will be just as useful 
when I get to the construction and instal¬ 
lation phase. I commend it to you if you 
are at all interested in building your own 
auto sound system. 

Manufacturing OEM loudspeakers in the USA since 1946 

CARBON-GRAPHITE CONE FORMULATIONS 

RUBBER SURROUND SUSPENSIONS 

FLAT SPIDER SUSPENSIONS 

VENTED POLE PIECE ASSEMBLIES 

KAPTON™ VOICE COIL FORMERS 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Fast Reply HGE392 Speaker Builder I 3/90 61 

custom engineered and manufactured loudspeakers 

A total of 16 different woofers are available in quantities of 
1 to 250 pieces along with quantity price breaks. 

Carbonneau is now offering a product line of loudspeakers to the 
hobbiest and small speaker manufacturer that has all the 

traditional top quality engineering traits that go into any of our 
custom designed drivers. 

carbonneau 609 myrtle n.w. grand rapids michigan 49504 usa ph 616.456.9528 fax 616.456.5648 



Craftsman's Corner 
Swan Songs 

Ml 

PHOTO A: Overall view of the Kellers’ version 
of the Swans. 

factory edge of an 8' length of %" parti¬ 
cle board, approximately 6" wide. We 
simply clamped the guide to the piece to 
be sawed in the location provided by the 
gauge. 
We had successfully built the folded 

horn prototypes using well-glued, heav¬ 
ily screwed butt joints. Consequently, we 
used yellow carpenter's glue and 3" dry¬ 
wall screws (other types may be better, 
but these were readily available) on 3" 
centers. We pre-drilled and countersunk 
all holes. Rather than brace corners, we 
used rounded braces between interior 
parallel wall surfaces. 

After building the particle board boxes, 
we glued 14" oak veneer to all surfaces 
except the back. Each surface's veneer 

PHOTO B: Closeup of the cabinetry with the 
grille in place. 

The hours spent with a component can be 
both comforting and limiting—comforting 
because of our growing familiarity with 
the presentation, style and character of 
the particular component's impact on 
the music, and limiting because of our 
tendency to overlook any physical flaws 
or aberrations of this increasingly treas¬ 
ured component. Thus, after 20 years 
of living with two sets of 1950 vintage 
University S-9S front-loaded folded-horn 
speaker systems, we decided to move to 
a more modern design. 

Our decision (I had already decided but 

piece was rough cut approximately 1" 
larger (in all directions) than its finished 
size. We then labeled each piece as to its 
final location and clamped each to its 
designated surface. We marked the out¬ 
line of the enclosure on the back of the 
veneer, which was removed and its thick¬ 
ness (%") added to all edges except the 
back. We clamped a different straight 
guide on the exterior surface of the 
veneer at the 14" line. With a 45° cham¬ 
fering bit with a roller guide on our router 
we produced the bevel joints. We com¬ 
pleted the routing from the back side of 

position. Since we didn't want to risk 
using a caustic glue, we used Liquid Nail 
(#LN-603 from Maceo) to bond the 
veneer. A series of pipe clamps aided by 
small underlay nails driven through 
waste pieces of veneer held the work un¬ 
til the glue cured. Of course, we later 
filled the holes left by the nails with color-
coordinated filler. 

SWAN IV VARIATIONS. It took approx¬ 
imately one month of our spare time to 
complete. Now, let’s move ahead to our 
variation of the Swan IVs. 

was waiting for Barb's confirmation) was 
reached about the same time our first 
copy of Speaker Builder arrived (4/88). 
That particular issue featured the Swan 
IV system by D'Appolito and Bock. 1 It 

the veneer. 
We finished all the rough sawing, lo¬ 

cating, marking, chamfering, and so on 
before we glued any veneer pieces in 

We altered the basic design in two ways 
which were simple extensions of the 
original design. First, we extended the 
symmetrical design to include the 

was love at first sight. During the next 
year we developed our version of the 
Swan IV. 
Even though there are probably hun¬ 

dreds of successful replications of this 
design, we felt our construction strategy 
and design might be of interest to readers. 

TECHNIQUE. To ensure straight cuts 
and true corners, we used a ''gauge and 
guide” method with our circular saw. We 
periodically checked the perpendicular¬ 
ity of the carbide tipped saw blade rela¬ 
tive to the saw's foot (plate) with a car¬ 
penter's square. As a gauge we used a 
block of wood the width of which matched 
the distance from the saw blocks inside 
(left) edge to the left edge of the foot 
(plate). We used this one block to locate 
the guide relative to every cut line. Using 
one block as a gauge ensured consistency 
(not accuracy) of cuts. Our guide was the FIGURE 1: Construction details. 
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woofers. This resulted in a design with 
a front too broad for the MTM array, 
which might have altered imaging and 
focus. Therefore we reduced the width 
of the front panel in the area of the MTM 
array to that specified in the original 
design. We then angled the side panels 
in this area to intersect the enclosure's 
sides about halfway to the back. The en¬ 
closure of the MTM array has a triangular 
shaped cross-section when viewed from 
above. 

Our second variation was a decision to 
retain the ultimate bass potential of the 
system by not reducing the size of the en¬ 
closures. Remember, we were accus¬ 
tomed to four five-foot horns (two per 
side—one stacked on the other). Therefore 
we built the cabinets with an internal bass 
volume of 145 liters. The woofer's back-
waves were acoustically interconnected 
by means of an 8 x 16" column along the 
back of the separate MTM sections (Fig. 1 ). 
We lined and filled the bass and MTM 

enclosures as per D'Appolito and Bock. 
Plus, we wrapped all internal braces with 
hospital bed foam. 

DRIVERS. We ordered all drivers in 
October, and the MTM components ar¬ 
rived almost immediately. The woofers 
were back ordered. We eventually re¬ 
ceived the Carbonneau Swan 305s during 
the first week in December. 
The Dynaudio and Focal were impres¬ 

sive, but being used to 15" 20-pound 
drivers from the horns, we were a bit skep¬ 
tical of the bass unit's potential. Never¬ 
theless, all drivers and crossovers were in¬ 
stalled and the speakers made their first 
sounds on December 8, 1989. We finally 
understood the meaning of words like 
"imaging," "focus," and "air." 
Until January 21, 1990, we used a Mar¬ 

chand crossover set at 200Hz. Our pre¬ 
amp had both an infrasonic filter and a 
bass boost circuit similar to those in the 
Pedal Coupler. During that weekend we 
assembled the Pedal Coupler crossover 
(modified for less bass boost as per D'Ap¬ 
polito and Bock, SB 4/88). This further 
enhanced our enjoyment of the system 
especially using the direct CD input. 

STANDS. Any use of the Swan IV design 
necessitated speaker stands, since our 
favorite listening positions happen to be 
kitchen stools approximately 10' from 
each speaker, which places our ears 51" 
above the floor. We choose this position 
for three reasons. First, it places the 
sound well above any obstacles in the 
room. Second, it reduces the coupling of 
the bass units to the floor. Third, someone 
standing has nearly the same sound as 
someone seated. 
We made our stands out of 14" steel 

plates and 4"-square metal tubing. We 
centered and welded the pipes to the bot¬ 
tom plates, filled them with dry sand and 
welded on the top plates. All plates were 

drilled near the corners so we could bolt 
the enclosures to the stands and install 
homemade spikes. 
Since our modifications resulted in a 

top-heavy system, we bolted each enclo¬ 
sure to the narrow brick column behind. 
(We didn't want to crush any old, slow-
moving audiophiles, innocent children or 
unsuspecting cats.) 
The speakers are driven by a used set 

of Crown DI50 basic amps, a NAD 1155 
preamp, and a Denon DCD1300 CD 
player. The headphone output of the CD 
player feeds the Pedal Coupler. A 
Thorens TD160 turntable is available to 
play vinyl. Speaker wires are Belden 12 
gauge on bass and 20-gauge doorbell wire 
on MTMs. 

We would like to thank D'Appolito and 
Bock for sharing their creativity and ex¬ 
pertise with us through Speaker Builder 
magazine. We enjoyed the building proj¬ 
ect and the end products—Swan Songs. 

Barbara J. and Kenneth W. Keller 
Bonnie, IL 62816 ►-
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$14.95 DBX 

TEST YOUR SYSTEM 

Green Frog Productions 
950 Bream Court 
Marietta, GA 30068 

(404)971-7622 or 1-800-227-1336 
SINCE 1983 _ 

VISA I 

MASTERCARD 

DISCOVER 

II TheGP-9’s 
■ One of the most prolific diesel locomotives ever built can still be found operating 
I around the USA. When these old diesels roar, they really roar...r! 54 1/2 
I minutes...$14.95 Dolby B, $16.95 DBX 

NO music can test your stereo system as 11 
well as railroad sound effects! । 

For testing sound systems, and particularly speakers, the metal tapes offered by I 
Green Frog are better than ANY compact disc we have heard! I 
Incredible dynamic range; flat frequency response from 20 to 20K; punch like you've 1 

never heard before! That's the type of sound offered on this incredible collection of I ■ 
all types of railroad sounds! _ 

All tapes digitally mastered, duplicated from our digital masters in real time on the I 
absolute best professional cassette mastering decks available! I 
Sounds of the Silverton ■ 
This railroad is most likely the most visited of any tourist line in the country. Steam I |l 
sounds as you've never heard before on the Durango & Silverton. 60 ■ 
minutes .$14.95 Dolby B, $16.95 DBX I 

Steam Soliloquy | 
A collection of steam sounds with ultimate dynamic range and fidelity from Across .. 
the USA. 60 minutes...$14.95 Dolby B, $16.95 DBX II 

Steam & Diesel Sounds of the 80’s I 
Older and modern diesels as well as old steam locos highlight this dynamic tape of I 
locomotives you can see today! 47 minutes...$14.95 Dolby B, $16.95 DBX I 

1 Thundering Narrow Gauge 
I I Ex Denver & Rio Grande steam locos, many double headers! An incredible tape 
■ narrow gauge steam, and sound you'll NEVER forget! 38 minutes...$12.95 Dolby 

I Diesels ’87 

U Contemporary action recorded throughout nine states of today’s diesel power. Whines, rumbles and low frequencies which will tax the best systems! 43 

I
 minutes...$14.95 Dolby B, $16.95 DBX 

Tapes also available In Chrome, deduct $2.00 from each price listed. Send 
for our FREE descriptive catlog! 

Shipping Information: $1.00 per tape, First Class, Priority Mall. 

Fast Reply «6E371 
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OLD COLONY MINI-CAT 

KT-2: THE BORBELY PREAMP KIT [4:85, 1:86] 
Erno Borbely's preamplifier rivals commercial units costing sev¬ 
eral times the KT-2 kit price. Three requirements compete against 
each other in the choice of circuit topology and components. The 
three, sometimes exclusive, design goals are low noise, high gain 
and wide dynamic range. The key is the use of the best available 
discrete transistors rather than operational amplifier ICs. 

The first stage input is directly coupled to the gates of a com¬ 
plementary pair of low noise JFET transistors. The circuit design, 
high voltage power supply and device matching, together, achieve 
wide dynamic range, linearity and low noise. 
The second gain stage is a complementary, common emitter 

pair, directly driving a similar output stage. The high signal-to-
noise ratio established in the first stage is preserved here. Mr. 
Borbely uses the best available complementary bipolars: ROHMs 
2SB737/2SD786 pair. They have low source impedance, good 
linearity and an extremely low shot/flicker noise. 
The servo amplifier, an LF411CN. can null input offsets of as 

much as one hundred millivolts and provides DC coupled perfor¬ 
mance. eliminating output coupling capacitors. 
The input circuit board also has passive high frequency RIAA 

rolloff. The two RIAA networks are separate, allowing cleaner 
implementation. 
The next board contains three complementary gain stages, a 

servo amp and an active low frequency section of the RIAA net¬ 
work. Power is 48V, about 18V higher than the first board. This 
board contains regulators for all gain stages. 

KT-2 includes five sections for each channel. Each is built on 
its own board. In addition, a tape buffer, line amplifier and power 
supply are included. The kit comes complete with two function 
switches. Alps volume control, two toroidal power transformers, 
gold-plated connectors and precision components. An article 
reprint is included. The kit does not contain hook-up wire, cable, 
solder, housing or knobs. $650 

KT-2 Sections: (1-5) Available separately. Inquire for pricing. 

KT-2/KW-3: With an elegant power supply upgrade to KW-3 (see 
Power Supply section). S795Y 

<• J 

® n * * «« 

Prototype photo: not representative of kit format. 

KV-3: CURCIO AUTO MUTE [1:86] 
Included in the kit is a small circuit board, parts and a relay to 
delay the sound output for 45 seconds from Joe Curcio's Daniel 
tube preamp. This delay protects power amps/speaker drivers 
from turn-on transients. Unlike solid state preamps, which may 
be left on continuously without ill effect, tubed preamps should 
be turned off when not in use to extend tube life. Also may be used 
to delay anv low-level stereo signal from any preamp where 
15-2OV DC is available. ' $18 

KT-1: CURCIO’S DANIEL VACUUM TUBE PREAMP [2:85] 
Joe Curcio's no-compromise vacuum tube/semiconductor hybrid 
preamplifier pays special attention to the issues of sensitivity, low 
noise, stability and the sonic contribution of the individual com¬ 
ponents. Each channel has three gain stages. The first is a modified 
cascode configuration offering wide dynamic range, low noise and 
two possible levels of gain: either 38dB. which is sufficient for most 
moving-coil cartridges, or 32dB for high output cartridges. The 
second stage is a parallel dual triode fixed at 26dB gain. Between 
these stages Curcio implements the RIAA equalization with a 
passive RC network. Output is available after the second stage 
or. for an added 26dB. at the output of an identical third stage. 
Output impedance in either case is 2OkQ. The 6DJ8 dual triode 
vacuum tube is used throughout the amplifier. 

The most notable feature of the design is the on-board regula¬ 
tion of each tube's B +. Filaments are powered by separately 
regulated DC for each channel. The power supply primary AC is 
switched by low voltage DC. Thus no 60Hz current is present on 
the main board, always a potential noise problem in low level gain 
stages. Within the power supply housing the filament and B + are 
switched by an optically coupled, zero-crossing triac and an elec¬ 
tromechanical relay. The kit is complete with all needed parts for 
the amplifier and its power supply. Not included are housings for 
the amplifier or power supply and knobs for the rotary controls. 

$385 T 

Il ll^H I (Kit ‘ I 
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KS-6: CURCIO VACUUM TUBE STEREO PRE-PREAMP [5:84] 
Joe Curcio addresses the problem of the low output levels of mov¬ 
ing-coil cartridges in this two channel, two-tube amplifier. In his 
design a lot of attention is paid to the power supply. The power 
for the filaments is regulated DC. The tube's plate supply regulator 
is in two sections and maintains low impedance across a wide 
bandwidth. The kit is sold with two 6DJ8 vacuum tubes although 
several other types may be used. The article reprint included with 
the kit lists several alternates. KS-6 comes complete with two cir¬ 
cuit boards (4%" x 2%" and 4%" x 3%"). high quality metal film 
resistors, capacitors, phono jacks, tubes and sockets, fuse and fuse 
holder and all semiconductors. Housing for neither the amplifier 
nor the power supply is included. $135 V 
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GKB-1: THE CURCIO DYNACO ST-70 MODIFICATION [GA 1:89] 
Joe regulates all voltages in his amp design (except filaments) and 
drives the outputs with a constant current cascode differential 
driver, direct-coupled to a triode-configured output stage. Field 
tested for two years in over two dozen sites, the Curcio ST-70 fits 
within the existing chassis, using only the power and excellent 
output transformers from the original unit. Old Colony’s kit in¬ 
cludes boards and all needed parts right down to new mica-filled 
sockets for the output tubes. All parts are exceptionally high qual¬ 
ity and the sound is the best available from the venerable ST-70 
chassis. $345 V 

ST-70 chassis and transformer not included in kit. 

KX-3: CHATER 40W ALL-MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER [2, 3:88] 
Bill Chater's carefully planned design for a 40W all-MOSFET am¬ 
plifier includes several novel and exciting features, such as servo¬ 
controlled bias at both the driver and output stages, and a servo¬ 
nulled offset to control output drift. Listening tests reveal excellent 
headroom and extremely fast overload recovery. Yet the circuit 
requires no adjustments, uses only one optional capacitor in the 
signal path, and is free of turn-on and turn-off thumps. Contains 
all parts except the chassis, hook-up wire and connectors. $180 

KX-3S: CHATER 40W ALL-MOSFET STEREO AMPLIFIER [2, 3:88] 
Includes two KX-3s and one KX-3P power supply. $540 V 

Prototype photo: not representative of kit format. 

KV-2S: THE LANG 20W CLASS A MOSFET STEREO POWER AMP 
[2:86] 

Using four push/pull power MOSFETs this 20W/channel amplifier 
is a beautiful modular unit with each channel on a 5.7" x 6.1" 
circuit card which includes direct mount arrangements for the 
output devices. A %" thick L-bracket couples the power drivers' 
heat to an external heatsink which can be the wall of the enclosure 
or a rack mount panel. Ideal for multi-amplifier systems, especially 
electrostatic drivers. Rated by some experts as the most advanced, 
innovative power amp design published by Audio Amateur. 
Specifications are impressive: 2OW into 4SI loads. + 0-0.5dB @ 

20Hz-20kHz: +O-3dB @ 10Hz-60kHz: Input: 0.775V = OdB 
(max power); 22dB voltage gain; Input impedance: 40kfi: Noise: 
(100mV into 40) unweighted -66dB: "A" weighted -90dB: Tran¬ 
sient IM distortion: - 8OdB; Harmonic distortion: -84dB@20W: 
- lOOdB @ 4W/4Í1. Power consumption: 80W/channel: Quiescent 
current: 2A/channel. 
All parts supplied, two separate power supplies ( + 24V @ 

100mA: + 15V @ 8A) with toroidal type transformers and Hitachi 
MOSFETs, heat-coupling bracket and article reprint. Stereo. 

$285 

KV-2DM: THE LANG 20W, CLASS A MOSFET DUAL-MONO 
POWER AMP [2:86] 

Contains two amplifier channels and two each of the ± 15V and 
± 24V power supplies for dual-mono-mode operation (each chan¬ 
nel independently powered). $350 V 

KS-3: BORBELY DC 100 MOSFET POWER AMP [2:84] 
Erno Borbely keeps the MOSFET output circuit of the Servo 100 
but designs a new driver/bias section and dubs the resultant am¬ 
plifier. the DC 100. The highly symmetrical circuit features float¬ 
ing constant current sources and a complementary pair of mono¬ 
lithic JFETs as the input stage. Excellent thermal tracking in this 
stage ensures minimal offset drift at the output in spite of the 26dB 
gain available at DC. Mr. Borbely's conservative design and in¬ 
sistence on stability results in a real workhorse amplifier with a 
strong heart. Full power output into 8Qis 100W. intoÁíl it is 125W. 
This power is not at the cost of THD which is 0.0025 % ( 1 kHz) and 
0.0065% ( 10kHz). Slew rate without the input filter is 75V/gS. This 
kit is similar to the KS-1 in that it comes complete with board (4%" 
x 6%"). heatsinks, active and passive components and instruc¬ 
tions. Power required for the amplifier is the same as for the Servo 
100. Refer to the power supply section for suitable power supplies. 
Single channel. $160 

KS-3M: BORBELY DC 100 MONO AMP [2:84] 
Includes one KS-3 and one KS-3PB power supply. $285 

Two or more $270 

KS-3S: BORBELY DC 100 STEREO AMP [2:84] 
Includes two KS-3s and one KS-3PA power supply. $470 
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KS-1: BORBELY SERVO 100 MOSFET POWER AMP [1:84] 
Erno Borbely's design for a more powerful MOSFET output single 
channel amplifier. The circuit uses bipolar and field effect tran¬ 
sistors to their best advantage. MOSFETs in the output section 
and bipolars at the input. The driver section is a symmetrically 
balanced amplifier with an open loop gain of 56dB over a wide 
bandwidth. The bandwidth is restricted at the input and the 
resulting rolloff at 20kHz is 3dB. Just over half the gain available 
is fed back. 

Overall closed loop gain as a result is a clean 26dB. The amplifier 
design provides an input capacitor to be used if excessive DC off¬ 
set is present in a preamp's output. A shorting option is provided 
on the PC board to remove this input capacitor if DC coupling is 
possible. The kit comes with the circuit board (4%" x 6‘^"). quality 
resistors and capacitors, heatsinks and an article reprint detail¬ 
ing the design and the kit construction. Requires + 40V at 3A. 
A suitable power supply capable of powering one KS-1 is the 
KS-3PB. For two channels, the KS-3PA is recommended. See the 
power supply section for complete descriptions. $150 

KS-1M: BORBELY SERVO 100 MOSFET MONO POWER AMP [1:84] 
Contains one KS-1 and one KS-3PB power supply. $275 

Two or more. $260 

KS-1S: BORBELY SERVO 100 MOSFET STEREO POWER AMP [1:84] 
Contains two KS-ls and one KS-3PA. $450 V 

KP-3A: BORBELY 60W MOSFET Amp [2:82] 
This kit is based on Erno Borbely's design for a single channel 
workhorse to drive today's power hungry speakers. Whether used 
in a multi-amp system with active crossover or in a simpler two 
amplifier passive crossover arrangement this unit provides power, 
fidelity and rugged reliability. As a professional designer. Mr. 
Borbely is quite aware of the shortcomings of bipolar power tran¬ 
sistors. The thermal runaway and hot spot degradation of bipolars 
are problems avoided by the power MOSFETs chosen for this 
design. The amplifier's THD specifications are .002% @ 1kHz and 
.015% @ 10kHz(60W into8Q). Internal slew rate is 40V/^S. This 
rate is limited to 2V/mS at the input by a low-pass filter. Maximum 
power output into a 40 load is 75W. The kit is complete with board 
(3%" x 6%”) and all parts except for an easily constructed air core 
output coil. An instructive article reprint is provided. The amplifier 
requires ± 50V @ 2A with surge current capability several times 
that. A suitable power supply is the KP-3P detailed in the power 
supply section. One channel. S90V 

Prototype photo: not representative of kit format. 

KM-7: CITATION 12 MOSFET MODIFICATION [2:81] 
Harman Kardon's 60W/channel Citation 12 forms the basis of a 
new amplifier with improved performance devised by Nelson Pass 
of Threshold Corporation. The original Citation's power supplies 
and much of its circuitry remain as first designed. This modifica¬ 
tion replaces the original 40636 bipolar output power transistors 
with IRF-130-MOS power field effect transistors. The bias circuit 
is also changed. The amplifier is a significant sonic improvement 
over the original, particularly in the high end where the Citation 
12's veiled characteristic is replaced by a detailed, somewhat sweet 
sound. The imaging and midrange definition also are much im¬ 
proved. The bass response, one of the Citation 12's strongest 
points, remains much the same. Distortion over most of the spec¬ 
trum is lowered significantly. This package contains all parts and 
detailed instructions needed for the modification. $170 

Prototype photo: not representative of kit format. 

KK-13CH: WILLIAMSON 40/40 [4:79] * 
Reg Williamson's straightforward single supply bipolar power am¬ 
plifier is highly recommended to both the experienced builder and 
the newcomer. The new builder will appreciate the relatively sim¬ 
ple circuit with its uncomplicated power needs. The veteran audio 
constructor might consider several of these in a system with ac¬ 
tive crossovers. The modest, by modern standards, output power 
of 40W is plenty when powering a single driver over a restricted 
bandwidth as in multi-amp active crossover systems. This power 
level is also enough for many apartment dwellers who share thin 
walls with neighbors. Figures for total harmonic distortion at full 
power output (40W/8Í1) are 0.05% @ 1kHz and less than 0.1% 
@ 15kHz. Transistors are Toshiba high performance types. 3" x 
5 " circuit cards are included and all parts except heatsinks. The 65-
68V @ 2A DC power requirement can be supplied by the William¬ 
son designed KK-13P. $170 

KJ-5-7: NELSON PASS CLASS A 40W AMP, A40 [4:78] 
This highly popular bipolar design from Nelson Pass of Threshold 
Corporation is as rugged as it is clean. Rugged because of hefty 
output transistors and clean because of carefully designed Class 
A circuitry. Mr. Pass direct-couples this amplifier to its load, select¬ 
ing output transistors with six times the dissipation rating needed 
in normal amplifier operation. Anyone who has had to replace out¬ 
put devices or speakers because of a timid designer's excessive 
attention to the bottom line (economic) can appreciate this. This 
no-compromise approach in the A40 leads to impressive THD 
figures. At 40W output the 1 kHz distortion is 0.1 %. at 10kHz the 
figure is an impressive 0.03 %. This kit contains two boards (3" x 3") 
and all parts for two channels, including eight heatsinks and all parts 
for one + 44V @ 8A (KJ-5-4) stereo power supply. $465 

West of Rockies. $475 
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KX-3P: CHATER 40W MOSFET POWER SUPPLY [2, 3:88] 
Chater supply for one or two KX-3 amplifier channels. $215 V 

KW-3: BORBELY IMPROVED PREAMP POWER SUPPLY [1:87] 
This single channel, low impedance supply was designed for the 
exacting requirements of Erno Borbely's moving-coil preamp 
(2:86. 1:87). The design utilizes polypropylene caps. 1% metal film 
resistors and LM317/337s in the preregulator and Signetics 
NE5534 in the op amp regulator. The kit includes a low profile 
24V toroidal transformer. 4%" x 5%" circuit board and all board 
mounted components. Chassis and heatsink are not included. 

$135 
Two or more. S125V 

KS-3PA: SERVO 100, DC 100 STEREO [1, 2:84] 
This ruggedly designed power supply handles a two channel 
Borbely Servo 100 or DC 100 amplifier. The toroidal transformer 
is rated at 500VA. In addition the kit comes with two lO.OOO^F 
filter capacitors, bridge rectifier and line fuse. $175 

KS-3PB: SERVO 100 OR DC 100 MONO [1, 2:84] 
This supply is similar to the KS-3PA but has a smaller toroidal 
transformer (225VA) and two lO.OOO^F filter capacitors. It is 
designed to supply a single channel of a Borbely power amplifier. 
Servo 100 or DC 100 or the equivalent. Separate supplies for each 
channel provide better performance and channel separation. 

$125 

KP-3P: BORBELY 60W MOSFET AMP POWER SUPPLY [2:82] 
This hefty unregulated power supply is conservatively designed 
to power two 6OW Borbely power amps. It will maintain a mini¬ 
mum output of 45V (bipolar) when supplying two fully loaded am¬ 
plifiers (60W into 8Q). The kit is complete with all parts except 
the filter capacitors and chassis. $80 f 

KL-4A: SULZER OP AMP PREAMP POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR 
[2:80] 

This unit supplies quick acting DC regulated power, with an ultra 
low impedance as seen by the load of very high quality transis¬ 
torized or IC preamplifiers. The impedance at the outputs ( + 15 
and - 15V DC) is less than 10 milliohms from DC to 100kHz. Each 
output is able to source or sink up to 30mA. The regulator requires 
a bipolar 21V DC filtered source such as the KL-4B. $40 

KL-4B: SULZER DC RAW SUPPLY [2:80] 
A complete kit of parts to build an unregulated bipolar DC sup¬ 
ply with 20V/300mA outputs. Each output is filtered by a 5.000^F 
capacitor. Ideal for powering two KL-4A regulators. $60 

KL-4C: SULZER DC SUPPLY [2:80] 
Same kit as KL-4B except a high quality, low hum and noise ± 22V 
toroidal transformer is supplied for the very highest possible per¬ 
formance. (See transformer section for KL-4D specifications.) 

S85V 
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KK-7: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER POWER SUPPLY [3:79] 
Designed to power the Waldron vacuum tube crossovers, this kit 
is capable of powering four crossover boards, a total of eight 
12AX7/ECCC83 tubes. Maximum output for the supply is 300V 
at 70mA regulated and 12.6V DC at up to 1.5A for filaments. In 
addition a positive bias of 47V. regulated at 500gA is available. 
Comes complete with all needed parts, printed circuit board (5 V 
X 5%"). transformer, capacitors, semiconductors', fuse and line 
cord. SHOT 

KE-5: OLD COLONY POWER SUPPLY 
A small economical bipolar unregulated supply with outputs of 
+ 18V at 55mA each. All parts are mounted on the board (2%" 
X 3 " ). Filtering is provided for each output by capacitor input RC 
networks. $20 

KJ-5-4: NELSON PASS A40 [4:78] 
Designed to power two Pass A40 Class A power amplifiers under 
their maximum rated loads. The transformer is a 500VA ILP 
toroidal. The kit comes complete with all parts, including four 
9.000/iF filter capacitors and clamps, two high current bridge rec¬ 
tifiers. line cord, fuse and holder. $175 

West of Rockies. S180 V 

KJ-8A: DYNACO MARK III POWER SUPPLY MOD [1:78] 
An inexpensive way for the Dynaco Mark III owner to upgrade 
an already superior power amplifier. After the modification, hum 
and noise are down an additional 1 IdB, full load B + is up 10%. 
and the output at 20kHz is raised 4W. Response is flat within 
0.05dB over the range 20Hz-20kHz. Also included are all parts 
necessary to add a balance control and an adjustable, independ¬ 
ent bias control for the Mark III. $38 

KF-3: GATELY REGULATED SUPPLY [2:75] 
A bipolar power supply capable of either + 18V or + 15V @ 100mA 
at the outputs. Regulation is by zener referenced pass transistors 
mounted on a small heatsink (supplied). Each output is shunted by 
1 .OOO^F capacitors. Kit is complete with all needed parts including 
transformerand printed circuit board (2%" x4"). $52 V 

KE-2: REGULATED POWER SUPPLY [4:74] 
This lab quality bipolar regulator has outputs of + 15 and - 15V 
each capable of 1 5A. Regulation is by means of a pair of op amps 
referenced to an IC three-terminal regulator. The negative output 
is a voltage "mirror" of the positive output. This mirroring means 
the two voltage magnitudes will always be exactly equal, an im¬ 
portant point for the powered device. Two LM395K ultra high reli¬ 
ability power transistors are the regulator pass elements. The kit 
comes with the board (3 V x 4%") and all board mounted parts. 
To construct a power supply based on this regulator two additional 
parts will be needed: a transformer (36V CT @ 2A). and a heat¬ 
sink for the LM395KS. $51V 

TRANSFORMERS 

KJ-5-6: ILP TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER: four 22V second¬ 
aries @ 5.5A. 121VA. As supplied with KJ-5-4. $75 

KL-40: TOROIDAL, ±22V, VA. may be used for +18. ± 15 or 42V 
supplies up to 250mA. $55 

KS-3TA: TOROIDAL. Two 40V windings @ 500VA. Powers two chan¬ 
nels of Borbely's Servo 100 [1:84] or DC 100 [2:84] amplifiers. 

$140 

KS-3TB: TOROIDAL. Two 40V windings @ 225VA. Powers one chan¬ 
nel of Borbely's Servo 100 [ 1:84] or DC 100 [2:84] amplifiers. $88 
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CROSSOVERS 

SBK-C1A: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER [SB 3:82] 
A single channel, two-way crossover. May be built with 6. 12 or 
18dB/octave rolloff. The kit comes complete with all needed parts. 
4136 IC and circuit board (3" x 3"). When ordering be sure to 
select the corner frequency, one of the following: 60. 90. 120, 250. 
500. Ik. 2k. 5k. or 10kHz. A suitable power supply is the KL-4A/ 
KL-4B or KW-3 or equivalent (see power supply section). $32 

SBK-C1B: THREE-WAY CROSSOVER [SB 3:82] 
This kit is similar to the SBK-C1A but adds a midrange output. 
When ordering select two frequencies from the list above. $60 

SBK-C1C: STEREO, BI-AMP CROSSOVER BASS [SB 3:82] 
This kit provides a single bass channel made up of summed left/ 
right low-pass filter outputs in addition to the left and right HP 
outputs. Choose one frequency from the list above. $64 

SBK-A1: LINKWITZ CROSSOVER/FILTER/DELAY [SB 4:80] A 
This kit is the result of a very detailed investigation by Siegfried 
Linkwitz into active crossover design. His special attention to 
group delay compensation is evident in this kit's circuitry. The 
detailed article reprint supplied with the kit not only outlines the 
design's main points and tradeoffs but also provides details on 
constructing an excellent 3-box speaker system. Linkwitz also 
cites the advantages of active over passive crossover systems. The 
kit includes all high quality precision components and board (5'4" 
X 8 % " ) for one channel of a three-way filter/crossover. The 100Hz 
and 1.5kHz rolloffs are 24dB/octave. Below 30Hz the slope be¬ 
comes 12dB/octave. Delayed turn-on for the bass is provided for 
driver protection. A suitable power supply is the Sulzer KL-4A/ 
KL-4B or KW-3 or equivalent (see power supply section). Dr. 
Linkwitz has become world famous for his work on crossover 
behavior. Single channel. $75 

Two channels. $140 

LOW PASS 

KK-6L: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER, Low Pass [3:79] A 
A variable corner frequency low-pass filter. Butterworth 18dB/oc-
tave type. Includes three-gang pot. level control. (3) frequency 
determining capacitors and 12AX7 tubes. Complete parts and 2'4" 
X 4'4" circuit board. Specify one frequency range per single chan¬ 
nel kit. 19-210; 43-465: 88-960: 190-2.100; 430-4.650; 880-
9.600; 1.900-21.000Hz. $60 

HIGH PASS 

KK-6H: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER, HIGH PASS [3:79] A 
Similar to the KK-6L except high-pass type. Select one frequency 
range from those listed above. Single channel. $62 

Waldron Power Supply KK-7 is recommended for up to four filters 
(a stereo, bi-amp system). For specifics on this kit see the power 
supply section. 

KC-4A: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, TWO-WAY [2:72] 
A single channel two-way active crossover designed around the 
LF351 IC. The filter rolloff is 12dB/octave with corner at one of 
the following frequencies (choose one), 60. 120. 240, 480, 960. 
1.920. 5kHz or 10kHz. These units may be cascaded for 24dB/oc-
tave rolloff. Kit is complete with all parts including board (2" x 
3%"). Requires a power supply, ± 17V @ 25mA. Suitable supplies 
include the KE-5 and KF-3. $14 V 

KC-4B: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, THREE-WAY [2:72] * 
Similar to the KC-4A but adds a center-pass filter. Specify two fre¬ 
quencies (see above, KC-4A) when ordering. $18 V 
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S-6 CURCIO VACUUM TUBE PRE-PREAMP AMP/REGULATOR K-7: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER POWER SUPPLY. 5x5%" 
Each $12.35 4%x2%” [5:84] Each $12.95 [379] 

S-6A CURCIO VACUUM TUBE PRE-PREAMP MASTER POWER Each $8.35 [170] K-11: WILLIAMSON 40/40 POWER AMP. One channel. 3x5” Each $10.35 SUPPLY. 4%x3%” [5:84] 
Each $7.00 [479] A-2: WILLIAMSON TWIN 20. Power supply board. (RW-9:2) 

Each $6.85 2Wx3” [1:70] 
L-1A BOAK POWER AMP REGULATED SUPPLY. Plus or minus 

Each $8.00 supply for power. 2% x 4’/a" [1:80) B-2: WILLIAMSON-WATLING 4 + 4 MIXER Staked terminals. Each $36.00 10”/,ex6'5/ls ” [2:85] 
Each $10.00 (RW:AW) 3Wx5" [271] 

T-1A: CURCIO VACUUM TUBE PREAMP MASTER POWER L-2 WHITE LED OVERLOAD & PEAK METER. One channel. 
SUPPLY. 33/16 X 2”/,s" [2:85] B-5: WILLIAMSON TWIN 20 PREAMP. Stereo. (RW-11 ) 3’/, x 8” Each $18.70 3x6"[1:80] 

Each $16.00 
L-4: SULZER OP-AMP PREAMP POWER SUPPLY. ±15Vsupp-

Each $8.00 Each $12.00 ly for pre-amps. 43/a x 4"[2:80] 

$11.25 L-9: MASTEL PHASE METER. 63/ax23/a" [4:80] C-5: GLOECKLER VOLUME CONTROL. 23 position wafer. (FG-1 ) 
Each $5.50 3x3’ [272] 

M-1 MULLER-CARLSTROM. Sweep Generator-Oscillator. (Two Each $12.00 3%x4%"-
required). (CM-2) 25/ia x5’ [2:81] 

V-2: LANG CLASS A MOSFET AMP. 5’’/,» x 6’/«" [2:86] 

Each $8.00 x3'/a" [4:74] V-3A CURCIO AUTO MUTE. 1W"x2" M-2 MULLER-CARLSTROM. Log Sweep Board. (CM-4) 2 x 2'/a" 
Each $5.00 [2:81] F-3: GATELY +18V POWER SUPPLY. Regulated. (EG-2) 2'/« x 4" 

Each $8.00 ]275| M-3: MULLER-CARLSTROM. Sweep Power Supply. (CM-5) 
Each $6.50 25/ax3s/a” [2:81] F-6: 30Hz FILTER/CROSSOVER. High pass or universal filter or Each $26.00 4x6%” [2, 3:88] 

Each $10.00 crossover. (WJ-3) 3x3" [4:75] 
CHATER AMP POWER SUPPLY. 3%x6" |2. 3:88] X-3A: 

G-1: GATELY PEAK DETECTING OVERLOAD INDICATOR. Two $14.00 Each 
Each $6.40 channel. (EG-3) 1Wx2W" [2,376] 

M-5 MULLER-CARLSTROM. Logger Power Supply. (DG-12B) 
Each $5.00 2%x2V [3:81] 

M-6 CARLSTROM IM FILTER. Intermodulation Filter. 2s/ax3%" 
Each $6.50 [1:82] 

Each $26.20 channel. (MIC11-005) 12% x 3" 

H-7: GLOECKLER 101dB ATTENUATOR. (FG-3) 2 x 2' [4:77] 
Five for $35.00 Each $8.00 P-5: SWEEP MARKER ADDER. 3Wx2%" (2:82] Each $6.20 

H-8: MORREY SUPER BUFFER. Two channel. (WM-3) 1% x 2W 
Each $8.00 [4 771 P-6: ADVENT MIKE PREAMP UPDATED. (K5) 3’/ax23/a" [3:82] 

J-4: DIDDEN AUDIO ACTIVATED POWER SWITCH. (J-4) 3 x 4%" Each $18.75 
Each $7.55 [378] 

R-2 BORISH DIGITAL DELAY. 5%x9" [1,2:83] Each $79.80 

R-4: DIDDEN MAIN PWR AMP. 4Vax63/a" [4:83] Each $30.00 

J-6: SCHROEDER CAPACITANCE CHECKER. (CT-10) [4:78] $16.00 S-1 : BORBELY SERV0100 AMP. 4Vax6W" [1:84] Each 
Each $9.95 3V<x6" 

S-3 BORBELY DC 100 AMP. 6W x4'/a" (2:84] Each $16.00 

Each $12.00 Four $40.00 channel). 2 x 4 W [3:79] 

CIRCUIT BOARD ORDER FORM 

PRICE QTY 

$ board(s) 

$ board(s) 

$ board(s) # 

$ board(s) 

Total $ 

D-1: HERMEYER ELECSTAMP II. 4% x4%" [3:73] Each $12.00 

E-2: REGULATED LAB POWER SUPPLY. ± 15V. (Ref. 1) 43/a

PO Box 243, Dept. B90 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

Each $8.50 
Pair $14.00 

S-8: DIDDEN FAN CONTROL 6V« x 1%" [4:84) Each $11.25 

T-1: CURCIO VACUUM TUBE PREAMP/AMP REGULATOR. 

X-4A: 

X-4B: 

VIKAN CAR AMPLIFIER. 4x5” [1.2:88] Each $23.20 

VIKAN PWR SUPPLY. 4%x5%" (1,2.88) Each $17.00 

K-3: CRAWFORD WARBLER. 31A x3V8" [1:79] Each $11.20 

K-6: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER. (Two needed per 2-way 

T-2A 

T-2B 

T-2C 

T-2D 

H-2: SPEAKER SAVER. (WJ-4) 3’/« x5%” [3:77] Each $13.25 

H-4: GATELY MICROMIXER. Input. 15 pin plug-in gold edge 
(MIC-10S) 8% x3" [3:77]Each $17.00 Five or more, Each $15.00 

H-5: GATELY MICROMIXER Output. 15 pin plug-in gold edge. Two 

Each $21.40 

Each $8.00 

Each $8.00 

Each $10.50 

Each $15.00 

Each $5.45 

Each $17.60 

BORBELY R1AA-1. 3%x3%" 

BORBELY R1AA-2. 3%x5%” 

BORBELY TAPE BUFFER. 1%x3%" 

BORBELY LINE BUFFER. 3%x5%" 

AUDIO AMATEUR 

A-1 : WILLIAMSON TWIN 20 POWER AMPLIFIER. (RW-8) 3x5’ 

[2:71] 

B-7: V.U. METER. (DG-7-A) 1%x3" (3:71] 

L-6: MASTEL TONE BURST GENERATOR. 3% x6s/a" (2:80], 
Each $15.75 

P-3: BORBELY 60W POWER AMP. (EB-60) 33/a x 6'/a" [2:82] 
Each $11.75 

M-4 MULLER-CARLSTROM. Logger Board. (CM-3) 3% x 4" (3:81) 
Each $9.25 

J-5: PASS A-40 POWER AMP. One channel. 3x3" [4:78] 
Each $6.00 

GLASS AUDIO 

G-B1A: CURCIO ST-70 POWER SUPPLY. 5x9" [1:89] 
Each $27.00 

G-B1B: CURCIO ST-70 DRIVER BOARD. 3% x 7" (1:89) 
Each $17.00 

Please print in clear block capitals quantity needed, board number and price. Total the amounts and REMIT IN US $ ONLY by MC/VISA, check or 
money order. Postpaid in US, Canada please add 10%; overseas add 20%. 

MC/VISA e> 
FOR CHARGE CARD ORDERS UNDER $10 PLEASE ADD $2. 

SPEAKER BUILDER 

SB-A1: LINKWITZ CROSSOVER. 5%x8W [4:80] 
Each $25.50 

SB-D2 WITTENBREDER PULSE GENERATOR. 3Wx5" [2:83] 
Each $11.85 

SB-E2 NEWCOMB PEAK PWR INDICATOR. 1x2" [2:84] 
Each $3.90 

SB-E4 MULLER PINK NOISE GENERATOR 4%x23/,a" [4:84] 
Each $9.40 

W-3: BORBELY IMPROVED POWER SUPPLY. 4% x5W" [1 87] 
Each $16.00 

X-3: CHATER 40W MOSFET AMP. Two sided, one channel. 

S-5: KRUEGER MOD FOR MORREY IG-18. 2”/ia x2’/a" [3:84] 
Each $7.60 

04: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER. Board takes 8 pin DIPs, ten 
eyelets for variable components. (DG-13R) 2x3" [2:72] 

Each $10.00 T-2S BORBELY PREAMP BOARD SET. Eight boards. [4:85.1:86] 
Set $90.00 

T-2F: BORBELY PREAMP POWER SUPPLY. (Two required). 

Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 

Have all Information plus MC/VISA available. 

□ MC □ VISA □ CK/MO 

(603) 924-6371 / 924-6526 I FAX: (603) 924-9467 

‘Circuit Soards 
Old Colony's circuit boards are made of top quality epoxy glass, two ounce copper and reflowed solder coated material 

for ease of constructing projects which have appeared in Audio Amateur, Computer Smyth, Glass Audio and Speaker 
Builder magazines. Many also have the component layout printed right on the board! 
The builder needs the original article (indicated by the date in brackets) to construct the projects. Articles are not supplied but are available through Audio Amateur Publications. 

Y-2: RYAN ADCOM GFA-555 POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR. 
(One per channel required). 3x6%" [4:89] Eacn $28.50 

NAME MAGIC NO. 

STREET & NO 

CITY STATE ZIP 
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BOOKS from Old Colony Sound Lab-
BUILDER’S guides, general 
BKAA-4 KILLER CAR STEREO ON A BUDGET.$19.95 
MH-2 HOW TO MAKE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS ... $8.90 
S-25 ELECTRONIC PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION .. $17.95 
S-27 DESIGN OF OP AMP CIRCUITS.$12.95 
S-31 HOW TO READ AND INTERPRET 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS.$12 95 
T-8 ENHANCED SOUND—22 Electronics Projects 

for the Audiophile.$10.95 
T-10 ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR HOME 

AND STUDIO .$18.95 

SOUND ENGINEERING, REFERENCE WORKS 
B-l LOUDSPEAKER AND HEADPHONE 

HANDBOOK.$110.00 
MH-1 HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRONICS 

ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS (2nd Ed.).$48.95 
MH-4 AUDIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK.$85.00 
NE-1 NEW EARS: A Guide to Education and 

the Recording Sciences.$11.95 
PH-1 HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SOLID-STATE 

CIRCUIT DESIGN.$39.95 
RR-1 1990 ARRL HANDBOOK FOR THE 

RADIO AMATEUR.$23.00 
S-19 SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING.$49.95 
S-28 HANDBOOK FOR SOUND ENGINEERS: The New 

Audio Cyclopedia.$79.95 
X-l PERCEPTION OF REPRODUCED SOUND.$35.00 

GUIDEBOOKS AND DATABOOKS 
N-5 VOLTAGE REGULATOR HANDBOOK. $7.00 
N-6 LINEAR DATA BOOK 1.$16.95 
N-7 UNEAR DATA BOOK 2.$10.95 
N-8 LINEAR DATA BOOK 3.$10.95 
N-678 LINEAR DATA BOOKS (3-volume set).$35.00 
P-1 THE PENGUIN GUIDE TO STEREO RECORDS & 

CASSETTES.$12.95 
P-1 A THE PENGUIN GUIDE TO COMPACT DISCS, 

CASSETTES AND LPs.$14.95 
S-30 TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK. $5.95 

NOTE: BOOKS ARE NOT RETURNABLE FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT 
Prices are subject to change without notice. Please print in clear block capitals 
quantity needed, book number and price. Total the amounts and REMIT IN 
US $ ONLY by MC/VISA, check or money order. Charge card orders under 
$10, please include an additional $2. 
POSTAGE & HANDLING: In US please add $1.75 for first book and 50C each 
additional book. Canada please add $4 50. Overseas please include 20% of 
total order for shipping. 

builder’s guides, specific (cookbooks) 
S-9 REGULATED POWER SUPPUES.$21.95 
S-10 IC OP AMP COOKBOOK .$21.95 
S-13 AUDIO IC OP AMP APPUCATIONS.$17.95 
S-14 ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK.$15.95 
S-17 IC TIMER COOKBOOK.$17.95 
S-18 TTL COOKBOOK.$14.95 
S-26 CMOS COOKBOOK.$18.95 

TUTORIAL 
BKAA-3/1 AUDIO ANTHOLOGY (Vol. 1).$16.95 
BKAA-3/2 AUDIO ANTHOLOGY (Vol. 2).$16.95 
BKAA-3/3 AUDIO ANTHOLOGY (Vol. 3).$16.95 
BKAA-3/S AUDIO ANTHOLOGY (Vols. 1-3).$42.00 
BKAA-5 LOUDSPEAKERS: The Why & How of 

Good Reproduction. $6.95 
D-l REPRODUCTION OF SOUND. $3.95 
D-3 MUSIC, PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING . $7.95 
G-l LIVING WITH HI-FI. $7.95 
P-8 INTRODUCING MUSIC. $5 95 
S-4 UNDERSTANDING IC OPERATIONAL 

AMPLIFIERS.$12.95 
S-29 PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL AUDIO.$29.95 
T-7 BASIC ELECTRONICS COURSE.$15.95 
T-ll UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONICS (3rd Ed.) .... $9.95 

LOUDSPEAKERS (see also sound engineering) 

BKAA-l AUDIO AMATEUR LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTS $20.00 
BKAA-2 THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK.$19.95 
S-U HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLOSURES. $6.95 
T-6 ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 

AND CONSTRUCTION .$15.95 
W-l HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS.$38.95 

DICTIONARIES 
S-22 MODERN DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS ....$39.95 
T-9 THE ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF 

ELECTRONICS .$24.95 
P-2 DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS. $8.95 
P-3 A NEW DICTIONARY OF MUSIC . $8.95 

Oty. Book NO. Price 

□ MC □ VISA □ CK/MO 

postage $_ 

TOTAL $_ 

NAME MAGIC NO. 

STREET & NO. 

CITY STATE ZIP 

MC/VISA EXP

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243. Dept. B90. Peterborough. New Hampshire 03458 usa 

(603) 924-6371 I 924-6526 I FAX: (603) 924-9467 
Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 

before 9:00 a m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 
Have information plus MC/VISA available. 



Mailbox 
continued from page 4 

over built with ideal (lossless) compo¬ 
nents; it will display a constant input im¬ 
pedance only if it is a constant-power 
crossover. With no losses, constant power 
out means constant power in; thus con¬ 
stant input resistance. Conversely, Fig. 1 
shows the input impedance to a two-way 
second-order all-pass crossover termi¬ 
nated with fixed 7ß resistors. Typical of 
two-way all-pass crossovers, it shows an 
impedance rise at the crossover fre¬ 
quency ( 1 kHz) of two to one. This corre¬ 
sponds to the 3dB dip in output power 
this crossover exhibits at the crossover 
frequency. 
Three-way crossovers are much harder 

to predict. Figure 2 shows the schematic 
for a three-way third-order crossover 
using the cascaded midrange topology. 
Figure 3 shows the input impedance for 
R. M. Bullock's positive bandpass all-pass 
crossover using the schematic of Fig. 2 
and with crossover frequencies of 500 
and 2,000Hz. See SB 2/85, p. 26, and 4/87, 
p. 9. Again with fixed resistive loading, 
and not using Bullock's series padding re¬ 
sistor (R4), the input resistance dips two 
to one throughout the midrange region. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the schematic and 
input impedance for the same crossover 
response implemented via transposed 
midrange topology. For this implementa¬ 
tion, the impedance dips slightly only at 
the crossover frequencies. 

I concur there is merit to providing an 
amplifier with a constant and resistive 
load. Take this into account when select¬ 
ing your crossover type and topology. 
However, it is dangerous to attempt to 
force the input impedance of a non-con-
stant-power crossover to be constant and 
resistive via Zobels on the various drivers. 
I also find the conclusions drawn from 

Graphs 4 and 5 of the original article 
regarding the effects of the woofer Zobel 
on the vented-box impedance peaks con¬ 
trary to my experience. I have measured 
this impedance numerous times with and 
without Zobel and found no change at low 
frequency. I believe the explanation may 
be that the enclosure was opened and 
resealed between these two tests. The im¬ 
pedance minimum (between the two 
peaks) dips just below 70 in Graph 4 and 
nearly to 50 in Graph 5. The impedance 
dip resistance of a vented box is a direct 
indicator of box loss or QB. If the dip 
were to the driver DC resistance (RF), 
then the box losses would be zero. I be¬ 
lieve Graph 5 shows an enclosure with im¬ 
proved sealing relative to that of Graph 4. 
I encourage readers to heed the work 

described by Mr. Cox. I have also found 
you can greatly improve purchased 

FIGURE 1: Input impedance to second-order all-pass crossover. 

FIGURE 2: Schematic for third-order crossover, cascaded midrange. 

AP-CMR-30 Zin Plot Rw= 8.0 Rm= 8.0 Rt= 8.0 1.5 dB Peak 
Ll= 3.19 L2= 1.50 L3= 0.55 L4=0.33 L5= 1.25 L6= 0.46 

FREQUENCY IN KILOHERTZ 
FIGURE 3: Input impedance for third-order all-pass crossover, cascaded midrange. 
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speaker systems by reworking the sup¬ 
plied crossover design. 

G. R. Koonce 
Liverpool, NY 13088 

S. Wayne Cox replies: 

I thank you for your comments, which I will discuss 
in order. 

1 must admit I do not like to see large impedance 
fluctuations |"humps") above Fw in a vented loud¬ 
speaker system, for reasons 1 stated in the article. 
Using impedance equalization, you can achieve 
much flatter (if not absolutely flat) curves above 
Fh, and in the process, reduce crossover misinter¬ 
pretation problems associated with such humps. 
You correctly identify certain crossover formats 
with which Zobels might prove troublesome. 

I refer readers to R. M. Bullock's excellent series 
on passive crossover networks appearing in earlier 
issues of SB (1, 2, 3/85, 1/86 and 4/87), particu¬ 
larly if they are unsure whether their crossovers 
are APC, CPC, or both simultaneously, as in odd¬ 
order networks. Part V of this series (SB 4/87) ad¬ 
dresses the situations you describe in your letter. 
I will certainly mind your warnings as I design a 
three-way crossover for a new loudspeaker system 
based on the drivers in my JEL L166s. 

I would advise anyone involved in loudspeaker 
design, whether using Zobels or not, to run im¬ 
pedance curves for the 20Hz-20kHz band at the 
very least prior to powering up a proposed system. 
This will allow you to catch dangerously low im-

AP-TMR-30 Zin Plot Rw= 8.0 Rm= 8.0 Rt= 8.0 -1 7dB Kmr Exc 
Ll= 3.19 L2= 1.50 L3= 1.16 L4=1.67 L5= 0.27 L6= 0 46 
Cl= 53 S3 C2= 21.80 C3= 15 16 C4= 90.14 C5= 8.828 C6=15.506 

FIGURE 4: Schematic for third-order crossover, transposed midrange. 

pedances which crop up from time to time because 
of wiring errors or in those special cases to which 
you refer. 

1 would be interested in seeing curves similar to 
those in your letter, for asymmetric 6/12 and 
6/ 18dB/octave two-way networks. 

The change in Q at FH, which I attributed to 
Zobelling the 7se's woofer (Graphs 4 and 5) may 
have been caused by a change in the quality of the 
woofer seal, as you suggest. Since I also tightened 
the tweeter screws and those attaching the cross-
over/speaker input terminal assembly to the back 

VIETA 
BASS REFLEX, FLOOR FIRING TRUE PUSH-
PULL SUBWOOFER. 
H X W X D = 281/2 X 153/4 x 18. 
Fs = 26Hz. Power handling: over 400W. 
Truly amazing power, control and freedom of 
distortion at very low frequencies. This sub¬ 
woofer, passive or active, will transform your 
listening room Into a cathedral of gothic 
dimensions. 
Plans (X-over and cabinet), components and 
cabinets are available from: 
SPEAKER CITY, 10615 Vanowen St., Burbank, CA 91505 (818) 508-1908 
SPEAKERS ETC., 1828 W. Peoria Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85029 (602) 944-1878 
WATTERS SOUND WAVE, 4320 Spring Valley, Dallas, TX 75244 (214) 991-6994 
ZALYTR0N INDUSTRIES, 469 Jericho Tpk„ Mineola, NY 11501 (516)747-3515 

Fast Reply HCE626 
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FIGURE 5: Input impedance for third-order all-pass crossover with transposed midrange. 

panel at the same time, their sealing might also have 
contributed to the observed changes. In Graph 1, 
however, before and after F£ and Fw, Qs are in 
much closer agreement. In this case, I removed the 
woofer and attached test leads to its terminals before 
running them out through the port. Then I re¬ 
mounted the driver before running the upper (stock) 
and lower (Zobelled, with the Zobels clipped to the 
test leads) curves. I have, however, noted Q changes 
of the driver resonant peak following Zobelling 
before, even in sealed-box systems. I will investigate 
this matter further. 
The impedance minima at Fg were actually 6.4 

and 5.6Q for Graphs 4 and 5, respectively. This 
is in good agreement with the value of 5.80 found 
by D. B. Keele, Jr., in his review of the Paradigm 
7se in the September/89 issue of Audio {Fig. 10, 
p. 88). Mr. Keele attributes the degree of internal 
box loss (Qg) in this speaker to the use of a 
relatively large amount of damping material. Other 
sources of box loss in vented systems are leakage 

SPEAKER COMPONENTS 

ÒVNAUDIO 

scan-speaK 

(seas) 

CROSSOVER COMPONENTS 
FAST CAPACITORS 
Metallized Polypropylene (Non-Polarized) 
Values from 1.0 mid to 200 mfd. 
Voltage Rating: 250 VDC I 150 VAC 

SOLEN INDUCTORS 
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored 
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH, 
Wire Sizes from #20 AWG to #10 AWG 

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS 
Seven Strands Litz-Wire Constructions 
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH 
Wire sizes from #16 AWG to #12 AWG 

SOLEN CROSSOVERS 
Custom Computer Design 
Passive Crossover for Professional, Hi-Fi and 
Car Hi-Fi, Power up to 1000 Watt. 

CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS 
Gold Speaker Terminals, Gold Banana Plugs 
Gold Binding Posts, Crossover Terminals, 
Power Resistors, Mylar Capacitors, 
Plastic Grill Fasteners, Nylon Ty-Wraps 
Grill Cloth, Car Speaker Grills, Mise. Parts. 

SOLEN INC. 
4470 Thibault Ave 
St-Hubert. QC J3Y 7T9 
Canada 

Tel.: (514) 656-2759 
Fax: (514) 443-4949 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR 
ENCLOSURE AND CROSSOVER 
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER 

Product specifications and prices 

available upon request 

Fast Reply 4CE10S3 
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and vent losses. These are undoubtedly all respon¬ 
sible to some extent for the impedance at Fs ex¬ 
ceeding R£. I do not think it is possible in the real 
world for box losses to be equal to zero. Every 
speaker I have tested had an Fs impedance at least 
ID greater than R£. 
In closing, I certainly do not see the Zobel as 

a panacea in loudspeaker design. It is merely one 
of several tools for achieving better/more predict¬ 
able performance from a given loudspeaker system. 

CHOOSING THE 
RIGHT CAPACITOR 

In his SB 3/86 and 4/86 articles, Mr. 
Koonce presents data from which the AC 
voltage and current requirements of 
crossover components may be estimated. 
This is a truly commendable series whose 
implications, I suspect, are being largely 
ignored because speaker builders can't 
find a supplier for capacitors with an AC 
voltage and current rating. Can’t Speaker 
Builder help by informing some capacitor 
manufacturers of the specific capabilities 
needed for service in loudspeaker passive 
filter circuits, and ask or request for some 
feedback on the matter? 

David J. Meraner 
Scotia, NY 12302 

G. R. Koonce replies: 

First let me thank Mr. Meraner for his kind com¬ 
ments on my articles covering the stress placed on 
passive crossover components. His specific ques¬ 
tion regards a matter of policy for Speaker Builder 
and I can not respond directly to this request. 
However, I can comment on the general question 
of the capabilities of capacitors used in passive 
crossovers. 

The crossover components stress articles (58 3/86 
and 4/86) do allow builders to estimate the stress 
placed on the coils and capacitors for various 
crossover topologies and shapes. Part I (SB 3/86) 
shows how I evaluate coils for their current capabil¬ 
ity, and a later article (SB 6/88) shows a more 
dangerous steady-state coil evaluation approach. The 
focus has definitely been on the coils as I find they 
cause problems, and visual examination of the coil 
does not give a good indication of its capability. 
Mr. Meraner makes a good point about the AC 

current capability of capacitors, something I have 
worried about but not approached in a scientific 
way. The current through the capacitors in a passive 
crossover can be several times the current delivered 
to the driver and thus needs some consideration. 
I work on the crossover, changing or adding com¬ 
ponents while the system is playing away. If you 
have done this, the size of the spark when a 
capacitor is added or removed gives some idea of 
the current these components are asked to carry. 
I will not comment on non-polar electrolytic 

capacitors as I avoid them if at all possible because 
of the sound quality destruction they cause. I have 
successfully used mica ¡small values to trim), paper, 
ceramic and all forms of plastic film capacitors. 
While these come in different sizes and shapes, and 

with big or small leads, I must admit I have never 
had a problem with any capacitor. Please do not 
misunderstand this statement. Different type capac¬ 
itors will definitely affect sound quality; it is just 
that I have never had one change the sound as a 
function of signal level (a very common effect with 
coils) or had one burn out. 

I seldom use any capacitor below a 100V rating; 
I go even higher for more powerful systems. My 
approach has been to use capacitor types that 1 have 
used before because I know what to expect. Ad¬ 
mittedly, I have no experience with the very ex¬ 
pensive film capacitors used in the high end speaker 
systems-they are just too expensive for what 1 am 
trying to accomplish. 

I breadboard the crossover outside the cabinet 
to allow trimming it for the best possible sound. 
After a listening session, 1 touch all the components 

to see if I can detect heating in any coil, capacitor 
or resistor. I have never detected any heating in 
a capacitor and would change it immediately if I 
did. I also select the capacitors based on their 
physical size, and lead wire diameter based on how 
hard I am going to push them. This is not a scien¬ 
tific approach and I may be fooling myself in some 
situations, but again, I have never had any trouble. 
This does not help Mr. Meraner in his quest to 

know what capacitor types to buy, but my experi¬ 
ence is that there is little problem with any plastic 
film capacitor. This may not be true if you are 
building a very high-powered system. I will give 
some consideration to a technique to test capacitors; 
again, an approach that works after the fact and 
not before you make your purchase. Perhaps other 
builders will relate their experiences with various 
capacitor types in passive crossover application. 

6520 
High Frequency 48 mm (2 in.) 

The McCauley Model 6520 is a two inch compression driver used in systems 
demanding maximum power and articulation. The Model 6520 features a field 
servicable titanium diaphragm, a conservative 150 watt RMS power rating, and 
a frequency response from 500 Hz to 16,000 Hz. These advanced features make 
it especially useful in upgrading existing speaker systems. When matched to 
the McCauley Model 472 CD horn, a perfect 90x40 degree coverage pattern 
with a bandwidth from 1,200 Hz to 13,500 Hz+/-3dB is obtained. The 6520 
is used in the McCauley professional series main speaker arrays and stage moni¬ 
tor systems. Its superior voice reproduction makes it unparalleled in performance 
in custom projects such as studio reference monitors, club and discoteque sys¬ 
tems, commercial/professional sound installations, and concert hall system stacks. 

Call or write for a full line McCauley Loudspeaker Component Brochure and 
the authorized dealer nearest you. 

McCauley Sound, Inc. 
13608 94th Avenue East • Puyallup, Washington 98373 
(206) 848-0363 FAX (206) 841-3050 

Fast Reply HCE278 
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DIPOLES WORTH 
THE MONEY? 

I'm an advocate of dipolar radiation. To 
me, it imparts a comparative sense of re¬ 
alistic depth and ambience. Contrarily, 
however, typical large dipoles lack pin¬ 
point focus of individual instruments and 
voices such as afforded by small dynamic 
"satellite-type" systems. I am curious to 
know, in theory of, course, whether 
bidirectional radiation could be success¬ 
fully applied to Joe D'Appolito’s "sym¬ 
metrical satellite" configuration. 
Would the first-arrival sound uphold 

the design's controlled response pattern, 
or would rear radiation destroy the en¬ 
tire concept? If such a configuration were 
feasible, would a rear-firing midbass 
driver cancel out the effects of diffraction 
loss? Does the "symmetrical satellite," as 
is, project a sense of omni-directional 
depth—rendering the above considera¬ 
tions superfluous? 

Finally, Dynaudio claims their T330D 
driver was developed toward the fulfill¬ 
ment of the "D'Appolito approach"—I 
wondered if Mr. "D" has experimented 
with this driver and if so, whether it's 
worth its not inconsiderable price. 

Leigh A. Wax 
Gainesville, FL 32601 

Joe D'Appolito replies: 

I will answer your questions in the order you pose 
them: 

1) The direct path or "first-arrival" polar response 
pattern would not be affected by the rear radiation. 
2) The rear-firing midbass drivers will tend to 

cancel the diffraction loss phenomenon. At frequen¬ 
cies where the front-to-rear distance equals one-half 
wavelength, however, there will be a dip in re¬ 
sponse. Using the Swan IV satellite as an example, 
and doubling the enclosure depth to accommodate 
the volume required for the extra set of drivers, 
this frequency would occur around 320Hz. 
3) In properly treated rooms with properly 

recorded material, the sense of depth created with 
the symmetrical satellites is uncanny. 

4) The biggest difficulty I have experienced with 

the T330D is its sheer physical size and weight. 
I have no plans to use this driver in any current 
designs. As to whether or not it is "worth its not 
inconsiderable price," I'm afraid you will have to 
decide that for yourself. 

DOUBLE CHAMBERS 
What effects and possible benefits would 
be noted in using G. L. Augspurger's 
"Double Chamber Speaker Enclosure" 
using H and a from your alignment 
tables, or from D. B. Keele's calculation 
method as David Weems did in "A Small 
Double-Chamber Reflex" [SB 4/85)? 
Another question—many P.A. bass cab¬ 

inets have used a tapered "horn-loaded" 
port—have you tried modeling this to see 
if it has any useful application? (Perhaps 
augmenting the low bass output in low 
Qr alignments?) 

Fred Ireson 
Huntington, WV 25701 

Robert Bullock replies: 

I did some rough modeling of double-chamber 
systems a while back in order to respond to an 
earlier SB letter on the subject and it was my im¬ 
pression they are relatively insensitive to driver 
characteristics. This leads me to expect that apply-

“The high end. 
of the high end.” 

PRO DOUBLE 18 

aupax) Ey UBL >» 
morel 

(seas) vtfâ 

224 
0 (D 0 - 0 ï 0 0 0:01-

24dB crossovers have the best sound quality & phase response. Magazines 
report, "24dB blends better than slower slopes.” AUDIO'S DIRECTORY has 
72 electronic crossovers for up to $5,000. Only one other has sweepable 24dB 
crossovers. Ours have five advantages: 

1. WIDER CROSSOVER RANGE, for better clarity & quick bass response 
2 BETTER SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO, 102dB for quieter operation 
3 224EQ/424EQ ARE THE ONLY EQUALIZED 24dB UNITS for deep bass m a small 

box. EQ is +6dB. 224EQ/424EQ also have these features: 
4 MONO BASS OUTPUT which is essential for single subwoofers 
5. SUBSONIC FILTER for more power handling with less distortion 

P.O. Box 141 Englewood. CO 801 51 

Fast Reply HGE14S 
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ing vented-box alignments would probably not hurt. 
But I see little reason to expect it would help either, 
since a different loading is involved. Your best 
chance for a satisfactory system is to reproduce one 
of the published designs. 
I have not worked with horns at all except in 

the transmission line context, so I have no feeling 
for what horn loading a port might accomplish, ex¬ 
cept that vented-box alignments probably couldn't 
be used. Possibly a horn expert such as Bruce Edgar 
might be able to say more. 

Bruce Edgar comments: 

As far as 1 know, nobody has adequately modeled 
the horn-loaded port for bass reflex speakers. The 
idea is an old one which appeared on several 
designs in the 50s and 60s, notably the Klipsch 
"Rebel." Paul Klipsch has disavowed the design 
because the output from the horn-loaded port 
swamped that from the driver radiator (SB 4/89). 
However, there are probably applications to low-
Qrs/high-sensitivity (lOOdB) woofers now on the 
market, but each driver will have to be handled 
on a case-to-case basis. 

ALIVE AND WELL 
We recently received a copy of Speaker 
Builder 1/90 and saw the letter from R. F. 
Stonerock and Michael Lampton's reply 

HELP THE BLIND 
The New Mexico Talking Book 
Library lends recorded books and 
magazines to people who cannot 
read regular printed material due 
to blindness or visual or physical 
handicap. We serve about 3,000 
people with 80,000 items per year. 
We work in cooperation with the 
National Library Service for the 
Blind and Physically Handicapped, 
the US Postal Service, and volun¬ 
teers. 

We also lend cassette and record 
players and headphones. Until this 
year, the National Library Service 
provided us with headphones. This 
service suddenly stopped and we 
now depend on donations. 

If you have any stereophonic or 
monaural headphones you are not 
using, our patrons will put them to 
good use. The Telephone Pioneers, 
an organization of veteran tele¬ 
phone workers, have volunteered 
to recondition donated headphones 
in need of repair. 
The USPS will carry this equip¬ 

ment for free. In place of stamps on 
the parcel, write "Free Matter for 
the Blind and Physically Handi¬ 
capped." Send donations to: New 
Mexico Talking Book Library, 325 
Don Gaspar, Santa Fe, NM 87503. 

(p. 64). We are happy to report that Gold 
Ribbon is alive and well and continues to 
ship its patented vapor deposition ribbon 
diaphragms around the world. 
We acquired Gold Ribbon Concepts in 

October, 1988, and have recently com¬ 
pleted the first phase of new product 
development. Along with the original 
Concepts team, we retained Alan Hulse¬ 
bus, the engineer who transformed the 
Gold Ribbon diaphragm from an esoteric 
component into the centerpiece of a 
system that inspires all who hear it. We 
are happy to report that we shipped Mr. 
Stonerock eight ribbon diaphragms on 
February 22. 

Thomas E. Simon 
Gold Ribbon Sound 
Iowa City, Iowa 52246 

FENDER BLENDER 
I enjoyed Glenn DeMichele's article 
"Cylindrical Symmetric Guitar TLs" (SB 
1/90)—great to hear about hi-fi techniques 
applied to live-sound reinforcement. So 
many electric musicians pay plenty of at¬ 
tention to their chops but their amplified 
tone is awful. 
Many of the techniques for hi-fi can 

be adapted for clean, acoustic-sound gui¬ 
tar on stage (without problematic micro¬ 
phones), but a flat response system isn't 
really the goal. It's almost impossible to 
use equalizing to get the proper brilliance 
—you end up with horrendous hissing. 
So, I like to build the sound into the 
speakers themselves. 

Here's a speaker for guitarists who want 
that clean acoustic sound: the Audax TX 
2025 RSN (the cast frame and larger mag¬ 
net versions are fine, too). This is the 
driver Dick Olsher made famous in his 
' 'Dahlia-Debra. ' ' The same midrange peak 
that "honks" (sorry, Dick, someone had to 
say it) is perfect for amplified guitar, espe¬ 
cially a guitar using the usual inductance 
(coil + permanent magnet) transducer. 
And this is a really dynamic, punchy 
speaker. Run this 8" driver full range; the 
peak begins at roughly 1.5kHz and runs 
right out to 5 or 6kHz before taking a pret¬ 
ty steep dive. 
These drivers handle a scant 50W, so 

you need more of them than the usual 
guitar drivers for higher SPLs. Their high 
Qand relatively stiff suspension mean you 
can run them in an open-back cabinet if 
you don't play bass guitar through them. 
Their efficiency is quite high since that 
peak in the midrange/treble is allowed to 
run free. Roll in a Morel MHT 37 semi-
horn-loaded 28mm soft-dome professional 
tweeter (97dB efficiency and hi-fi) with a 
fourth-order passive network somewhere 
between 2 and 5kHz. One tweeter per two 
to four woofers is enough. You can add 

Reference. 

New to the USA, this precision 
measurement standard microphone is 
ideal for speaker tuning and alignment, 
sound system calibration, sampling, live 
sound recording and environmental 
analysis. Features a 5mm diameter 
omnidirectional electret capsule, 200 
ohm transformer balanced output, 
9-48V phantom power operation. 
Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz _tl 
dB, individual calibration for output 
level and frequency response supplied. 
Manufactured in Germany by MB 
Electronic. With podded cose and 
stand clamp, $250. 

Write or call for information on this and 
our other professional condenser 
microphones including the new C-603 
series of interchangeable capsule 
mies... or ask your audio dealer. 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING 
3729 Corkerhill, 
Son Jose, Calif. 95121 
(408) 238-6062 

Fast Reply HGF320 
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Specializing in Speaker & Crossover Design 

VIETA woofers from Spain 

Call or write for Free Catalog 

Fast Reply RGE412 

27" SUBWOOFER 

$1,250 

RAMSDELL AUDIO 

The Best Products 
Knowledgeable Service 
At The Right Price! 

52 lbs. 
Fs 
Qts 
Qes 
Qms 
No 
Re 
Le 
Xmax 
Vas 
Piston 

1828 W. Peoria 
Phoenix, AZ 85029 
(602) 944-1878 

18.5Hz 
.275 
.293 
4.16 
4.0% 
5.7Í1 
3.0mH 
±4mm 
1720 liters 

Dia. 23.3" 

PO Box 76186 
St. Petersburg, FL 33734-6186 
(813) 823-8037 

ACCUTON 
ceramic concave 
Dome Drivers 

FMS cables» Audioquest • Isoda Hybrid cables • Solen Coils • WBT 
Edison Price Music Post 

are Just a few of the many lines we stock 

MODEL SW2710: 
6.3" Edgewound voice coil 
103dB/1W/1M (band limited 
pink noise—32-150Hz in 15 ft.3 cabinet) 
Power Handling—500W RMS 

1000W Program 
Polypropylene cone—Double Roll Cloth Surround 

NOW AVAILABLE: 27" Passive Radiator $145 
Fast Reply HGE1B3 

Xk 
SCR metallized 
polypropylene 

capacitor? 

a switch to turn off the tweeters if you 
want to get ''dirty”—the Audax drivers 
sound great with an overdrive sound. Rig 
the switch so the crossover is completely 
out of the circuit when turned off. You can 
easily rig a foot switch to shut off the 
ground to the tweeter crossover. 

Nothing beats a big tube amp for high 
head room; tweeters will sound awful 
with even the tiniest bit of amplifier clip¬ 
ping. You would need a transistor ampli¬ 
fier with nearly 10 times the rating of a 
tube amp. Believe it or not, 1 recommend 
you dust off that old Fender Twin (best 
with its 4-6L6s) or Super (2-6L6s)—a De¬ 
luxe, with its dual 6V6s, just doesn't have 
enough head room. Any vintage will do 
since you can upgrade the capacitors with 
high-voltage polypropylene and polysty¬ 
rene units, and replace some of the more 
critical resistors with metal-film types. 
Around 1968, Fender changed the ca¬ 

pacitor at the input of the power amp 
from 0.001 to 0.01. This changed the old 
‘'surf' sound to “muddy/boomy bass.” 
Try 0.002 to 0.005 (polypropylene, 
naturally), re-bias those old 6L6GCs and 
check for microphone 12AX7s. 

My favorite pickups are the L.R. Baggs 
piezo bridge pickup for flattops, and the 
Bartolini 1C "Beastie II” for arch-tops and 
electrics. Make up some of your own not-
too-long cables from good wire and good 
connectors. 

I think fans of that crystal-clear acoustic 
sound will be amazed at this combina¬ 
tion. The Fender tube amps have always 
been a great design—and with some up¬ 
grades in parts and really hi-fi speakers 
—well, get ready for a sound that'll make 
you drool! 

David G. Helder 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

THE HUMAN SIDE 
OF ENGINEERING 

Being one of the four percent of U.S. col¬ 
lege students who will graduate with en¬ 
gineering degrees, I am in complete agree¬ 
ment with your recent editorial (SB 2/90). 
I have experienced firsthand "the suffoca¬ 
tion of curiosity under an avalanche of raw 
fact.” This phenomenon does not end in 
junior high or high school, but continues 
through college, and for me, ends where 
theory meets useful application. Math and 
science have always been difficult and 
abstract, and while instructors must always 
look for better ways to teach material and 
pique students' interest, the bottom line is 
that these subjects are difficult to master. 
Anyone considering science as a career 
must acknowledge this. Still, the curiosity 
of the individual and the love of discovery 
are just as important as ability, but are too 
often overlooked. 
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Perhaps one reason for the technical leth¬ 
argy of the United States is the motivation 
behind the studying and hard work. A sur¬ 
vey of engineering students will usually 
reveal that the chief reasons for studying 
the subject are money and career oppor¬ 
tunities. Few have experienced the process 
of discovery which is the whole reason for 
SB's existence. I believe it is this sort of 
fascination—passion, if you will—which 
leads to success. Reading SB in high school 
made me aware of what I could do if I 
understood the math and physics behind 
sound reproduction. It also gave me the im¬ 
petus to continue my studies. This was 
especially helpful later when many tough 
courses in college seemed pointless. But I 
kept going, and in the last semester or two 
my courses have become very interesting. 

In saying this, I wish to give SB a pat on 
the back for encouraging each reader to ex¬ 
plore the wonders of science and art at his 
or her own level, without fear of being con¬ 
demned (or flunked) for not making Ph.D.-
level discoveries. Thank you for a unique 
magazine and keep up the good work. 

Perry L. Sink 
Lincoln, NE 68504 

UNLINE vs. 
SHORT/MICRQLINE 

I have read John Cockroft's TL articles 
(SB 3/87, 4/88, 5/89) with great interest 
and intend to build the Shortline or 
Microline in due course. My friend built 
the Octaline using the KEF Bl 10. He did 
not have the Unline article; this would 
have told him that the Bl 10 is unsuitable 
for the Octaline length. Except for low 
bass, he is extremely pleased with it. 

I am a little confused with the Unline 
article as compared to the Shortline/ 
Microline articles. The Octaline figures 
are within 10% of the formula in the 
Unline article. The Shortline uses an RS 
1021 which has a QTS = 0.41, implying 
a length of 65" and a density of 0.525 
lb/ft3. But the article shows Shortline hav¬ 
ing a length of 36" and a stuffing density 
of 0.84 lb/ft3. 
The replacement woofer K1825WFX 

PP has a Qts of 0.38 (from Peerless 
catalog). This is even worse! 
For the Microline, the L050WFX PPO 

has, you say, a ÍsIQts of 60z/0.43. The 
Peerless catalog puts it as 45Hz/0.4. Never 
mind. After the mods, the new QTS 

(0.52) puts line length as 25" and stuff¬ 
ing density as 0.845 lb/ft3. You used 0.9 
lb/ft3—close enough (perhaps). 

My question is, why is it so different 
for the Shortline? Apparently, if you want 
to reduce the line length from the 
calculated figure (for the Shortline it is 
from 65" to 36") you need to increase the 
stuffing density. The relationship isn't 
clear. Please comment. 

I intend to use the KEF B200, which has 
a published QTS of 0.51, and use about 
27-30" line length. Incidentally, KEFs are 
about 20% cheaper here as compared to 
US prices. 
Thank you for sharing your experience 

in TLs. It is appreciated. 

K. G. Vergis 
46000 Petaling, Jaya, Malaysia 

John Cockroft replies: 

What a pleasure to hear from you! Your letter is 
the first I have received from your part of the world. 
Thank you for your interest in my articles and in 
my speakers. 

I looked up the specs for the KEF Bl 10 and found 
Qts to be 0.31 to 0.33 (depending on the model). 
This probably would cause a reduction of deep bass 
in the Octaline. The F5 of 37Hz is close to that of 
the modified Radio Shack 40-1022, the one used. 
However, the QK was close to 0.5, if I remember 
correctly. You didn't mention whether he modified 
the Bl 10s. My guess is that due to the cost of them 
he perhaps didn't. By adding series resistance he 
could raise the QT (at least temporarily) to see if 
it would help. Adding 20 would give a QT of 
about 0.41. (This is based on an approximate 
average of the parameters of the two model Bl 10s. 
I assumed R( = 70 and Qn = 0.32). A 30 re¬ 
sistor would give a QT of about 0.457. To arrive 
at those figures 1 used: Desired QT = QT x (R£ 
+ Rv/R¿), where Rf is the added series resistance. 

Reliable in supply and quality 
CC-LINE 

Peerless’ new CC-line is for abso¬ 
lute connoisseurs. Music lovers 
who know how to appreciate the 
slight difference. 

The CC-line, which consists of 
tweeters, midrange and woofers 
6 Yi ", 8" and 12 ", is an exclusive 
improvement to Peerless’ stand¬ 
ard line and the absolute top pro¬ 
ducts Peerless has ever manu¬ 
factured. 

Peerless has introduced a special¬ 
ly developed magnet system with 
built-in short-circuiting ring, 
which eliminates AC magnetiza¬ 
tion of the pole piece and linear¬ 
izes the impedance, thus reduc¬ 
ing distortion substantially. 

The CC-line is a genuinely peer¬ 
less product. A guaranteed hi-
tuned clarity of sound from 
Peerless. 

For a catalog including the CC-
line and standard line, please re¬ 
spond to reply number below. 

PEERLESS OF AMERICA, INC. 
800 W. Central Road 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

708-394-9678 

Fast Reply HCE666 
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AREN’T YOU A FAMOUS AUTHOR? 
Maybe you’ve never thought of yourself as an author, but 

that shouldn't stop you from telling your story. If you can -write 
a letter, you can relate your account of how you solved a prob¬ 
lem, improved a lackluster machine or speeded up a process. 
Maybe you needed a special tool or gadget that nobody makes 
and you made it yourself. Your ingenuity shouldn’t go un¬ 
rewarded. Write up your project, large or small, and send it 
along. On really large projects, write a short proposal first to 
make sure that we aren’t about to publish a similar one. We 
pay $50 per page minimum for articles! So warm up your word 
processor and share your adventures. 

BOX-2B5G $50 

PAS-2B5G $50 

BOXRESPONSE 

STATE ZIP 

□ VISA 

B0X-1A5 
B0X-1C5 
B0X-1B5 

PAS-1A5 
PAS-1C5 
PAS-1B5 

NOTE: SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE FOR REFUND OR CREDIT. Please print in clear block capitals quantity needed and prices. Total amounts 
and REMIT IN US J ONLY by MC/VISA, check or money order. Postpaid in US. Canada please add 10% of total. Overseas please include 20% of total 

MC/VISA 

□ MC 

Specify: 
Apple. 
Commodore 64-Disk 
IBM. 

IBM PLUS GRAPHICS 
BOXRESPONSE... 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243, Dept. OC0, Peterborough, NH 03458 

EXP 

□ CK/MO 

Specify: 
PASSIVE CROSSOVER CAD 
Apple. 
Commodore 64-Disk. 
IBM. 

IBM PLUS GRAPHICS 
Crossover CAD. 

Answering machins «or credit card orders only: (B03) 924-8371 befors 9:00 a.m., attar 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 
Hove sll Information plus MC/VISA avallabia. 

L-Pad Program by Glenn Phillips: Appeared in Speaker 
Builder (2/83, pp. 20-22). It is useful for padding down a 
tweeter or midrange while still retaining the same load as 
the driver itself. 

Vent Computation by Glenn Phillips: Calculates the 
needed vent length for 1,2 or 4 ports of the same diameter. 
Input box volume in cubic feet and required tuning fre¬ 
quency (fg), output is vent length and vent area for each 
case. 

Medium: 5% SS/DD Disk. Price $25 (unless otherwise 
specified) postpaid USA; Canada add $4; overseas add $6. 

According lo (hr Connecticut Dept oí Revenue Service Regulition *27. Section 12 426-27. 
in order to sell software lo residents of Connecticut, we must register with the department as 
well as collect taxes for the State from the purchaser We regret to inform our readership that 
we will not sell software to anyone from Connecticut, as it will prove to be costly and burdensome 

BULLOCK & WHITE 
SOFTWARE 

PASSIVE CROSSOVER 
This disk is a result of Mr. Bullock's extensive research 

concerning first-, second-, third-, and fourth-order passive 
crossovers in Speaker Builder 1, 2 & 3/85; $25 

Postage if applicable_ 
TOTAL ORDER _ 

(603) 924-6371 / 924-6526 FAX: (603) 924-9467 

BOXRESPONSE 
Model-based performance data for either closed-box or 
vented-box loudspeakers with or without a first- or sec¬ 
ond-order electrical high pass filter as an active equalizer 
(SR 1/84|. The program disk also contains seven additional 
programs as follows: 
Air Core: This program was written as a quick way of eval¬ 
uating the resistance effects of different gauge wire on a given 
value inductor. The basis for the program is an article in 
Speaker Builder (1/83, pp. 13-14) by Max Knittel. The pro¬ 
gram asks for the inductor value in millihenries (mH) and 
the gauge wire to be used. (NOTE: only gauges 16-38.) 

Series Notch: Developed to study the effects of notch filters 
in the schematics of some manufacturers. Enter the com¬ 
ponents of the network in whole numbers (i.e., 10 for 10/xF 
and 1.5 for 1.5mH) and indicate whether you want one or 
two octaves on either side of resonance. Output is frequen¬ 
cy, phase angle and dB loss. 

Stabilizer 1 : Calculates the resistor-capacitor values needed 
to compensate for a known voice coil inductance and driver 
DC resistance. 

Optimum Box: A quick program based on Thiele/Small to 
predict the proper vented box size, tuning and - 3dB down 
point. It is based only on small signal parameters, therefore, 
it is only an estimate of the response at low power (i.e., limited 
excursion). 

Response Function: Calculates the small signal response 
curve of a given box/driver combination after inputting the 
free-air resonance of the driver (fs ), the overall "Q" of the 
driver (QK  ), the equivalent volume of air equal to the 
suspension (V^ ), the box tuning frequency (fB ), and the 
box volume ). Output is the frequency and relative out¬ 
put at that frequency. 

PASSIVE CROSSOVER CAD 
_PAS-1 AS Apple 
_PAS-1 C5 Commodore. 
_PAS-185) IBM 
_PAS-2B5G IBM GRAPHICS 

$25 each 
$25 each 
$25 each 
$50 each 

Total 

BOX-1 AS) Apple SZSeach 

BOX-1B5)IBM SZSeach 
_BOX-2B5G IBM GRAPHICS. $50 each_ NAME MAGIC NO. 

STREET & NO. 

You can also determine the series resistance for a 
desired Qt by: Rv = (desired QrlQT] x Rf - Rf. 

While you're just testing, it might be desirable 
to insert the series resistance ahead of the input 
of the Octaline. In this way you won't have to read¬ 
just the tweeter section to balance input to the 
woofer. If the series resistance improves the bass, 
it could be retained or mass could be added to the 
Bl 10 cones (in this case Fs would also be 
lowered). The MM of the Bl 10 is close to 10 grams. 
If 6 grams were added to the cone the mass would 
increase by a factor of about 1.6. This would raise 
the QT by about 1.26, giving about 0.4048. F5 is 
lowered by 0.79, to about 0.79Hz. In either case 
the power loss should be the same. Octalines are 
not efficient, but in a moderate-size room and given 
enough power, they can be very pleasing. It's good 
to have at least 60W/channel or so. The price for 
bass is always efficiency (except in public relations 
departments). 

You aren't the only person to be confused by the 
Unline article. Several others have written as well. 
In the original manuscript the word "arbitrary" 
was included in the title to describe the model. The 
publisher, for reasons of his own, chose to remove 
it. All of the transmission lines I have designed (ex¬ 
cept for the Unlines) were arrived at empirically, 
by trial and error. The Unline article came about 
when I was working during the Thanksgiving 
holidays a couple of years ago. (The physicists got 
the turkey, I got the bird.) While staring at the four 
walls, I began to think of the TLs I had made and 
tried to find some relationships among them. The 
result was the article, which I originally didn't in¬ 
tend to publish. The equations and the table tend 
to "idealize" some parameters, but they're close. 
Then, to see if there was any merit in the situa¬ 
tion, I built the Unline. They worked fine. 
The actual QT oí the RS 40-1021 I used in the 

Shortline was 0.529 (not the published 0.41.) We 
can think of this as being about 20% high for a 
36" line (at least according to my table), or a pret¬ 
ty good match for a 24" line. I actually made a 
24" line that I called the Squatline, which I may 
someday get around to writing up. It sounded very 
much like the Shortline, close enough to be able 
to use the two speakers as a stereo pair. When I 
made these speakers I wasn't thinking of Qr; that 
came later, while I was staring at the walls. 
When Qt is quite low, the system begins to roll 

off about Fs as a result of the drooping over¬ 
damped curve. I suppose that if Fs was low 
enough, say in the 20s, the problem wouldn't be 
as serious as it would be if Fs were in the upper 
30s or 40s. In sealed boxes, QT and Fs rise con¬ 
siderably higher than occurs in TLs. 1 read 
somewhere that QT can actually drop in a TL, I 
don't really know about this. 
When I designed the Shortline, the Fs of the 

speaker was lower than the one in the Octaline. 
Also, the Shortline was essentially a straight line. 
Someone once stated that when lines were folded, 
they appear longer. This prompted me to use a 
higher-density stuffing for the Shortline. A lower 
F5, I thought, would produce frequencies with 
longer wavelengths. Since only a fraction of longer 
wavelengths would be involved with the stuffing, 
I thought the higher density would be more effec¬ 
tive. If I recall rightly, I started with 0.957 Ibs./cu. 
ft. and eventually arrived at 0.845. Conceivably, 
I might have gotten down to 0.7, but the speaker 
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performed so well at 0.845 that I didn't want to 
touch it. If it works, leave it alone. (Except when 
you feel really tweaky.) Alas, a neighbor took my 
Shortline with him when he moved, so I no longer 
have it to play with. 
Regarding the Peerless woofer in the Shortline, 

it did indeed have a lower QT than the Radio 
Shack woofer. Several people, including myself, 
thought it sounded quite well. There came a time 
when I had a chance to listen to it for an extended 
period, and I eventually added about 10 grams to 
the cone. Part of the reason for this was that the 
woofer was more efficient than the tweeter. (I had 
also changed the latter.) The speaker seemed to 
become more solid in the bass, as well as becom¬ 
ing more balanced. So maybe the Shortline isn't 
really so different. Maybe it just works well in spite 
of its shortcomings. 

My arbitrary model describes speakers that would 
produce a sound I like. Other TLs could be designed 
and built to other specs. Their output might be a 
little different but still be just as "valid" as the 
sound I like. There are, after all, many different 
tastes. In my opinion, just about any TL will 
generate a sound similar to all the rest. The dif¬ 
ferences would be merely a matter of degree. 

Speaker system design is still mainly a matter 
of art or lore. In spite of all the hype, the "science" 
isn't very intensive or accurate. Even Thiele/Small 
stuff is only a vague approximation, based on an 
analogy to an entirely different subject. My Unline 
article is a "crutch" and maybe a little bit more. 
The fact that I have been able to successfully design 
systems using its figures merely tells me that per¬ 
haps TLs are very forgiving beasts. Consider the 
article a road sign: it points out the direction but 
it doesn't walk the road for you. 

I probably confused things in the article by in¬ 
cluding "The design for a given QT." I should 
have been more careful to point out that as QT 

started to get really high, the lines indicated by the 
equations are impossible to realize. One reader was 
concerned because he came up with a line 4'/2" 
long (1). Of course it wouldn't work. The speaker 
basket and magnet would take up all the room for 
the stuffing. On the other hand, lines of the Unline 
length jll'/a") work surprisingly well. In fact, I am 
listening to one right now. It has an 8" Peerless 
speaker with its cone mass increased. I am using 
it as a bi-amplified woofer with a pair of Octalines. 
I suspect, though, this is its absolute limit. 

The woofer I used in the Microline is apparently 
the one listed in the current Peerless catalog as 
831745 and also (T0125F/8), just to confuse those 
of us who knew it as the old number of the Amer¬ 
ican-made Peerless 5%" woofer, no longer made. 
(I wish it was. I used one in a 5" Unline with a 
Jvc ribbon tweeter and it is one of the best sound¬ 
ing speakers I have ever heard.) QT is listed as 
0.42 and Fs is listed as 60Hz. At least I hope it is 
the one. It sure looks like it. Peerless has an an¬ 
noying habit of not marking the model number on 
their units. This makes it hard for readers who want 
to duplicate a published system design. It makes 
it hard for authors, too. 
The KEF B-200 should work all right in the 

Shortline inasmuch as the Qr and F$ are similar 
to the RS woofer I used in the original. I have no 
idea though whether the published crossover will 
be compatible, so you may have to play around 

Continued on page 85 

TRUST“YOUR”EARS 
YOU know the sound of live music! Are you hearing ALL there is on 
your favorite record or disc? 

ACOUSTICAL MAGIC, Flexible Borosilicate Ceramic coating will 
bring you a step closer to MUSICAL REALISM. 

• Better dynamic contrasts. 
• Increased sense of speaker speed. 
• Finer resolution of low level detail. 

HOW? Application of recommended three coats on the inside of 
cabinets will significantly reduce resonant distortions. 

ACOUSTICAL MAGIC is also highly effective on turntables, tone¬ 
arms and cartridges. 

Effective July 1, 1990 
$18.00 per quart $60.00 per gallon 

plus shipping 

Available in 5 gallon containers at large discount. 

Fast Reply HGE27 

(902) 842-0110 

Fast Reply »GE330 

LOWEST PRICES 
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE 

DISTRIBUTORS OF 
SPEAKER KITS, WOOFERS 

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

CAPE ACOUSTICS 
100 RESERVE STREET 

GLACE BAY, NOVA SCOTIA 
CANADA B1A6G4 

ACOUSTICAL MAGIC COMPANY 
INSULATION EXPERTS 

1201 JAYNES DRIVE GRANTS PASS, OREGON 97527 
(800) 654-4761 

OFFICE HOURS: 9-9 PACIFIC TIME 
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SpeakerBuilder 
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Continued from page 83 
a bit. But it should probably work just as well in 
the shortened length you describe. 

The Microline stuffing density is 0.9 Ibs./cu. ft. 
and it works well. This was the first line of this 
length I ever designed—it was made before the 
Shortline— and possibly 1 overdid it. However, it 
works and I don't want to tamper with it. I'm much 
more interested with a fine sounding system than 
I am with a neat-looking graph or table. I have built 
24" lines with a stuffing density of 0.7 (or 0.75) 
and these worked quite well, too. Apparently, things 
aren't so terribly critical when it comes to shorter 
TLs. This is a very nice thing. 

1 really don't know the ultimately correct stuff¬ 
ing density for these lines. All I really have to go 
on is my empirical experience. I know of no one 
else who has written anything on this (except, of 
course, Dr. Bailey, when he introduced the TL to 
the world; he was referring to his longer lines). I 
feel my recommendations are reasonable, however, 
as many lines have been successfully constructed 
following them. 

The same is true of the QT thing. To my knowl¬ 
edge, no one besides myself addressed this area. 
(I seem to recall Gary Galo, or Craig Cushing, or 
someone once mentioning that lower Q/s were 
better, but again, longer lines were involved and 
I'm not certain that the advice is prudent, even for 
them. Possibly, in a given situation, it may be apt. 
I don't know.) It just seemed to me the right way 
to go. It's quite possible that the exact QT figures 
I quote aren't the ideal ones, but I'm pretty sure 
they are more correct than the vacuum of infor¬ 
mation that surrounds my recommendations. In 
other words, usable TLs have been produced using 
my figures. 
Many people have actually constructed my de¬ 

signs, or modifications of them and they tell me 
they are pleased with the results. So 1 guess I'm 
on the right track. I would love to hear your com¬ 
ments when you complete your lines. 

ALWAYS READ 
THE SPEC SHEET 

In SB 6/89, Robert Bullock stated that the 
linear excursions given by Dynaudio 
need to be halved. Is this right? For a 
30W100, I should enter 4mm into my 
software? Are there other manufacturers 
whose XMAX specs might throw me? 
How does one use a single voice-coil 

driver as a subwoofer? Can you just put 
both channel outputs from two separate 
crossover networks into the driver (posi-
tive-to-positive, etc.), or is there a special 
network for this? 
The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook and 

seven issues of Speaker Builder are my 
main source of information. I recall read¬ 
ing somewhere that two two-way cross¬ 
over networks do not a three-way cross¬ 
over make. Is there any way to add a sub¬ 
woofer to an existing system? 
I am particularly interested in com¬ 

pound woofer systems because of the ad¬ 
vantages they offer: decreased distortion, 

A Quality Texture Look 
Without Laminating Costs and Labor! 

Designed For Use On Speaker Cabinets 

RESTORES OLD WORN OUT SURFACES 

TEXTURELAC Spray finish produces a three-dimensional look that resembles a pebble, 
stucco or leather texture. It can be handled within 15 minutes of spraying and eliminates 
most sanding, spackling or extra paint operations. Dries to a hard mar-resistant and washable 
finish. 

—Can reduce production spray room material and labor costs by 70 percent or more— 

TEXTURELAC Is formulated for use on all wood, and composition woods, plastics and 
metal castings. It is available in most opaque colors. 

For a trial order or swatcb panel of TEXTURELAC with descriptive literature call or write: 

Abilene Research and Development Corp. 
PO Box 294, Hewlett, NY 11557 (516) 791-6943 

Fast Reply HBE66 

ALL FERROFLUIDS ARE 
NOT CREATED EQUAL. 

CONTROLLED PARTICLE SIZE IMPROVES PERFORMANCE 

MAGNIFLUID.’ 
Stable viscosity. Chemically Inert. 

Uniform. Adaptable. Ideal. 
Magnifluid' performs where 

Magnifluid. It’s without equal. 

This means that wherever you use Magnifluid, 
you will damp transient noise, improve power 
handling, increase production yields, and have a 
superior coolant, hence decreasing field failures. 

Information on MAGNIFLUID^ is available from Omni Quest Corporation 
8 Commerce Drive • Atkinson, NH 03811 • (603) 893-0060 

Magnifluid has improved viscosity and density 
properties and will remain stable over a broad 
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tausta-Stuf 
A SOUND ABSORPTION MATERIAL THAT ELIMINATES 
STANDING WAVES AND REFLECTIONS WITHIN THE 

SPEAKER ENCLOSURE TO FOCUS THE 
ACOUSTIC IMAGE IN THE LISTENER’S MIND 

A MULTI DIRECTIONAL CRIMP IN EACH STRAND 
FORMS A COHESIVE MASS WITH A HIGH ABSORPTION 
COEFFICIENT OVER A WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE 
USE IT IN SEALED. VENTED. APERIODIC. AND 

TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEMS. IT'S ALSO GREAT 
FOR SPOT ABSORPTION PANELS AND BASS 

ATTENUATION TRAPS 

PRICE IS $7.00 PER LB PLUS $1.00 PER LB FOR 
SHIPPING (CANADIAN RESIDENTS MAKE THAT 
SI 50 PER LB.) IN ALABAMA. ADD 4% SALES TAX. 
PLEASE PAY BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. 

NO CO D. OR CREDIT CARDS. 

Speaker Hits 
WE ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE THREE NEW 
SPEAKER KITS COMPLETE WITH PRECUT OAK 

OR WALNUT VENEERED CABINETS BY WOODSTYLE 
THESE KITS WILL BE HELPFUL TO THOSE WHO. 
FOR WHATEVER REASON. HAVE TROUBLE 

WITH THE WOODWORKING ASPECTS OF HOME 
CONSTRUCTION THE LINE FEATURES A 12’ PORTED 

SUB-WOOFER. A DUAL 6 1/2* SYMMETRICALLY 
ALIGNED APERIODIC FULL RANGE SYSTEM. AND 
A SMALL 5 1/4* APERIODIC BOOKSHELF SPEAKER 
ALL OF THESE SPEAKERS USE ACOUSTA-STUF AS 
THE DAMPING MATERIAL. WRITE FOR MORE 

INFORMATION ON THESE NEW KITS. 

2480 Schillingers Rd. #488 
Mobile, Alabama 36695 

(205)-633-2054 After 5 PM CST 

Fast Reply HGE73 

(ftUDMO 

RXA1. 

HIGH FIDELITY 
SPEAKER 

COMPONENTS 
STOCKING THESE 
POPULAR DRIVERS 

morel 

3IO ECLIPSE 

^etun 

FERRITE/BOBBIN 
LOW DCR 
INDUCTORS 

with 18, 16, or 14 gauge 

2442 28 th St., S.W., Suite D 
Wyoming, Ml 49509 

(«18) 534-9121 FAX: (616) 534-7676 

Fast Reply HGE568 

higher power handling, and significant¬ 
ly smaller boxes. In such a system, what 
is the upper limit? Recently I had this odd 
idea of making a dipole subwoofer by 
sticking two woofers on a baffle in a com¬ 
pound configuration. Could such a dipole 
actually work? Would it offer the advan¬ 
tages listed above? 

Greg Bryson 
Martinsville, VA 24112 

Bob Bullock replies: 

Dynaudio states in their spec sheets that the ex¬ 
cursion number is peak-to-peak (p-p). The number 
XMAX >s excursion from center to peak, so Dyn-
audio's numbers must be halved. It's very impor¬ 
tant to read spec sheets carefully. 
Attaching both channels of an amplifier to the 

same points might damage your amplifier. If I 
wished to combine the channels, I would do it ac¬ 
tively before the amplifier. 
Cascading two two-way crossovers actually does 

yield a three-way crossover, but not necessarily a 
good one. In the case where the purpose is to add 
a subwoofer, the result will probably be O.K. if 
the original system is two-way. The idea is to keep 
the subwoofer crossover point far below that of the 
main system. This might be hard to do if the main 
system is three-way. Naturally, the best results are 
obtained by using one of the optimization programs 
available for crossover design. But if you are will¬ 
ing to spend time listening and tweaking, I think 
you could come up with an acceptable design. 
The upper useable limit in a multiple-driver 

woofer system is hard to predict accurately. But 
as long as you use it mainly below 100-200Hz and 
you use an enclosure, you shouldn't have problems 
that you don't have with a single woofer. Using 
only a finite baffle introduces additional variables 
that I don't care to deal with. 

THEATER SPEAKERS 
GET TWO THUMBS UP 
I hope to retire my old audio system in 
the near future. It wasn't anything spec¬ 
tacular when I bought it used some 12 
years ago, and working for a pipe organ 
builder while I was a student seemed to 
make me lose interest in audio recordings 
altogether for a time. I might have been 
worn out after spending entire days tun¬ 
ing pipes ranging from 32' reeds sounding 
like jackhammers to mixtures like a 
chorus of dog whistles! Recordings of pipe 
organs always were a disappointment. 
My interest in audio revived while I 

was studying cinematography at the 
Swedish Film Institute. Classes were 
quite small and we all received instruc¬ 
tion in production sound recording as 
well as editing, etc. The teaching and 
equipment were absolutely first rate, and 
it was a revelation to find a world beyond 
consumer electronics and pressure sales. 
The "quality first" attitude was some-

CALSOD 
Computer-Aided Loudspeaker 

System Optimization and Design 
by Witold Waldman 

I CALSOD is a new entry into the field oí crossover net-
I work optimizing software available for the IBM PC 
desktop computer. It combines the transfer function 
of an LC network with the acoustic transfer function 
of the loudspeaker, by using some form of iterative 
analysis. CALSOD creates, through the process of 
trial-and-error curve fitting, a suitable transfer func¬ 
tion model which it can then optimize. The program 
is the subject of CALSOD author Witold Waldman's 
research paper "Simulation and Optimization of 
Multiway Loudspeaker Systems Using a Personal 
Computer" which appeared in the Audio Engineer¬ 
ing Society Journal for September 1988, pp. 651-663. 
CALSOD differs considerably from other software 
since it models the entire loudspeaker output of a 
multiway system, including the low-end response, 
and the summed responses of each system driver. 

The program performs a lot of tricks. One of the 
more spectacular of these allows the designer to spe¬ 
cify the location of the driver acoustic centers using 
an XYZ coordinate system. Thus, if the designer ex¬ 
pects to mount a driver combination on a flat baffle, 
the summed response can be optimized to compen¬ 
sate for rearward displacement of a woofer's acoustic 
center with respect to a tweeter. CALSOD can model 
up to seven drivers at a time in a four-way system giv¬ 
ing the summed response and acoustic phase response 
of the entire system. 
The CALSOD program comes on a single 360K 

floppy, and requires one directory and two subdirec¬ 
tories in installation, plus access to the DOS GRAF-
TABL file, which it uses for a couple of special sym¬ 
bols. The 133-page User Manual, provided on a sec¬ 
ond disk, is well written and adequately describes the 
various program functions and contains an excellent 
tutorial example, which demonstrates the use of the 
program. The files for the worked example contained 
in the manual also come on the program disk, so users 
can follow the design process and use and modify the 
files as they learn the procedures. 

NOTE: SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE FOR REFUND 
OR CRCDfT. Please print in clear block capitals quantity needed 
and prices. Total the amounts and REMIT IN US $ ONLY by 
MC/VISA, check or money order Postpaid in US Canada please 
include 10% of total. Overseas please include 20% of total. 
According to the Connecticut Dept, of Revenue. Regulation #27. Section 12-426-27. 
in order to sell software to residents of Connecticut. we must register with the depart 
ment as well as collect taxes for the State from the purchaser We regret to inform our 
readership that we will not sell software to anyone from Connecticut, as it will prove 
to be too costly and burdensome 

_CAL-2B6 (IBM 2-5%" 360K DS/DD) $65 $_ 

_CAL-2B4 (IBM 3W" 720K DS/DD) $67.50 $_ 
TOTAL $_ 

Postage if applicable $_ 

TOTAL ORDER $_ 

□ MC OVISA CCK/MO 

NAME MAGIC NO 

STREET & NO 

CITY STATE ZIP’ 

MC/VISA EXP" 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243, Dept. B90, Peterborough, NH 03458 

(603) 924-6371 / 924-6526 / FAX: (603) 924-9467 
Answering machine for orders only: (603) 924*6371 
before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 
Have all Information plus MC/VISA available. 
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thing I had missed since leaving the pipe 
organ shop. 
Work on feature films has been spo¬ 

radic, so to keep the wolf from the door, 
I also work as a projectionist in the neigh¬ 
borhood "grind-house'' (a six-screen com¬ 
plex). 
Recently the exhibitor decided to up¬ 

grade the sound systems, and I was able 
to salvage the midrange drivers and 
tweeters from three mono theaters. At 
first I was not very enthusiastic as the 
theaters had sounded awful, but I found 
the tweeters had been blown and the 
30W amplifiers were probably the cause 
of our problems. 
I sent for new diaphragms for the 

tweeters and was greatly surprised to 
hear how bright and sweet those dusty 
old things sounded at home. Aside from 
a friend's Klipschorns, I have never heard 
anything like it in a home system. They 
really are worth building a system 
around. 
Now I am considering buying the best 

amp and preamp kits I can afford as well 
as building woofers to complement the 
theater components. Electro-Voice has 
been very helpful and is sending the data 
sheets for the drivers, only recently dis¬ 
continued. Against the odd chance you 
might be familiar with them and willing 
to offer suggestions, the drivers are from 
Electro-Voice Sentry IV B horn loaded 
system, mid-range #1823M and tweeter 
#ST350A. The crossovers are mounted on 
the midrange horns and include a rolloff 
adjustment as well as a bi-amp input. 
I expect to have to do a lot of home¬ 

work and build a system. Any help you 
could offer would be greatly appreciated. 

Glen Gustafson 
Berkeley, CA 94705 

Bruce Edgar replies: 

I am familiar with the E-V Sentry speaker for PA 
use but not for home applications. PA speakers have 
different design criteria as compared to typical 
audiophile speakers. The mid and tweeter horns 
on the Sentry are designed to spread the sound 
evenly over a wide horizontal area. This distribu¬ 
tion characteristic will smear the image consid¬ 
erably. But if you're most interested in pipe organ 
simulation, then you are looking for a high SPL. 
And the E-V Sentry will perform that task. 

WONDERSEALANT 
Brian D. Smith's article, "Adjusting 
Woofers for High Performance," brought 
to mind a product I've been using for 
quite some time. 
GEOCEL brushable sealant looks like 

a thinner version of RTV, but it isn't. 
It absolutely works wonders on the thin 

paper cones of Autosound factory speak-

CAUTION: 

DEPLETION AREA 
AHEAD 
While it has always been the publisher's policy to order more copies 
of magazines than are needed at publication time, such supplies even¬ 
tually run out. Therefore, some stocks of our back issues are getting very 
low. Below is our current list of 

BACK ISSUES 
ENDANGERED SPECIES 
Audio Amateur Speaker Builder 
1970, 1971, 1972, 197S 1980, 1981, 1982 

A complete back issue list and their contents is printed on the outer 
cover of this issue, and a handy order blank is provided as well If 
you have lost or discarded the outer cover, our circulation depart¬ 
ment will gladly send you a complete listing of all our publications. 
When the above issues are sold out, there won't be any more. 
Also, we will soon be forced to raise prices on the remaining back 
issues since our storage costs over the many years we have ware¬ 
housed these have risen significantly. 
PLEASE NOTE: Since the United States Postal Service will not accept responsibility 
for safe delivery of second class matter, and we are required to replace any magazines 
destroyed or lost by USPS negligence, we will ship back isues within the forty-eight 
continental United States by United Parcel Service only Since UPS cannot accept 
parcels addressed to Post Office boxes, please provide a street address for your back 
issue orders. Your order will arrive in better condition, more quickly, and is fully in¬ 
sured in case of loss. 

.. .from Euphonic Technology 

I AccuPower | 
... an affordable answer to the degrading effects of 

power line pollution! AccuPower can recover losses 
in transparency, detail, imaging and dynamics 

caused by RFI. EMI and equipment interactions 
. . . our audio-optimized and patented* AccuPower 

Isolating Line Filter will restore 
all your audio and video components to their 

optimum level of performance! 

Call or write for details. 

EUPHONIC 
technology 

19 Danbury Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877 
(203)431-6434 • FAX (203) 431-3660 

Model AP-4. $549 
• US Pat. No. 4,259,705 
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Fast Reply HGE362 

6000.6 
phase correct 

electronic 
crossover 
The new 6000-6 is designed to im¬ 
prove your system by eliminating 
crossover errors and passing per¬ 
fect square waves. A plug-in mod¬ 
ule allows convenient frequency 
change from 40-16,000Hz. Level 
controls on rear, 1 % components 
used. Model 6000-6 $195. PPD. 
Other models from $16.25. 

Free folder/reviews 

ACE AUDIO CO. 
532-5th St. 

East Northport, NY 11731-2399 
Fast Reply UGE53 

ers, rendering them much more tolerable. 
It also dramatically helps the mid- and 
high-range paper cone drivers typical of 
rack system speakers. But where it really 
comes into play is on paper-coned 
woofers, making them sound much closer 
to polypropylene or Bextrene. 
GEOCEL sealant, when mixed with 

clean, dry pool sand also makes a good 
speaker cabinet damping compound. 
Lastly, I will caution anyone to use 

GEOCEL with plenty of ventilation, and 
not to use it in your cellar or near a 
furnace. 

It is also possible the solvent does not 
agree with rubber or foam surrounds, so 
be careful. 

Gary A. Fretz 
Red Hill, PA 18076 

ADVICE ON 
SUB-WOOFER 

I was thinking of building a sub-woofer 
using the SEAS 33F-ZBX/DD. Do you 
know of any plans which exist for creat¬ 
ing such a device? If not, do you know 
of anyone who could come up with a 
suitable cabinet design and appropriate 
wiring? 
I am a very good woodworker but only 

minimally acquainted with electronics. 

Doug Wolff 
Middlefield, MA 01243 

Bjorn Borja, SEAS, replies: 

To use a 33F-XBX/DD as a subwoofer, we recom¬ 
mend a heavy, well-braced cabinet with a net 
volume of 85 litres. A bass reflex tube with an i.d. 
of 150mm and a length of 220mm will tune the 
Helmholtz resonance to 30Hz, slightly lower than 
a standard QB3 tuning. 

As it is very difficult to make a passive cross¬ 
over which ensures reasonable impedance and 
pressure frequency responses and which, at the 
same time, gives a low enough crossover frequen¬ 
cy, we strongly recommend the use of a separate 
power amplifier with a suitable low pass filter to 
feed the amplifier. 

GOING OFF 
THE DEEP END 

I have written before concerning loud¬ 
speaker theory and received a quick and 
pertinent response from Contributing 
Editor John Cockroft. Since then I have 
gone off the deep end and am embark¬ 
ing on a three-way full D'Appolito geom¬ 
etry design. I have some questions con¬ 
cerning various aspects of such a design. 
I am planning an Isobarik push-pull 

ms» 
SPEAKER DESIGNER™ 

Release 1.2 by Stuart E. Bonney 
A loudspeaker system design aid and modeling tool for use with 
both closed and vented systems over the frequency range from 
10 to 300Hz. Computes and displays system frequency response, 
power handling capabilities, and relative sound pressure level 
(SPL) outputs for each of 26 discrete frequencies over this range. 
Includes one year support by the author when the user registers 
this Shareware product. Each $19.50 

IBM, 5%#, 360K DS/DD SPD-1B5 

Loudspeaker Modeling Program 
by Ralph Gonzalez [SB 1, 2, 3/87) 

LMP produces a full range frequency response prediction for 
multi way loudspeakers, including the effect of the crossover, 
driver rolloffs, interdriver time delay, "diffraction loss," etc. (In¬ 
cludes author support.) 

Specify: 
Apple II, 5% SS/DD 
Apple Macintosh 3Vi SS/DD 
IBM PC/XT/AT 5% DS/DD 

Each $17.50 

LMP-1A5 
LMP-2M3G 
LMP-2B5G 

Commodore 64 5’A" DS/DD LMP-1C5 

LMP-3B5G is a souped-up version of LMP. Provides profes¬ 
sional-quality graphics and a fast interface. Remains compatible with 
LMP data files and is available for IBM PCs with CG A, EGA or Her 
cules graphics. 
LMP-3B5G Each $49.50 
LMP-3B5G* (Update to LMP) Each $39.50 

Driver Evaluation 
and Crossover Design 
by G. R. Koonce (SB 5/88) 

Disk 1 evaluates the suitability of drivers for closed, vented and 
¡massive radiator enclosures, and allows detailed designs of vented 
boxes. 

Disk 2, in addition to driver evaluations, allows the design of 
first-, second-, and third-order crossovers. 5VIBM: 360K, DS/DD. 
Ä _ Each $12.50 
Specify: 
Driver Evaluations DRI-1B5 
Crossover Design CRS-1B5 

Active Filter Design 
by Fernando Garcia Vlesca (SB 4/88) 

Calculates component values for Butterworth filters in four con¬ 
figurations: High- and low-pass in second- and third-order. (In¬ 
cludes author support.) Each $17.50 

IBM 5% 360K DS/DD ACT-1 B5 

Two-Way Active Crossover Design 
by Gary Galo [SB 5/88) 

Performs the calculations for the eight two-way active crossover 
designs described by Bob Bullock using formulas exactly as given 
in the articles; plus a program to calculate VTH. (Includes one 
year user support). Each $20 
Specify 
IBM 5%" 360K DS/DD TWO-1 B5 
IBM 3Vt" 720K DS/DD TWO-1 B3 

NOTE: SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE FOR REFUND 
OR CREDIT. Please print in clear block capitals quantity 
needed and prices Total the amounts and REMIT IN US $ 
ONLY by MC/VISA. check or money order 

I Postpaid in US. Canada please include 10% of total Overseas 
i please include 20% of total. 

According to the Connecticut Dept of Revenue. Regulation #27. Section 12-426-27, 
tn order to sell software to residents of Connecticut, we must register with the 
lepartment as well as collect taxes for the State from the purchaser We regret 
o inform our readership that we will not sell software to anyone from Connec-
;icut, as it will prove to be too costly and burdensome 

_SPD-1B5 (IBM) $19.50 _ 
_LMP-1A5 (Apple) $17.50 _ 
_LMP-2M3G (Apple) $17.50 _ 
_LMP-2B5G (IBM) $17.50 _ 
_LMP-1C5 (Comm.) $17.50 _ 
_LMP-3B5G (IBM) $49.50 _ 
_LMP-3B5G* (IBM) $39.50 _ 
_ACT-1 B5 (IBM) $17.50 _ 
_DRI-1B5 (IBM) $12.50 _ 
_CRS-1B5 (IBM) $12.50 _ 
_TWO-1 B5 (IBM) $20.00 _ 
_TWO-1 B3 (IBM) $20.00 _ 

•Original LMP disk or sales receipt TOTAL $ _ 
I must be included w/order 

□ MC □ VISA C CK/MO 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243. Dept. B90. Peterborough. NH 03458 
¡603) 924-6371 I 924-6526 I FAX: (603) 924-9467 
Answering machine for orders only: (603) 924-6371 
before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. 
Heve sll Information plus MC/VISA svsllsble. 
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ARE YOU 
MOVING? 

PLEASE! 
Send us your new address 

4 weeks in advance. 
Thank you. 

woofer format. This will allow me to 
achieve a net 8Í2 impedance in the woofer 
section in much the same way as does the 
Swan IV midrange section. It also reduces 
the volume to about seven cubic feet ex¬ 
ternally. The midrange section is where 
my first question arises. The woofer sec¬ 
tion could also easily be configured to 
4Í2 but the tweeter of my choice is 8Q 
only. My question, then, is that while the 
tweeter and 4Í2 mids may be equally ef¬ 
ficient at one drive voltage, will the effi¬ 
ciency ratio remain constant at different 
drive voltages, thus changing the speak¬ 
er's tonal balance? This assumes that the 
amplifier will drive them equally and that 
the speakers are otherwise ideal trans¬ 
ducers. 
My next question concerns Mr. D'Ap-

polito's geometry and the crossover re¬ 
straints imposed by that geometry. Every¬ 
thing I have read states that this geometry 
requires odd-order crossovers since their 
lobing patterns serve to fill in the void 
zones in more conventional speakers with 
odd-order crossovers. Crossover order is 
the net response curve of the driver as 
yielded by its natural response plus the 
effects of crossover filters. The Focal 
Arias are described as having true 24dB 
slopes. The tweeter seems to have 18dB 
of electrical filter, plus the responses of 
the tweeter and the woofers only show 
12dB, the other components being imped¬ 
ance matchers. Are these then truly 
D'Appolito configurations, or do these 
other crossovers also yield the correct lob¬ 
ing patterns? The Swan IV has 12dB of 
electrical filtering. I couldn't locate a 
statement that Joe also incorporated the 
natural roll-off into the tweeter section. 
I have also designed the system with 

driver staggering to help align drive cen¬ 
ters as discussed with some frequency in 
Speaker Builder. However, Mr. Dickason 
asserts in the The Loudspeaker Design 
Cookbook that this is a predominantly 
negative goal as the good response area 
is narrow. Joe confirms this in his article 
on the Swan IVs. Arguing from logic, it 
seems that off-axis response should be 
more even in an aligned system since the 
radiation sources are coincident verti¬ 
cally, the interference patterns should be 
reduced. And in a full D'Appolito con¬ 
figured system with drivers aligned, time 
relations should be constant around the 
speaker radially in the horizontal plane, 

BIG COVE RESEARCH 

EXCLUSIVELY mi. 
• TECHNOLOGIE D’AVANT GARDE 

Newest Products :T130K - 5V313 - 10K617 
Great Variety in Inventory 
Studio, Auto and Custom Home Applications 

• Kits and Enclosures 
ARIA 5’s and Ts in Black Laquer 
"EGG” Designs 
Subwoofers: 2cf 8" and 3cf 10" 
2 Way Monitors in Oak or Walnut 

• Crossovers 
Introducing: BCR's All-Purpose PC Boards 
Analysis, Design and Production 

• The Usual Expertise, Advice, and Service! 

BIG COVE RESEARCH 
105 Catherine Dr., Owens Cross Roads, AL 35763 
Phone: 205-881-6763 Kevin E. Davis FAX: 205-882-6765 
881-8677 Hugh J. Christian Jr. Ph D. 

Fast Reply PGE333 

100 X» SOO 1000 2000 5000 1OK 
Hr 

Technical Audio Insight 
Technical Paper Series from Audio Control 

Send the coupon below (or a photocopy) today for the complete 
series of Audio Control technical papers by author and sound 
engineer Rick Chinn. Normally $1.50 each ($1.00 plus $.50 
shipping), receive all 7 for only $5.00. 
No. 101 The Effect of Car Acoustics on 
Automobile Sound Systems 
No. 102 Crossover Networks from A to 
Linkwitz-Riley 
No. 103 Level Matching 
No. 104 Crossover and Biamplification 
No. 105 How Recordings are Made 
No. 106 Constant Q and Equalizers 
No. 107 Real Time Spectrum Analyzers 
as a Sound Tool 

□ Send all 7 technical papers. My hard 
earned $5 is enclosed 
□ Send Richter Scale information 
Name_ 
Address_ 
City_ State _ Zip_ 

AumoControl 
22313 70th Ave West • Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 

(2061775-8461 • FAX (206)778-3166 

Fast Reply HGE123 
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REAL GUTS. 
REAL GUTS IS WHAT IT TAKES 
TO SHOW WHAT YOU'RE MADE OF. 
Or, to deliver more than 400 watts rms into 2Q 
loads with phenomenal accuracy and fidelity. 
BEAR Labs is pleased to show you what the 

Symphony No.l is made of. No secret circuits, 
magic gain blocks, smoke, lights or mirrors 

here. Look into the Symphony No.l, you'll find a 

finely crafted amplifier, period. 

Hand crafted, limited production, priced 
accordingly. Are you ready to step up to the 
Symphony No.l amplifier? Write to me at BEAR 
Labs. Send $2.00 and I ll send you 10 pages about 
this extraordinary audio amplifier. You won't be 
disappointed. Acquire one and I'm sure you'll be 
ecstatic! 

BEAR Labs 
PO Box 144 
Hannacroix, 

NY 12087 
(518) 756-9894 
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Fast Reply HGE337 

XMI 
Electronic Crossover 

Fourth-order active filter 
constant voltage design 

single channel 
Crossover frequency 20Hz-5kHz 

2" X 3" glass epoxy board 
Standard frequencies 20, 50, 100 
125, 200, 250, 500, 1k, 2k, 5kHz 

XM1-B Bare board with manual $ 6 95 
XM1-K complete kit 19.95 
XM1-A assembled 23 95 
XM1-M manual only 2.95 
XM1-FM spare frequency module 145 

Write or call for free kits catalog 

Marchand Electronics, Inc. 
1334 Robin Hood Lane 
Webster, NY 14580 

(716) 872-5578 

Fast Reply HBE1068 

FIGURE 1: Response of dual 5K013LS in Aria Five enclosure (dashed line) and ideal fourth¬ 
order response (solid Line). Input impedance (5ks only, dotted line). 

i.e., a line source. This plane should be 
centered on the tweeter in a system as I 
have described. I would be doing a ' ' kan¬ 
garoo" style to avoid ceiling reflections. 
With careful shaping and some of the 
damping foams available, a kangaroo sys¬ 
tem shouldn't introduce any more surface 
diffractions than other straight line 
baffles. 
My last question is much more subjec¬ 

tive. In their argument for glue-mounting 
drivers instead of screw mounts, glue ad¬ 
vocates state that the absorptive qualities 
of the glue stops baffle resonances. I ac¬ 
cept that. But doesn't the energy transfer¬ 
red to the driver frame, and subsequently 
dissipated in the glue, reduce the effi¬ 
ciency of the driver and contribute to 
Doppler effects in the driver? A screw 
mount, while potentially less airtight, 
couples the driver to an essentially in¬ 
finite mass enclosure in comparison to 
the mass of the driver alone, forcing only 
the cone to respond to driver input. Other 
methods could be used to control panel 
resonance. In any case, I think sealants 
should be applied to the driver to halt the 
leaks. 

Phillip Hatch 
Salt Lake City, UT 84109 

Joe D'Appolito replies: 

Apparently you plan to build a system similar in 
appearance to the Swan IV, but otherwise of your 
own design. The efficiency or, more properly, the 
sensitivity, of the drivers will not change with 
operating voltage as long as they are not overdriven. 
The use of odd-order crossovers with my geom¬ 

etry produces the broadest, most uniform vertical 
polar response. However, many readers have in¬ 
terpreted this statement to mean that odd-order 
crossovers must be used to obtain the benefits of 

my geometry. This is not true. The main benefit 
of the 3/2 geometry is the stabilization of vertical 
polar response and the elimination of polar axis 
wander independent of crossover type or interdriver 
phase differences. As explained in our Swan IV 
article, a broad vertical polar response is often 
undesirable as it creates unwanted floor and ceil¬ 
ing reflections. In this case, an even-order or in-
phase crossover may be superior because it nar¬ 
rows the polar response without shifting the cen¬ 
tral response axis. 

The Arias do indeed have true 24dB/octave acous¬ 
tic slopes. You are letting the circuit topology fool 
you. The extra parts are not impedance matches. 
The Aria Five low-pass filter starts off with a 6dB 
slope, transitions to a 24dB slope and finally ends 
up falling off at 12dB/octave. This response has been 
very carefully tailored to the acoustic response of 
the 5K013Ls to obtain an overall Linkwitz-Reily 
response. An in-phase crossover was deliberately 
chosen to narrow the vertical polar response. It is 
very uniform within +15 0 of horizontal and then 
falls off rapidly to reduce floor and ceiling reflec¬ 
tions. Figure 1 shows the overall on-axis response 
of the 5K013Ls in the Aria Five and compares that 
response to the ideal fourth-order response curve. 

Interference patterns are predominantly a func¬ 
tion of driver vertical separation and are very lit¬ 
tle affected by the zero-delay plane offset which 
is only about 1.2 cm. Physical setback of the tweeter 
by 1.2 cm time aligns the drivers, strictly speak¬ 
ing, only along the principal axis of the tweeter. 
The alignment error grows as the cosine of the off-
axis angle, however, so that reasonably good align¬ 
ment is obtained out to angles of 30° or so. The 
real question is whether or not time alignment is 
worthwhile in practice. I have no compelling evi¬ 
dence that correction of the zero-delay plane off¬ 
sets results in a superior loudspeaker system. How¬ 
ever, there is irrefutable evidence that frequency 
response and polar response are the dominant 
measures of speaker performance. Time alignment 
is, at best, a second order effect. The ability to pro¬ 
duce a good square wave on axis does not necessar-
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ily correlate with good sound. Time alignment is 
certainly nice to have, but not at the expense of 
frequency and polar response. 

With regard to driver mounting, I have heard suc¬ 
cessful systems using both rigid and flexible mount¬ 
ing and have tried both techniques myself. Obvi¬ 
ously, both approaches can be made to work well. 
I don't feel that efficiency is an issue here. For ex¬ 
ample, the ratio of cone mass to basket/magnet mass 
for a 5K013L is about 1/200. Thus, even when the 
driver is completely floating, only 0.5% of the in¬ 
put power is dissipated in the motion of the driver 
frame. 

WOOFER DATA 
DEBATED 

I would like to respond to Mr. Schwefel's 
letter regarding Radio Shack 40-1022A 
woofer variations (Mailbox, SB 1/90). I 
would propose that the variations across 
this set of woofers (including the "re¬ 
jects”) are unimportant. 

The accompanying table lists the T/S 
parameters as well as some additional 
calculated parameters for a nominal and 
two rejected drivers measured by Mr. 
Schwefel. 
Notice that the T/S parameters of the 

rejected units are substantially different 
from the nominal unit. Also notice the 
similarity of the calculated parameters for 
all three drivers. These numbers can be 
considered "relative performance param¬ 
eters" and provide a more reliable way 
of comparing woofers. F5/Qre, for in¬ 
stance, indicates the relative cutoff fre¬ 
quency in an "optimum" box. By con¬ 
trast, the absolute cutoff frequency in an 
optimum box is about 0.85 times this 
number for a sealed box, and 0.35 times 
this number for a ported one. 

Perhaps the most useful "relative per¬ 
formance parameter" for nominal ap¬ 
plications is fs.VÄS 5. It indicates the rel¬ 
ative cutoff frequency in a "standard 
box." The uniformity of this parameter 
for the three drivers says they will have 
the same cutoff frequency in most ap¬ 
plications i.e., when box volume is less 
than about ll*(VÂSQrs2). The plot shows 
the system responses for the three drivers 
in a 0.25 ft3 box tuned to 60Hz. This ap¬ 
plication has a relatively higher sensitiv¬ 
ity to T/S parameters, yet variations are 
small. Note the consistency of the cutoff 
frequencies as predicted by fs‘VA5 5. 

This example illustrates the problem with 
using the T/S parameters for comparing 
drivers. The relative performance param¬ 
eters not only provide an intuitive means 
of comparing woofers, but guidance in 
their application as well. (For example, a 
good criterion for whether to port a box 
is if its volume is greater than 
2*(VäsQts2).) 

If there is sufficient interest, I will sub¬ 
mit a manuscript describing the inter-

XOPT V3.0 : LOUDSPEAKER CROSSOVER DESIGN 
AND OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM 

♦ Easy to use pop-up menu driven program with graphics 
* Design optimized low, high or band pass crossover networks 
* Optimize the frequency response of a speaker system with up to 5 
drivers and 33 interconnected crossover components on any axis or 
combination of up to 5 axes 

♦ Requires user input of magnitudes of driver frequency response in dB 
and impedance in Ohms at user specified frequencies 

♦ Calculates driver impedance phase from a model fit and frequency 
response phase using a Hilbert Transform 

♦ Uses relative locations of driver acoustic centers on the speaker front 
baffle for system crossover optimization 

* Used by many of todays top loudspeaker designers 

Why settle for anything less than optimum crossover designs ? 

Send check or money order for $199.00 (US) to: 
Peter Schuck 

Peter L. Schuck Consulting 

1705 Rodin Way, Orleans, Ontario, Canada K1C4Y9 
(613) 824-3822 

For IBM PC, AT, PS/2 and compatibles including 80386's with 640K, Hercules, CGA, 
EGA or VGA graphics with or without a 80x87 math chip running DOS 2.0 or higher 

Fast Reply HGE295 

ALUMINUM RACK and CHASSIS 
BOXES FOR CONSTRUCTORS 

ABOVE BOXES MADE OF .063 ALUMINUM: TOPS, BOTTOMS AND SIDES BLACK 
ANODIZED, FRONT AND REARS .063 ALUMINUM CLEAR ANODIZED. 

RACK BOXES_CHASSIS BOXES 

MODEL 1-9 
1RU5 28.00 
1RU7 30.00 
1RU10 32.00 
2RU5 30.00 
2RU7 32.00 
2RU10 34.00 
3RU5 38.00 
3RU7 40.00 
3RU10 42.00 
WITH RACK EARS 

SIZE 
MODEL (inches) 1-9 
MC-1A 4x3x2 15.00 
MC-2A 6x3x2 17.00 
MC-3A 8x3x2 19.00 
MC-4A 4x5x3 17.00 
MC-5A 6x5x3 19.00 
MC-6A 8x5x3 21.00 
MC-7A 4x7x4 19.00 
MC-8A 6x7x4 21.00 
MC-9A 8x7x4 23.00 

WITH FEET 

10-99 — 10% 100-U P — 20% 
COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE SHIPPED UNASSEMBLED 

SESCOM, INC. 
2100 WARD DR. 
HENDERSON, NV 89015 USA 

UPS SURFACE FREE 
UPS BLUE $10.00 
UPS RED $20.00 
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 

702-565-3400 — 800-634-3457 — FAX: 702-565-4828 

Fast Reply KE499 
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"The Cure for speaker Headaches" 

* SPECIALISTS IN ★ 
ADVENT • ALTEC • B.I.C. . RTR 
BOZAK • CERWIN-VEGA • J.B.L. 

• Reconing for Car, Home and 
Professional 

• Custom Grills for B.I.C. and j.b.l. 

• Large Stock of Discontinued Parts, 
Grills, X-Overs, Grill Cloth. 

Call Us For Hard To Find Parts 

1-800-526-8879 
3115 S. Sheridan • Tulsa, Ok 74145 

Fast Reply 8GE618 

WE 
REPAIR 

SPEAKERS! 

The Speaker Exchange 
1242 E. Hillsborough Ave. 
Tampa, Florida 33604 

(813) 237-4800 

' 'Speaker Specialists for over a decade '' 

Fast Reply HGE298 

TABLE 1 

T/S PARAMETERS 

* ’s ”rs V« Status f/v«» V«*Qr¿ 

1 55 0.356 0.238 OK 155 26.8 0.030 720 
4a 49 0.307 0.293 REJECT 160 26.5 0.028 703 

6a 62 0.428 0.184 REJECT 145 26.6 0.034 707 

pretation and application of the relative 
performance parameters in more detail. 

Mark Rumreich 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 

Bill Schwefel replies: 

When I tested my Radio Shack drivers I sensed 
that something similar to your analysis was hap¬ 
pening. I would be very interested in an article 
describing "relative performance parameters." Per¬ 
haps you could include information as to the prob¬ 
able cause of parameter variations. For instance, 
can we tell from the "relative performance param¬ 
eters" whether an Fs variation problem is due to 
a change in cone mass as opposed to a change in 
magnetic strength? Such information would be very 
helpful. 
My reason for rejecting two woofers, however, 

was based on Joe D'Appolito's suggestion {SB, 4/84, 
p. 14] to closely match Fs parameters of series-
connected drivers. In my design I used four woofers 
per channel hooked in series/parallel. It was 
necessary to reject two drivers in order to ensure 
good power sharing between the series-connected 
pairs. 

THUNDERBIRD 
à la MOOSE JAW 

I have been trying to build a subsystem 
similar to Chris Edmondson's "Thunder¬ 
bird Isobarik" {SB 3/89) but I have had 
no success in determing box size. 
I am trying to build a sub with an F3 

less than 40Hz with a flat, vented align¬ 
ment enclosure no greater than 4 ft3. 
Using 4 JBLGTIOOs 10", manufacture: 

Fs = 31Hz 
QTs = 0.3700 
VÄS = 4 ft3
Ohms = 8 
Size = 10" 

No one in my area has equipment to 
check drive parameters. 

Could you please help me in finding in¬ 
formation to build this. 

Ron Brown 
Moose Jaw, SK S6H 4H6 

Chris Edmondson replies: 

One simple way to determine the proper parameters 

of a vented box is to use the Small-Margolis equa¬ 
tions presented by G. R. Koonce in the SB 3/87 
article, "How To Use Non-Optimum Vented 
Boxes”. I use these formulas when designing auto 
sound systems because the volume of the enclosure 
is quite often determined by the vehicle rather than 
by an optimum alignment. I have found the 
resulting systems behave predictably and sound 
quite good. 

First, calculate the optimum volume for a single 
woofer, Nbopt: 

Vbopt = 20 VAS |Qjs) a3.3 Vbopt = 3.0 ft» 

CAVEAT CORRESPONDENTS 
Things that go bump in our round 
file: 
1. "I'm thinking of buildinga 16-in, 
8-out console in my basement. What 
tape recorder should I buy?" 
2. "Is my Fisher Z-705 receiver 
worth updating? Where should I 
begin?" 
3. "Although I forgot to enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope, 
please answer the following nine 
questions based on my experiences 
building your inverted RIAA kit." 
4. "Please forward this (unstamped) 
letter to Ralph J. whose letter ap¬ 
peared in one of the 1970 issues— 
don't remember which." 
5. "I have a Milhous 10W integrated 
stereo amplifier and a Gesundheit 
turntable. Which of the following six 
cartridges would you recommend?" 
6. Queries with no stamped, self-
addressed envelope or postal cou¬ 
pons enclosed. 
7. Letters without return addresses 
on them whose envelopes have 
strayed away somewhere. 
8. Illegible hand-written letters 
scrawled on odd scraps of paper. If 
you have no access to a typewriter, 
please try to be sure our typesetter 
doesn't lose his eyesight and his mind 
in deciphering your writing. (This is 
especially important if you want us to 
publish your classified ad.) 
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Since you are using four woofers in an Isobarik 
configuration, the total box size is the same as for 
a single woofer. The 3.0 ft3 meets your goal of VB 
< 4 ft3, so calculate the -3dB point, f3: 

f3 = 0.28 fs (QrsP- 1.4 f3 = 34.92Hz. 

This meets your goal of f3 < 40Hz, so calculate 
the box tuning frequency, fB: 

fg = 0.42 fs (Qtj)a-0.96 fH = 33.82Hz. 

Now calculate the ripple response, Rw: 

Rh = 20 Log[fg Qtj/(0.4 fs|] Rh = 0.079dB. 

A ripple response of this magnitude is insignifi¬ 
cant in this environment. 
You may now calculate different parameters for 

smaller- or larger-sized boxes, but it would appear 
that an excellent trade-off between Vs, f3 and rip¬ 
ple has been acheived. Also, with an fB of 34Hz 
you should realize good power handling with a 
broad range of music program material. Should you 
wish to use a different box size, the above-men¬ 
tioned article, along with the following formula for 
computing box tuning parameters taken from the 
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance Dicka-
son, should let you make the necessary adjustments. 
I recommend that you place a partition in the 

FIDELITY 
continued front page 36 

loud without clipping the Adcom 545 
(150W/channel at 400) or damaging the 
speakers. I used my trusty Realistic 
sound level meter and a record of Bach 
organ works. My ears gave out at around 
120dB—the speakers could have gone 
louder. 

THE SOUND. How do I love thee? Let 
me count the ways. This music lover's 
system has excellent sound stage and 
ambience, which is where the FFF (For¬ 
mula For Fidelity) system shines. Poly-
dax is not kidding when they claim a 
three-dimensional image over a wide lis¬ 
tening domain. The stereo image goes 
literally from wall to wall and from one 
end of the room to the front of the 
speakers. I close my eyes and can see the 
musicians performing in my living room 
—silky highs, crystal clear midrange and 
clean, detailed, powerful bass. 

I built this system last spring. After a 
major speaker building project every 
year for the last four years, I have finally 
built something I can live with for the 
long term. You can too. 

REFERENCE 
1. Audax TPX System II, Polydax Speaker 

Corp., (Subsidiary of Audax France) 10 Upton 
Dr., Wilmington, MA 01887, (617) 658-0700. 

box so that each Isobarik pair will have its own 
tuned enclosure. 
Now calculate the ducted-port length (Lv) 

needed to tune a 1.5 ft3 box using a 4" diameter 
port: 

Ly = [(1 463 X 10a? X RA2)/(fBA2xVB))- (1.463 xR) 

(where R = Radius of port in inches and 

= Box volume in cubic inches). 

Thus, Ly = 16.8 inches 

This is rather long, so try a 3" diameter port: 

Ly = 8.9 inches. 

This length is more practical for a car and is the 
one I would recommend. I always use a signal 

generator to tune my boxes, but I have found the 
above formula to be quite predictable in that the 
port always seems to be one to two inches too long 
initially. So I would subtract about P/z", or make 
each port about 7Vi". 
Assuming that you plan to use a ' piggyback'' 

Isobarik system like the one in my SB 3/89 article, 
you will need Isobarik tunnels that are 10" in 
diameter and about 3" in length. Make sure that, 
with a 3" separation, the cone of the rear speaker 
cannot hit the magnet of the front one. 
To complete the design, add 160 in3 (an approx¬ 

imation) for the volume occupied by the rear 
speaker, add 50 in3 for the port, and add 315 in 3 

for the Isobarik tunnel. This will yield a total gross 
volume of 1.8 ft3 per side of the enclosure. 
Good luck with your system. 

Music so real you want to touch it! 

AUDIO CONCEPTS, INC. 
901 S. 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601 

(608) 784-4570 

"As for the performance of the Sapphire, we would call it highly 
respectable on all counts and just about state-of-the-art in im¬ 
aging." The Audio Critic, Peter Aczel. 
Call 1-800-346-9183 today for a FREE catalog. Audition 
speakers in your home at no risk with our 30 day money 
back guarantee. i á i 
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CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 

Old Colony's Boards are made of top quality 
epoxy glass. 2 oz. copper, reflowed solder 
coated material for ease of constructing proj¬ 
ects that have appeared in Audio Amateur 
and Speaker Builder magazines. The builder 
needs the original article (indicated by the 
date in brackets, i.e.. 3:79 for articles in I 
Audio Amateur and SB 4:80 for those in 
Speaker Builder) to construct the projects. 
C-4: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER (DG-13R) 
New 2 x3W" board takes 8 pin DIPs. Ten eyelets 
for variable components. |2:72| S10.00 
F-6: 30Hz FILTER/CROSSOVER (WJ-3) 3x3" 
|4:75| High pass or universal filter or crossover. 

S10.00 
H-2: SPEAKER SAVER. (WJ-4) 3‘/4x5'/<" 
|3:77| $13.25 
J-6: SCHROEDER CAPACITOR CHECKER. 
(CT-10) [4:78) 314 x 6" $9.95 | 
K-3: CRAWFORD WARBLER 3'4 x 3% (1:79) 

$11.20 
K-6: TUBE CROSSOVER. 2 x4>/2" ,3:79] Two 
needed per 2-way channel. Each $12.50 

Four $40.00 
K-7: TUBE X-OVER POWER SUPPLY. 5 x 5%" 
13:79) $12.95 
L-2: WHITE LED OVERLOAD & PEAK 
METER. 3x6" 11:80] One channel. $18.70 
L-6: MASTEL TONE BURST GENERATOR. 
3‘/2X6%" (2:80). $15.75 
L-9: MASTEL PHASE METER 6% x 2%" (4/80| 

$11.25 
SB-A1: LINKWITZ CROSSOVER BOARD 
5'/2x8'/2" (SB 4:80] $25.50 
SB-D2: WITTENBREDER AUDIO PULSE 
GENERATOR 3‘/2X 5" (SB 2:83) $11.85 
SB-E2: NEWCOMB NEW PEAK POWER IN¬ 
DICATOR lx2"[SB2:84| $3.90 
SB-E4: MULLER PINK NOISE GENERATOR. | 
4'/a x 23/|6" (SB 4:84| $9.40 
More than 80 boards in stock. Write for complete list. | 

Ordering Information: Please print in clear 
block capitals quantity needed, board number 
and price. Total the amounts and REMIT IN US 
$ ONLY by MC/VISA. check or money order. 
Postpaid in US: Canada please add 10% of total 
cost: overseas add 20%. 
ORDERS UNDER $10 PLEASE ADD $2. 

□ MC □ VISA □ CK/MO 

_ 
NAME MAGIC NO. 

STREET & NO 

CITY STATE ZIP 

MC/VISA ËXP" 

QTY. PRICE 

_ board(s) #_ $_ 

_board(s) #_ $_ 

_ board(s) #_ $_ 

Shipping _ 

TOTAL $_ 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243. Drpt. B90. Peterborough. NH 03458 0243 

(603) 924-6526 F AX: (603) 924 9467 

Answering machine for credit card orders only (603) 924-6371 
before 9:00 am. after 4 00 p.m and weekends 
Have all information plus MC/VISA available 

CATALOG CORNUCOPIA 
Speaker Builder’s Catalog Cornucopia is designed to make it easy for you 
to obtain the parts you need for your audio construction projects. Analog 
multimeters to zener diodes can be shipped directly to your home from the 
companies featured below. 

On the order form simply check the number for each catalog you wish to 
receive, write down your magic number, and mail the form to us, including 
a check or money order for the catalog’s cost (if applicable) and $1 for han¬ 
dling. Choose as many different catalogs as you’d like. Your catalog will be 
sent directly to you from each company. 

1331: Kepro Circuit Systems, Inc. 
Speaker builders deserve the highest quality 
and best performing electronic circuits that can 
be developed by the hobbyist. Kepro Circuit 
Systems is your one-stop source for etched cir¬ 

cuit products in¬ 
cluding equipment, 
copper clad lami¬ 
nates, chemicals, 
PC kits, art and 
graphic supplies. 
Call toll-free 800-
325-3878. Free. 

1332: Crutchfield 
FREE to Speaker Builder readers—the Crutch¬ 
field catalog featuring the latest stereo and video 
equipment. Low, discount prices on car and 
home equipment from Sony, Pioneer, JVC, 

Proton and more. 
Plus, raw drivers 
(MTX, Pyle, etc.), 
crossovers, and 
lots of accessories. 
Video and tele¬ 
phones, too. Over 
100 full-color pages 
complete with de¬ 
scriptions and 
specs. Free. 

1335: MCM Electronics 
A broad-line distributor of electronic replace¬ 
ment parts for the audio/video repair industry. 
Our latest 188 page catalog is filled with over 
15,000 items including: semiconductors, con¬ 

nectors, woofers, 
hardware, test 
equipment, chemi¬ 
cals, tools and 
more! For your 
FREE subscrip¬ 
tion, call 800-543-
4330. Free. 

1337: Old Colony 
In addition to kits, parts and modifications from 
articles in Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder, 
we offer a wide selection of books, loudspeaker 
design software, test records and CDs, gold-

plated connectors 
and audiophile 
quality cable. For 
catalog, use order 
blank or call (603) 
924-6371. Free. 

You’re invited to use this coupon 

Catalog Cornucopia, Audio Amateur Publications 
PO Box 576, Peterborough, NH 03458 

Please send me the catalogs checked below. Enclose $1 handling charge. 

Total enclosed $_ 

□ 1331 □ 1332 □ 1335 □ 1337 

NAME MAGIC NUMBER 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

□ Not a subscriber 

Offer expires December 31, 1990. Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery. 
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Classified Advertising 

TRADE 
SPEAKER KITS, Raw Drivers, Cabinets Crossovers, 
available from SPEAKER WORLD PO Box 14731, 
Fremont, CA 94539. Send for free catalog. (415) 
490-5842. T2/91 

PYLE DRIVERS! Pioneer Industrial Drivers! And 
now, the incredible 50 to 500W British McKenzie pro¬ 
fessional drivers. Lowest prices, list on request. 
Dealer inquiries? VISA/MC/DISCOVER SPEAKER 
SHOP 318 South Wahsatch, Colorado Springs, CO 
80903, (719) 475-2545. T4/90 

LONG HAIR WOOL carded, cleaned for stuffing 
speakers, $13.50/lb including shipping. J. EBBERT 
431 Old Eagle School Rd., Strafford, PA 19087, (215) 
687-3609. T6/90 

SPIKE YOUR SPEAKERS! Case hardened steel 
spikes mount to the bottom of your speakers. Pene¬ 
trates carpeting and couples your speaker to the floor. 
Improves definition and imaging. Eight spikes with 
hardware and instructions, $17.95. Send check or 
money order to: SPEAKER SPIKES. PO Box 14673, 
Milwaukee, Wl 53214. T3/90 

MAGNAVOX. Selected chip sets, $80; CDB630, 
$289; CDB582, $159; CDB586 changer, $210; 
CDB473, $179; Isodrives, $79; Navcom silencers, 
call; Audioquest, Straightwire, Mod Squad, Tweek, 
$12.95; Reference. Sheffield, Dorian, DMP, Telare 
CDs, $12.99; Chesky, $11.99; Fulton LP sets, 5/$25. 
Free catalog. DIGITAL SOUND 7634 Kolmar, 
Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 674-8024. T2/91 

QUALITY DENSE FOAM RUBBER SHEETS for 
mounting speakers, crossovers, damping enclosures. 
For protecting finished surfaces from scratching. 
White, %-inch thick, sheet trim with scissors. $5 per 
square foot. GSL, 5095 Boulder Creek Dr., Solon, OH 
44139. T3/90 

MYLAR FILM. Vz mil, genuine DuPont. 48" wide. $1 
per running foot. ROGER SANDERS. R1, Box 125, 
Halfway, OR 97834, (503) 742-5023. T3/90 

CANADIANS! QUALITY COILS. 12-22ga , any 
value, 4% tolerance, low prices. YALAKOM. 4968 
Walden, Vancouver, BC V5W-2V7, (604) 322-5493. 

T3/90 

Mœoscos 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER COMPONENTS 

DVNRUDIO MOREL FOCRL ECLIPSE 
2442 28th St., S.W., Suite D, Wyoming, Ml 49509 

FELT PADS, 10" x 12" adhesive back grey wool. 
1" tweeter cutout packaged for resale, $10/set, $8 
for 10 or more. Improves imaging and tonality! 
RENAISSANCE ACOUSTICS 1105 North Main St. 
32F, Gainesville, FL 32601. (904) 373-0256, machine 
4th ring. T3/90 

ESL BUILDERS. Hard-to-find Vz mil mylar film, 20 
inches wide, 50 cents per foot. SOUND SUPPLIES, 
419 Appleton, Vernon Hills, IL 60061. T3/90 

DYNACO KIT BUILDERS—225,000 lb buyout! 
Tubes, transistors, metal work, raw speakers, circuit 
boards, 200/200W amplifier kit, $299; manuals, any, 
$6. Shipping extra. Free parts list. SOUND VALUES, 
Box 551 SB, Dublin, OH 43017. (614) 889-2117, 10-4 

T2/91 

SPEAKER BUILDER INDEXES FOR IBM-PC Find 
articles, corrections, letters, driver information, 1980-
1989. Require dBASE or compatible (compiled with 
PC-FileB) $15 postpaid. Specify floppy disk size 
RUSSELL SCHOOF 17777 S. Ramsby, Molalla, OR 
97038. T3/90 

SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE for PC and Mac. 
SpeakerCAD: graphs predict performance, calcu¬ 
lates woofer parameters, vents. FILTERS: calcu¬ 
lates!-6th-order electronic crossovers. CROSS¬ 
OVERS: 1-4th-order all-pass, constant power net¬ 
works. $40 complete. QUBIX 2302 5th NE, Salem. 
OR 97303, (503) 363-5143. T6/90 

D'APPOLITO ARIA 5 AND ARIA 7 cabinets, 
drivers, crossovers, etc. are available from WHALE 
COVE AUDIO, (207) 526-4343 T6/90 

MIT AUDIO CABLES, Van den Hui, Cardas, MAS 
Masterlink, OCOS, including Teflon insulated hookup 
wire for rewiring components; hi-flexibility tonearm 
sets, any custom termination; Solen polypropylenes 
to 200nF! WonderCaps-solder-wire; Vishay & Resista 
resistors; Edison Price. WBT, Odyssey, Tiffany con¬ 
nectors; RAM tubes; enclosure damping compounds; 
Simply Physics tone cones; NAVCOM isolators; spec¬ 
trum analyzers, many parts and accessories. $1 
catalog ($3 overseas) MICHAEL PERCY, Box 526, 
Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181. T6/90 

If Trade please indicate # of insertions. □ Trade 

□ Check/Money Order enclosed 
MAGIC NUMBER 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET ADDRESS EXP. DATE CARD NUMBER 

STATE ZIP CITY SIGNATURE 

Any words over 50, 20C per word; Trade ads please charge 
at 704 per word and indicate number of insertions. Deduct 10% 
for a 4x contract in Audio Amateur and a 6x contract in Speaker 
Builder; deduct 5% for a 2x contract in Glass Audio. Payment 
must accompany ad. 
Please charge to my MasterCard/Visa: 

Private ads are on a one time insertion basis. Must be resubmitted for renewal. Ads cannot be taken over the phone. 

Definition of a word: A series of letters with a space before and after. Please remember to include your name, address and 
telephone number when making calculations. In order for Private For Sale and Want ads to be free you must be a current 
subscriber. Please include your Magic Number. Ten dollar minimum charge for charge card orders and Trade ads. 

□ Private For Sale □ Private Wanted 

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
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THE J 0 U R_NA L FOR AUDIOPHILE CRAFTS 

The innovative, independent 
audiophile journal for the thoughtful 

and capable music lover 

Audio Amateur 's Mides deal with how 
audio equipment works, as well as how 
to build or modify it. Construction and 
modification articles are plentiful, supply¬ 
ing all needed parts, performance and 
assembly details for exceptionally high 
quality designs. 

Audio Amateur offers a number of fea¬ 
tures in each issue that abound with useful 
ideas. The Letters column is an open 
forum for problem solving and informa¬ 
tion interchange; Classic Circuitry 
reprints schematics of state-of-the-art 
gear—old and new; Audio Aids relates 
readers’ experience with simple modifica¬ 
tions to equipment and construction 
techniques. We also feature many useful 
and practical hi-fi accessories you can 
build to further your audio enjoyment 

For a small investment you can make your 
music system sound better—very prob¬ 
ably a lot better. 

AUDIO AMATEUR 

□ Two years (8 issues) $35 
□ One year (4 issues) $20 
Canada add $4 per year postage 

NAME 

STREET & NO 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

MC OR VISA EXP 

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS 
PO Box 576, Dept. B90 

Peterborough, NH 03458-0576 
(603) 924-9464 FAX: (603) 924-9467 

Answering machine for credit card orders only-
before 9 00 a m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends 
Have all information plus MC/VISA available 

ATC LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGY, LTD. drive 
units for the esoteric speaker builder. Short voice coil 
woofers and 3" soft dome midrange drivers of un¬ 
compromised design and build quality. Professional 
24dB/octave three-way stereo electronic crossover 
with adjustable phasing, momentary gain reduction, 
and balanced line in/out features, $1,500. Grover 
Preston, AUDIO ECSTASY 231 Elwood Dr., 
Rochester, NY 14616, (716) 865-9938, 7-10 p.m. 
EST. T3/90 

ACOUSTICOAT is a specially formulated acoustical/ 
mechanical vibration damping compound designed 
for loudspeakers. It is applied as a thick, viscous 
liquid which dries to a dense, pliable consistency. 
Coating all internal cabinet surfaces dramatically re¬ 
duces colorations caused by internal resonances, 
vibrations, and standing waves. Improves imaging, 
midrange clarity, and bass definition. A must for 
speaker building! 1 gallon, $24; 5 gallon drum, $89; 
Includes shipping. R.D.V. 113 Knickerbocker Rd., 
Plainview, NY 11803, (516) 681-4675. T4/90 

FALCON ACOUSTICS is one of the largest indepen¬ 
dent manufacturers of crossover networks and 
speaker system accessories in the UK, supplying 
manufacturers, retailers and export. Your guarantee 
is the trust our manufacturing customers put in the 
quality and reliability of our networks. Inductors: Fer¬ 
rite (up to 200W), air-cored and transformer; Capac¬ 
itors: Reversible electrolytic 50V/100V, polyester, 
polycarbonate and polypropylene; Networks: choice 
of over 70 for different unit combinations; Com¬ 
ponents and Accessories: most except for the 
wood! Please send for details, $2 air, $1 surface, to 
our mail order retail outlet. FALCON ELEC¬ 
TRONICS, Tabor House, Norwich Rd., Mulbarton, 
Norfolk, England NR14 8JT. 6/90 

WHALE COVE AUDIO is your source for the SWAN 
IV and for complete kits, empty enclosures, the 
PEDAL COUPLER, and Joe Curcio’s new elegant 
rack mount version, the PEDAL COUPLER II. Box 
356, Swan’s Island, ME 04685, (207) 526-4343. 

T6/90 

FOR SALE 
Perforated aluminum stators for ESL cells per 
Hermeyer design, TAA 2/77, holes line up for max¬ 
imum transparency, perfectly flat, 80 pieces, sheared 
7” by 18”, $250; Walt Jung WJ-1A preamp boards, 
parts, DC servo kit, Soundcraftsmen 20-12 equalizer, 
$50. Nick Mastrobuono, 50 Copperfield, Sarnia, On¬ 
tario, N7S 5K8, (519) 336-9160. 

Pair JBL 124A/2203 12” Alnico bass drivers, used 
in L212 system. Qr = 0.14 VAS =14cu ft. fs=16Hz, 
$290. Phil Boss, (505) 525-9556. 

Interconnects: Apatures 3/$40 ppd.; Phoenix Gold 
3/$30 ppd.; Souther tonearms: SLA, was $850, ask¬ 
ing $300; Junior, was $550, asking $225, new, 
unopened; ADC cartridges PSX-30, was $150, ask¬ 
ing $35 ppd.; Sennheiser HD-50 headphone, was 
$80, asking $35 ppd.; Apature A/VT Air Litz intercon¬ 
nects, were $90, asking $50/2 ppd. Andy, 2506 So. 
20th, Sheboygan, Wl 53081, (414) 458-2057. 

(4) Ariston RD-80 turntables, two with arms, one 
shape, one profile, ready to play, $200 each; two 
without arms, otherwise complete, $150 each; origi¬ 
nal cartons, manuals, all under 5 hours. M. Thomp¬ 
son, 194 St. Davids Rd., St. Catherines, Ontario, 
Canada, L2T 1R4, (416) 227-4586. 

Tweeters: Morel MDT-33, $75; Techniques 5HH10, 
$40/pr; JBL 075, $150/pr; Acoustat Spectra 22, $1200 
(pickup); Yamaha SR-50 surround processor, $200; 
Bogen C-100B PA amps, $150; Tandberg 330 
cassette, $75; KLH-27 AM/FM receiver, $50. Steve, 
(203) 397-3888 (CT), 7-10 p.m. 

New bass drivers: Dynaudio 24W100, $89 each; 
Peerless TA305FSW, $38 each (dual voice coil, lower 
Fs version of TA305F). Fred Janosky, RD 2 Box 
3502, Wernersville, PA 19565, (215) 693-6167. 

(3) new SM120A Electro-Voice midrange horns, 
drivers not included. Electro-Voice uses in all horn 
Sentry IVB studio monitor systems. Usable lower fre¬ 
quency limit 300Hz. Can be used in high quality home 
or PA system. New $180 each, will take $100 each; 
new 1824M Electro-Voice midrange driver, $60; 
Hafler DH160 equalizer, $250; Thorens TD147 turn¬ 
table with Shure V15 V cartridge, $350. All like new 
with original boxes and instructions. Michael Beasley, 
332 S. Calderwood, Alcoa, TN 37701, (615) 984-0748 
Mon-Fri. before 5:30 p.m., (615) 983-6414 afternoons 
and weekends. 

In 1989, Madisound Speaker 
Components processed 20,000 
orders. 

VIFA DYNAUDIO 
FOCAL MB QUART 
PHILIPS AUDAX 
EUROPA PEERLESS 
MOREL SOLEN 
KEF ETON 

PERFECT LAY 
SIDEWINDER 
ELECTROVOICE 
SLEDGEHAMMER 

Doesn't your hobby deserve 
these fine product lines? 

M:kHnoiiih1 Speaker Components 
, * < i 86<)8 I Jnivcrsity Grvcn 

k-4! Box 4283 Madison Wl 53711 
UOj Phone: 608-831-3433 

''V Fax: 608-831-3771 

ESS AMT, $600 or best offer; JBL three-way, $400 
or best offer; Speakers in excellent condition. Victor, 
10176 Bonita Ave., Riverside, CA 92503, (714) 
688-9749. 

Rapid Systems R340 PC based FFT spectrum 
analyzer and one channel digital storage 
oscilloscope, complete and excellent, requires full 
slot, $700, I ship. Pat, (619) 439-3666. 

This 
publication 
is available in 
microform 
from University 
Microfilms 
International. 
□ Please send information about these titles: 

Name_ 

Company/Institution _ 

Address_ 

City_ 

State_ Zip_ 

Phone Í_)_ 

Call toll-free 800-521-3044. Or mail inquiry to: 
University Microfilms International. 300 North 
Zeeb Road. Ann Arbor. MI 48106. 
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Decca Kelly ribbon tweeters. Type PK-30-R with 
original crossovers and acoustic lenses, new in 
original boxes, $200/pair or best offer. Tim Bates, 314 
North First, Brighton, Ml 48116, (313) 227-7344. 

Pair 12” Pyle W12C600F Fs = 19Hz 95W 2" VC 60 
oz., $50; pair crossovers 800Hz, 5,000Hz 12dB 
150W, $25; Realistic under dash tape player, metal 
Dolby, $30; Denison Polaris indoor antenna, $20; 
Polydax tweeter HD100D25A. $12; 8" Realistic 
woofer, $8. Rocky, (815) 657-8488, before 8 p.m. or 
weekends. 

IQS 401 FFT analyzer with Apple computer system, 
monitor, printer, many extras. Ideal for testing 
loudspeakers, $995 or separate. All like new. John 
Miller. (818) 706-9864, 7-10 p.m. PST. 

Audiophile Accessories 
D8P-2J (5) • Switch Box $69.95 
DBP-2J (5) AU • Switch Box with Gold Jacks $89.95 

Selects among up to 5 inputs. When used with 
DBP-6 or -6MC. allows for selectable loading of 
canridges. Alps level control available. 

DBP-10 • Phono Alignment Protractor $24.95 
Allows adjusting the lateral tracking error of a 
mounted cartridge to within 1/4 of a degree. 
Non-technical instructions and case included. 

DBP-16 • 12dB Input Attenuators (pair) $12.95 

DBP-CK • Cramolin Audio Kit (contact treatment) $19.95 

OBP-SC • Souther Record Clamp $15.00 

Other Accessories 
Gold-plated phono plugs/jacks, banana plugs/ 
jacks, spade lugs. Y adapters, custom cables, 
many other useful accessories. 

Test Compact Discs 
We earn- almost every worthwhile test CD available, 
including 5 from the Japan Audio Society (tone bursts 
and stereo pink noise). - from Pierre Veranv (1/3-
octave warble tones), 3 from Denon {Anechoic 
Orchestra), and Auditory Demonstrations. 

Electronic Components 
We can create electronic crossovers from 6 to 36dB per 
octave, custom engineered for your application. 24 and 
36dB are Linkwitz-Riley “In Phase” design. Models for 
Snell and Magnepan speakers available. 

I’he renowned DB Systems preamps, power amps, tone 
controls, head amp. and phase inverter/bridging 
adapter are also available through dealers or direct. 

DB Systems 
Main Street, P.O. Box 460 
Rindge Center, NH 03461 
Phone (603) 899-5121 
VISA. MasterCard accepted 

Macintosh 60, $100; Dynakit ST-70, $200; ReVox 
F36, excellent condition, service manual, new half¬ 
track heads, spare new Kapstan assembly, $500; 
Harman-Kardon Citation 16, service manual, $200; 
pair mahogany Klipschorns, excellent condition, 
$800. Andrew Tomlinson, 1126 Guinda, Palo Alto, CA 
94301, (415) 327-9170. 

Eton 4" driver mounted in 20" long transmission line 
enclosure made from 6" I.D. P.V.C. pipe 3/b" wall, 
foam lined and filled with Dacron polyester, front 
mount flush inset %" particle board, 2 for $200, 4 for 
$380. Scott Freimann, 309 Luger Ct., West Palm 
Beach, FL 33415, (407) 686-1588 before 7 p.m. EST. 

dbx 3BX Series III dynamic range expander and im¬ 
pact restoration, $200; 224X Type II tape noise reduc¬ 
tion, $150; 120X subharmonic synthesizer and sub¬ 
woofer crossover, $150; All 3 for $400. Gary, (301) 
598-5780, call before 9 p.m. EST. 

Pedal Coupler printed circuit board, dual channel, for 
Swan system. I have several of these left over from 
my Swan Project to sell for $15 each. Pat Bunn, 171 
Spring Lake Dr., Spartanburg, SC 29302, (803) 
583-1304. 

H-K Citation 23 active tracking digital tuner, $700 
Canadian; Audiolab 8000, British 100W/ch power 
amp, $750 Canadian; new, sealed Linn Basik car¬ 
tridge, $50 Canadian. Mike, 4968 Walden, Van¬ 
couver, BC V5W-2V7, Canada, (604) 322-5493. 
Leave message 

Conradjohnson MV-75A-1. Includes cage in perfect 
condition. Great tube sound, $900 or offer. Rion, (206) 
285-7918, machine. 

Focal system 600 (Onken boxes with Eggs), im¬ 
maculately built, 10C01,7N303, T120FC. Including 
active three-way crossover, Madisound 24CX-4, and 
passive crossover, $1,500. Excellent but too big for 
my livingroom. Ruud van Wynen, (415) 924-2950. 

Need veneers for your system? Do I have them for 
you! Genuine Macassar Ebony, highly figured, black 
with earth tones, flame swirls, striped marble pattern. 
Simply spectacular, imported from East Indies, a true 
value. 50 square feet book matching set for $148, 
money order. Jose Marengo, 3408 Irwin Ave., River¬ 
dale. NY 10463-3707. 

WANTED 
I want to buy one or sell one. Altec 808-8H series 2; 
Altec 808-8A driver; Altec 811 B horn with stock 
crossover. Call and we’ll talk price. Don Fagerstone 
(303) 986-9532. 

Caltech Music Lab needs gifts of transformers (UTC 
LS-12X, LS-10X and other models); and tube gear. 
Write: James Boyk, Director, MLAF, 102-31 Caltech, 
Pasadena, CA 91125 or call (818) 356-4590 or 
356-6353. 

Altec 411,416, 515, woofers; 604 coaxial speakers; 
800, 1200, 1500, 500Hz crossovers; JBL Alnico 
tweeters; large Altec speaker cabinets; Audio 
Research rack ventilator; Mastering Lab crossovers; 
information on Mastering Lab electronic crossover, 
Red series. Will pay cash for schematic. Rubenstein, 
Box 125, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457, (914) 688-5024. 

AR stereo remote control. Jack Rumora, PO Box 368, 
Senecsville, OH 43780, (614) 685-2612. 

Four Gold Sound GS1248 woofers Fs = 16Hz, Qr 
= 0.39, efficiency 93dB. Will buy or trade. If you have 
these, give me a call, we can make a fair deal. Dan 
Martin, 2605 Woodview, Greensboro, NC 27408, 
(919) 282-5447 or 279-7176. 

A copy of the owners manual and information on Stax 
ELS-F81 electrostatic speakers. Dale Shore, 220 
Henthorne Dr. B-19, Palm Springs, FL 33461. 

YOUR 50 WORDS 
in our private classifieds 

ARE FREE 
OVER 50: Send money 

(20 cents/word) 

Wood cabinets for Dynaco equipment, single or dou¬ 
ble (tuner-preamp); need original manuals for ST-80 
and ST-120; also want unused circuit boards for 
Dynaco equipment as well as circuit boards by Old 
Colony Sound Lab. Must be reasonable. Rich 
Holmes, 4085 Harlan St. #5B, Wheatridge, CO 
80033. 

Old Klipsch catalogs, components; Audio Engineer¬ 
ing volumes 1-5; diaphragm for International Projec¬ 
tor LU-1000 high frequency driver; JBL 12" circular 
perforated plate horn/lens; early Poloroid polarizing 
film ads, literature; book, The Throne of Merlin, by 
R.C. Schaller; High Fidelity volumes 1-5. D. R. 
Schaller, 6704 Schroeder Rd.. Suite 6, Madison, Wl 
53711. 

Tube amplifiers for modification project. 35W per 
channel stereo and pair of 60W per channel or 
greater mono amplifiers. Cosmetics or working con¬ 
dition not important, but must have sound trans¬ 
formers. Please state condition and price. George 
Koslow, 200 Commercial Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 
08901, (201) 828-7737, 6-9 p.m. EST. 

Focal 5N312, 5N411-L, 8K412, 90KF, 120KF; Emi¬ 
nence DR820; Scan Speak 21W-8553; Morel 29, 30, 
PP8; Peerless 1534, 1593,1709, 1727, 1732; SEAS 
14RC; Vifa 17WJ, 25-85, 26-35; Eclipse 6", 8"; 
Dynaudio 21AF, 76, 17W-75XL 8Q, Bandor 0.75 8Í! 
M. Thompson, 194 St. Davids Rd., St. Catherines, 
Ontario, Canada L2T 1R4, (416) 227-4586. 

Data on University M15T and crossover; pair of the 
tube; improvements on Karlson 15; data on Jensen 
G610. R. Fabreguettes, Lot Pre Vescal Rambaud, 
05000 GAP. France. 

CLUBS 
AUDIOPHILES IN THE DAYTON/SPRINGFIELD, 
OHIO AREA: We are forming an audio club. Please 
contact me if you’re interested in construction, mod¬ 
ifications, testing, recording or just plain listening to 
music. Ken Beers. 462 Blose St., Tremont City. OH 
45372, (513) 969-8402. 

THE CATSKILL AND ADIRONDACK AUDIO 
SOCIETY invites you to our informal monthly meet¬ 
ing. Join our friendly group of audio enthusiasts as 
we discuss life, the universe and everything. No mat¬ 
ter what your level of interest, experience, or pref¬ 
erences. you are welcome. Meetings are generally 
held once a month, on a weekday evening. Contact 
CAAS at 756-9894 (leave message), or write CAAS 
PO Box 144, Hannacroix. NY 12087. See you there! 

ACTIVE 
ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVERS 

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R 
’’RACK AND PANEL’’ DESIGNS 

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters 
6 db., 12 db., or 18 db. per octave slopes, 
any specified frequency. Model 120 
instrument style case or 120-R 'Rack and 
Panel” case with all terminations and 
regulated power supply. 

Made in monaural or stereo bi-amp, tri-amp, 
or quad-amp with optional level controls, 
subsonic filters supplies with or without 
bass boost, and summers for "single 
woofer" systems. Also available, 500 
Series filters, plug-in filters, regulated 
power supplies. 
New catalog and price sheet. Free! 

Eng. Lab. 
11828 Jefferson Bl. Culver City, CA 90230 

PHONE (213) 397 9668 

THE INLAND EMPIRE AUDIO SOCIETY our former 
name, has now been changed to the SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA AUDIO SOCIETY (SCAS). Our effort 
is now inviting music lovers, audiophiles, hobbyists 
and other interested parties throughout the southland 
to join us in our pursuit for that elusive sonic perfec¬ 
tion and truth at our meetings and seminars and 
through our official speaker, The Reference newslet¬ 
ter. For information write or call: Frank Manrique. 
President, 1219 Fulbright Ave., Redlands, CA 92373, 
(714) 793-9209. 

MEMPHIS AREA AUDIO SOCIETY being formed 
Serious audiophiles contact J.J McBride, 8181 Wind 
Valley Cove, Memphis. TN 38125, (901) 756-6831. 

AUDIO SOCIETY OF MINNESOTA. Audiophiles, 
music lovers, scratch builders, record collectors, tube 
freaks, digital freaks—we’ve got ’em all! Monthly 
meeting, tours, audiophile concerts, special guests, 
etc. Now in our 12th consecutive year! Write ASM. 
PO Box 32293. Fridley, MN 55432. 
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THE COLORADO AUDIO SOCIETY is a group of 
audio enthusiasts dedicated to the pursuit of music 
and audiophile arts in the Rocky Mountain region. We 
offer a comprehensive annual journal, five bimonthly 
newsletters, plus participation in meetings and lec¬ 
tures. For more information, send SASE to: CAS, 
4506 Osceola St, Denver, CO 80212, or call Art 
Tedeschi. (303) 477-5223. 

CONNECTICUT AUDIO SOCIETY is an active and 
growing club with activities covering many facets of 
audio—including construction, subjective testing, and 
tours of local manufacturers. New members are 
always welcome. For a copy of our current newslet¬ 
ter and an invitation to our next meeting, write to: 
Richard Thompson, 129 Newgate Rd., E. Granby, CT 
06026, (203) 653-7873. 

MERRILL MODIFICATIONS 
For the AR turntables 

Call 
UNDERGROUND SOUND 

2125 CENTRAL AVE., MEMPHIS, TN 38104 
(901) 272-1275 

NEW JERSEY AUDIO SOCIETY meets monthly 
Emphasis is on construction and modification of elec¬ 
tronics and speakers. Dues includes monthly news¬ 
letter with high-end news, construction articles, 
analysis of commercial circuits, etc. Meetings are 
devoted to listening to records and CDs. comparing 
and A-B-ing equipment. New members welcome. 
Contact Bill Donnally, (201 ) 334-9412 or Bob Young, 
116 Cleveland Ave., Colonia, NJ 07067, (201) 
381-6269. 

ORGAN MUSIC ENTHUSIASTS: If live recordings 
of fine Theatre Organ Music are your thing, SFOR¬ 
ZANDO has room for a few new members. We lend 
you the music on cassettes. All operation is via the 
mail. SFORZANDO, c/o E.A. Rawlings, 5411 Bocage 
St., Montreal, Canada H4J 1A2, 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST AUDIO SOCIETY (PAS) 
consists of 60 audio enthusiasts meeting monthly, 
second Wednesdays. 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 4545 Island 
Crest Way, Mercer Island, Washington. Be our guest, 
write Box 435, Mercer Island. WA 98040 or call Bob 
McDonald, (206) 232-8130. 

PIEDMONT AUDIO SOCIETY Starting an audio 
club in the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area of North 
Carolina. Interested in designing, building, and modi¬ 
fying speakers and electronics (solid state and tube). 
Beginners and old hands both welcome. Kevin 
Carter, 9009 Langwood Drive, Raleigh, NC 27612, 
(919) 870-5528. 

M .Advanced A.kustic _ Loudspeaker Technology Lid. 

DYNAUDIO • Speaker Kits • Cabinetry 
4555 North Pershing Avenue • Suite 33-184 
Stockton CA 95207 (209)477-5045 

SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN WOOFER AND 

TWEETER MARCHING SOCIETY (SMWTMS) 
Detroit area audio construction club. Meetings every 
two months featuring serious lectures, design ana¬ 
lyses, digital audio, A B listening tests, equipment 
clinics, recording studio visits, and audio fun. The 
club journal is LC. The SMWTMS Network. Cor¬ 
responding member's subscription available. Call 
(313) 477-6502 (days) or write David Carlstrom. 
SMWTMS, PO Box 721464, Berkley, Ml 48072-0464. 

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY invites you to join 
and receive the bimonthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with 
reviews, debates, scientific analyses, and summaries 
of lectures by major engineers. Read about Apogee. 
Nytal, Conrad-Johnson, dbx digital, Snell, music 
criticism and other topics. Rates on request. PO Box 
211, Boston, MA 02126. 

THE ATLANTA AUDIO SOCIETY is dedicated to 
furnish pleasure and education for people with a com¬ 
mon interest in fine music and audio equipment. 
Monthly meetings often feature guest speakers from 
the audio manufacturing and recording industry. 
Members receive a monthly newsletter. The society 
is hosting the 2-day SUNBELT AUDIO SHOW in At¬ 
lanta on August 18 and 19, 1990. Call: Chuck Bruce, 
(404) 876-5659. or Denny Meeker, (404) 872-0428, 
or write: PO Box 361, Marietta, GA 30061. 

FILL IN THE BLANKS 
JOIN AN AUDIO CLUB 
Learn about the latest equipment, 
techniques and recordings through 
group meetings, tours, and newslet¬ 
ters. Ask questions. Share viewpoints 
and experiences. Stretch your mind. 
If there’s no club in your area, why 
not start one? Our club ads are free up 
to 75 words ($.20 per word there¬ 
after). Copy must be provided by a 
designated officer of the club or soci¬ 
ety who will keep it current. 

THOSE INTERESTED IN AUDIO and speaker 
building in the Knoxville-East Tennessee area please 
contact Bob Wright, 7344 Toxaway Dr., Knoxville, TN 
37909-2452, (615) 691-1668 after 6 p.m. 

TUBE AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS. Northern California 
club meets every other month. For next meeting an¬ 
nouncement send a self-addressed, stamped #10 
envelope to Tim Eding, PO Box 611662. San Jose. 
CA 95161. 

WANT TO START OR JOIN CLUB IN CENTRAL 

ILLINOIS (Peoria. Bloomington, Champaign, Kan¬ 
kakee area). Speaker building and audio in general. 
Trade info and parts. (815) 657-8488 evenings or 
weekends. 

WASHINGTON AREA AUDIO SOCIETY (N. VA, 
MD and DC) is looking for sincere audiophiles who 
are eager to devote their time and get involved with 
the direction of the society and the publication of a 
monthly newsletter. Please contact: Horacio J. 
Vignale, 3730 Gunsten Rd., Alexandria, VA 22302. 

THE WESTERN NEW YORK Audio Society (WNY 
Audio Society) is an active and growing audio club 
located in the Buffalo area. We issue a quarterly 
newsletter and hold meetings the first Tuesday of 
every month. Our meetings have attracted many local 
and distant manufacturers of audio related equip¬ 
ment. We are involved in all facets of audio — from 
building to purchasing at discount prices. For a copy 
of our current newsletter and information regarding 
our society, please write to M.A. Monaco, WNY Audio 
Society, PO Box 312, N. Tonawanda. NY 14120. 

ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER USERS 

GROUP is now a world-wide network for those in¬ 
terested in sharing valuable theory, design, construc¬ 
tion, and parts source information. If you are in¬ 
terested in building, or have built, your own SOTA 
ESL we invite you to join our loose-knit organization. 
For information, send an SASE to: Barry Waldron, 
1847 Country Club Dr., Placerville, CA 95667. 

THE HI-FI CLUB of Cape Town in South Africa sends 
a monthly newsletter to its members and world-wide 
subscribers. To receive an evaluation copy of our cur¬ 
rent newsletter, write to: PO Box 18262, Wynberg 
7824, South Africa. We'll be very pleased to hear 
from you. 
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Good News 

McCAULEY SOUND, INC. has begun produc¬ 
tion of their Model 6234 12" extended 
low frequency loudspeaker. The 6234 
features a 400W RMS power rating, 96dB 
@ 1W/1M sensitivity, and a frequency 

response from 45~3,000Hz. A 4" edge¬ 
wound copper voice coil mounted on a 
Kapton Nomex former combined with a 
double spider—double roll surround sus¬ 
pension system makes the 6234 capable 
of handling high power. 
The 6234 is designed for compact ap¬ 

plications requiring a strong and accurate 
bass response for programmed music or 
live performances. 
For pricing details contact McCauley 

Sound Inc., 13608 94th Ave. E., Puyallup, 
WA 98373. 

Fast Reply HGE153 

SANUS SYSTEMS, manufacturers of four lines 
of loudspeaker supports, announces im¬ 
proved performance in its premier design, 
the Reference Foundations. 
The triangular bases, now 30% larger, 

utilize Fountain Head, an acoustically in¬ 
ert material that looks and feels like solid 
marble. The pillars and top plates are con¬ 
structed of heavy gauge steel. 
All models can be filled with sand or 

shot and incorporate a nonconductive 
speaker wire path. Adjustable downward 
and upward facing steel spikes are in¬ 
cluded. As an alternative to the steel 
spikes, Neoprene feet and isolation pads 
are available. 
The Reference Foundations are avail¬ 

able in 12-, 20- and 28-inch heights. 
Contact Sanus Systems, 3178 Ryan 

Lane, Little Canada, MN 55117, (800) 
359-5520. 

Fast Reply KE611 

PRECISION MONOUTHICS offers the SSM-2141, 
a high common-mode rejection differen¬ 
tial audio line receiver. Developed for low 
impedance cable runs in high perfor¬ 
mance audio systems, the SSM-2141 can 
be used in line receiver applications in 
power amps, mix consoles, tape recorders, 
as well as outboard signal processing 
devices. Capable of driving 6000 loads, it 
may be used as a buffer amplifier as well. 
Using PMI's thin-film resistors and 

laser trimming, the SSM-2141 can also be 
implemented as an instrumentation amp 
with precision resistor matching. Housed 
in an 8-pin plastic DIP, it can sustain 
operation over the industrial temperature 
range of -40°C to +85°C. 
Contact PMI, 1500 Space Park Dr., 

Santa Clara, CA 95054 for complete pric¬ 
ing and quantity details. 

Fast Reply HSE566 

RAPID SYSTEMS has announced a low cost, 
250kHz FFT spectrum analyzer periph¬ 
eral for PCs, priced at $495. 
With applications geared to education, 

research lab and the classroom, the R411 
is a perfect teaching tool for real world 
frequency analysis. Designed with a 
hardware module to capture electronic 
signals for transfer to the PC for analysis, 
the R411 captures and displays a 1024 
point FFT every 2 seconds. 

Other features include spectrum aver¬ 
aging, programmable input ranges from 
1.6V to 320V P-P, and sample rates from 
lkHz-500kHz. 
Rapid Systems Inc., 433 N. 34th St., 

Seattle, WA 98103, (206) 547- 8311. 
Fast Reply »GE948 

The Test Bench Jr. is a new pocket-size 
test instrument with five separate capa¬ 
bilities. Introduced by B&K-PRECISION, the 
Model 377 Jr. is a compact version of the 
popular Test Bench. 

Among Jr.'s features are 39-range volt-
meter/ammeter/ohmmeter/frequency 
counter/ and capacitance, logic, transmis¬ 
sion, diode and continuity tester. 
Its compact size, 5 x 2% x 1%-inches 

coupled with triple protection of reverse 
polarity, overload and high-energy fusing, 
make it an ideal instrument for field serv¬ 
ice use. 

For additional information contact your 
local B&K-Precision dealer or B&K-Pre-
cision, Division of Maxtec International 
Corp., 6470 W. Cortland St., Chicago, IL 
60635, (312) 889-9087. 

Fast Reply PGE386 

Ralph Gonzalez has informed SB of a new 
software program, ROOM, developed for 
the IBM PC. Co-sponsored by SITTING DUCK 
SOFTWARE and Gonzalez, this new pro¬ 
gram provides a top view of a listening 
room to show the present speaker and 
listener locations and graphs the standing 
wave activity at the listener position. Pric¬ 
ed at $29.95, ROOM also finds the area 
of least bass energy for use as a low feed¬ 
back turntable location. 
For those without the IBM PC, they of¬ 

fer an analysis service for room charac¬ 
teristics for a fee. 

Should you purchase ROOM in its pres¬ 
ent form, you will receive a free upgrade 
of the next version which is already in the 
works. This upgrade will deal with early 
reflections within the room. 
Sitting Duck Software, PO Box 130, 

Veneta, OR 97487. 
Fast Reply »6E404 
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SOUNDSTREAM TECHNOLOGIES of Folsum, CA, 
has introduced two new products to their 
car audio loudspeaker line. 
The SS 8 subwoofer, consists of an 

8-inch cone made of pulp/carbon fiber 
materials. Because of molded concentric 
ribbing that prevents spurious vibrations, 
the SS 8 can withstand pulses of 300W @ 
40Hz input without flexing. 

Other features of the SS 8 are: an extra 
long 2" diameter voice coil capable of 
withstanding 800° temperatures; a light¬ 
weight cast-aluminum/magnesium basket 
made to be more stable in car environ¬ 
ments; and a rubber gasket bonded to the 
front of the frame to provide a seal for 
mounting on uneven surfaces. Mounting 
requirements are a 7%" cutout with S'/z" 
of mounting surface. 

The SS 4.0 full-range loudspeaker util¬ 
izes a specially treated paper main cone 
with a CAD/CAM designed diffuser that 
extends treble to 18kHz. Due to its small 
size, the SS 4.0 exhibits low distortion and 
a frequency response of 10-18,000Hz, 
±3dB. 
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PSB, INTERNATIONAL is offering three new 
speaker lines designed by Paul Barton. 
The MKII entry-level speaker at $225-
$1,000 per pair, the CS Series, for the 
more upscale buyer at $900-$l,100 per 
pair, and the Stratus, for the critical music 
listener which is priced at $ 1,400 per pair. 
Contact PSB International Inc., 633 

Granite Ct., Pickering, Ontario, Canada 
L1W 3K1 for the dealer closest to you. 

Fast Reply 4GE60S 

AUDIO TEKNOLOGY INC., of Portland, OR will 
now be handling LEAP software. Full 
time support for technical questions and 
peripherals will be a highlight of the ex¬ 
tended service department. 

In addition, the new version, 4.0, is in 
the works. A feature of this enhanced 
program will be automatic use of ex¬ 
tended and expanded memory to allow 
maximum capability for all users. 
The people at Audio Teknology wel¬ 

come your suggestions for additional 
features. 
Audio Teknology, 7556 SW Bridgeport 

Rd., Portland, OR 97224, (503) 624-0405. 
Fast Reply 4GE253 

Polydax Speaker Corporation, a subsidi¬ 
ary of Audax Industries in France is proud 
to announce that they have reached a 
distributor agreement with PARTS EXPRESS 
in Ohio. Based in Dayton, Parts Express 
carries a wide range of Speaker Products. 
Polydax expressed confidence that the 
agreement would strengthen their overall 
distributor base in the U.S. 

For further details, please contact Parts 
Express, 340 E. First St., Dayton, OH 
45402. 

SIMPLY PLASTICS of Houston, Texas would 
like us to bring their ToneCones to your 
attention. Available in small, medium and 
large sizes, they also come in a variety of 
thread sizes and adapters. Custom thread 
sizes are available upon request. 
Each size has its own characteristics 

and applications. The large ToneCone is 
used for heavier components, speakers 
and equipment racks. The medium has 
inner coreouts that allow the user his own 
choice of damping material. The small 
version is designed with a proprietary 
trough in back. 
Also available is the Conecup for use 

in fine cabinets and floors. 
All inquiries should be directed to 

Simply Physics, Inc., 13158 Veterans 
Memorial Parkway, Dept. B., Houston, 
TX 77014, (713) 537- 5083. 

Fast Reply HGE621 

For those of you who have been waiting 
anxiously for it, the new 1990 General 
Catalog by CONTACT EAST is now available 
for the asking. 
The 148-page catalog contains new 

products such as oscilloscopes, soldering 
supplies, test equipment and precision 
hand tools. They have also expanded 
their line of wire and cable aids, elec¬ 
tronic adhesive products and inspection 
equipment. 

All products are described in detail with 
full color photos and pricing. 
Your free copy of the General Catalog 

plus one year of technical supplements 
is available from Contact East, 335 Wil¬ 
low St., No. Andover, MA 01845, (508) 
682-2000. 

Fast Reply »GE500 

Additional features of the SS 4.0 include 
treatment with moisture repellant to en¬ 
sure reliable operation in door-mount ap¬ 
plications and a magnetic structure de¬ 
signed with a a copper-clad polepiece 
which lowers the self inductance of the 
voice coil, flattens the impedance curve 
and reduces second- and third-harmonic 
distortion in the mid- to high-frequency 
range by as much as 10-15dB. 

The SS 4.0 comes with a perforated 
metal protective grille and a molded plas¬ 
tic mounting ring into which the driver 
fits. 
Specifications and pricing for both 

these products can be obtained by con¬ 
tacting Soundstream Technologies, 120 
Blue Ravine Rd., Folsom, CA 95630, (916) 
351-1288. 

Fast Reply HGE614 

Fast Reply »GE401 



Our company’s objective Is to provide the best components based on applied 
design, materials, engineering and production technology to the most exacting 
amateurs and professionals. After an oxciting search and a scrupulous selec¬ 
tion of outstanding drivers from around the world, we aro now proud to offer 
exclusively from our stock a unique selection of today’s state of the art speaker 
components. Following our guidelines for the highest quality products and serv¬ 
ices, all of the products wo offer aro selected from the lines exclusively 
represented In North America by Kimon Bellas. 



Pox Humana 
Fred, It Wasn’t In There! 

by Robert J. Spear 

In the early 1960s, while at Ithaca (NY| 
College studying music, I tried to buy a 
speaker system that would closely repro¬ 
duce the sounds I heard when playing 
string bass in the orchestra. Most speak¬ 
ers failed miserably to produce the low¬ 
est octave, so I assumed my speakers just 
weren't good enough. I knew the signals 
had to be in there. The problem was to get 
them out. 

In my perennial search for low bass I had 
two important allies. First was a recording 
of Richard Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra 
with Fritz Reiner conducting the Chicago 
Symphony. The opening measures contain 
a transcendental brass fanfare under¬ 
pinned by deep, 32Hz fundamentals. Sec¬ 
ond was Fred Abraham, the jolly owner of 
F red ' s Record Shop on State St reet. My goal 
in life was to buy speakers that could get 
the bass out of that recording, and Fred's 
goal was to sell them to me. 

Fred handled Fisher, Kenwood, Marantz 
and Scott, among others, and was always 
trying to interest me in Fisher speakers. I 
liked them, but they weren't up to the task. 
I knew those low notes were in my record, 
but the XP-7s and -8s couldn't deliver 
them. Neither could the XP-9s nor the - 10s 
when they came along. 

Whenever the latest and greatest arrived 
from a manufacturer, Fred would call 
me and together we would audition the 
speakers. Some of those days were ghastly. 
We would pump up the volume, twiddle 
the loudness compensation, fiddle with the 
bass tone controls and flog the system's 
woofers every way we could. The session 
would end after any semblance of fidelity 
had been rolled out of existence and the 
woofers doubled more horribly than we 
could tolerate. Fred would ask, ' ' How did 
it do, Bob?" And I would reply, "Fred, it 
wasn't in there!" 
After one frustrating day auditioning 

speakers, I told Fred when he found a 
system capable of reproducing 32Hz at 
volumes that would make my hair stand on 
end I would buy it on the spot, no matter 
what the cost. This was a rash statement 
from somebody who had a part time job 
which paid $ 17.50 every other week, but 
I had become convinced no home audio 
system would ever be capable of the task. 
One day Fred called, and by the tone of 

his voice I sensed something I had never 
sensed before. "They're here," he said. 

' ‘Come at once. ' ' The moment I walked in 
the door, I knew it was something special. 
The entire speaker display had been 
moved aside to create a small stage. Fred 
had connected his best equipment, and the 
heavy lamp cord that coiled out from the 
amplifier taps was connected to the latest 
contender. 

And what a formidable apparatus it ap¬ 
peared to be. In large cabinets with trun¬ 
cated, wedge-shaped faces, a pair of 
XP-18s oozed quiescent power. "The 18 
stands for the size of the woofers," said 
Fred, leering confidently. "If it's in your 
record, these babies are gonna get it out! ' ' 
Fred placed my record on the turntable and 
cued up the arm. There was a soft click as 
the stylus engaged the lead-in groove, and 
in another moment Fred turned the vol¬ 
ume all the way up. 

My memory is a bit hazy about what hap¬ 
pened next. I recall the opening bass notes 
as the piece began, and then a tremendous 
cyclic and cavernous rumble belched from 
the XP-18s. It was the loudest, lowest tone 
I’d ever heard in my life. The hair on my 
arms began to vibrate, and wispy clouds 
drifted up from various parts of the room, 
testifying that Fred hadn't dusted the 
record bins in a long time! 
Two old spinsters were in the store 

perusing recordings by Vic Damone and 
the Andrews Sisters. As the colossal sonic 
tsunami engulfed them, one screamed, 
"Run, Flo! It's an earthquake!" The two 
biddies staggered out the door to the street, 
shrieking. From behind the counter, a sales 
clerk stared at us in frozen terror. 
The awful thundering continued louder 

than ever as the great 18-inch woofers 
thrashed in an ecstasy of excursion that 
would have rent lesser speakers asunder. 
I began to feel sick to my stomach, caused 
by the constant hammering of air against 
my body. My eyes watered, and I waved 
madly at Fred to stop. It was useless to 
shout. Nothing could be heard above that 
cataclysmic thundering. 

It seemed like an eternity, but at last the 
notes of the fanfare echoed away. Fred 
turned the volume down and slipped be¬ 
side me, order pad in hand. "When would 
you like to take delivery on a pair of these 
beauties?" I gasped a question about the 
price of the XP-18s and nearly died when 
told a pair cost as much as an entire semes¬ 
ter's tuition. I begged off, telling Fred I 

wasn't sure the speakers would even fit in 
my room. 
In my dormitory later that day, tape 

measure in hand, I learned the only way I 
could use a pair was to stack one cabinet on 
top of the other .The speakers and their cost 
were too big; my room and my resources 
were too small. It was time to lower my flag 
and withdraw from the field, not only 
beaten, but disgraced. Fred was gracious 
in victory. He accepted my offer of a meal 
at Joe's Italian Restaurant where he dined 
heartily on lasagna, coffee and cake. I 
mostly ate my words and for dessert had a 
substantial portion of humble pie. 

I moved away after graduation, and in 
the years that followed I auditioned many 
fine speaker systems: Klipschorns, E-V 
Patricians, JBL Paragons and Altees big 
enough to crawl in. I listened to acoustic 
suspension types, transmission lines, 
passive radiators and combinations of all 
kinds which raised my suspicions not 
about the speakers of the day, but about my 
recording. Once I heard my first CD I knew 
I had been wrong about the sonic informa¬ 
tion I had thought was on the LP disc. 

I returned to Ithaca in the early '70s and 
went to visit Fred. The record shop was 
gone, replaced by a magazine and candy 
store. Fred had suffered financial reverses 
several years earlier and closed his busi¬ 
ness. He passed away not long after that. 

As I stood in front of the store window 
and thought about that particular day, I 
realized we hadn't heard those vibrant fun¬ 
damental tones after all. We had caused the 
turntable and tonearm rumble to be heard 
through those mighty speakers, creating a 
combination of music and rumble at enor¬ 
mous volumes. The resulting acoustic loop 
caused a phenomenon called ''motor¬ 
boating,' ' and by some quirk we had man¬ 
aged to induce it at 16Hz where it substi¬ 
tuted wonderfully for the lack of bass on 
the recording. 
I also began to understand that Fred 

probably knew all along the speakers I 
wanted would be out of my reach, but he 
persisted in the search anyway. We had 
become good friends and shared some fine 
moments. The outcome was not really so 
important, and I think Fred would have en¬ 
joyed the irony of it. After all our efforts, 
Fred, it wasn't in there! 
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The MDM 85 is a mid range 75mm 

soft dome unit of extremely high 

standard, both from a design and 

technical viewpoint. 

It incorporates the renowned Morel 

double magnet and Hexatech voice 

coil techniques, and results in a unit 

of above average sensitivity with 

extremely low distortion and high 

power handling capability. 

With an output level of 96dB 

distortion in the area of 400-800Hz is 

slightly over 1% falling to 0.015% 

from 1Khz. 

There are two different types 

available, one with a rear enclosure 

and one without (MDM 85NE). 

The type with the rear enclosure can 

be fitted into a cabinet as an integral 

unit. 

The MDM 85NE without the rear 

enclosure can only be fitted into a 

system having a separate housing to 

enclose the unit. A volume of 0.7 

litre is recommended for this housing, 

which is essential to prevent inter 

reaction with the bass unit 

compressions and expansions. This 

housing must be filled full with 

damping material, such as fibreglass 

or rock wool. 

MDM 85 (with enclosure) 

Hexatech Aluminium 

Khz 

Moving Mass including Air 
Area Effective Dome 

Dome Material 
Nett Weight 

Variations to specification for MDM 85NE 
(without enclosure) 

Overall Dimensions 
Frequency Response 
Resonant Frequency 
Rmec 
Qms 
Qes 
Q/T 
Vas 
Nett Weight 

Voice Coil Former 
Frequency Response 
Resonant Frequency 
Sensitivity 
Nominal Impedance 
Harmonic Distortion 
for 96 dB SPL 
Intermodulation Distortion 
for 96 dB SPL 
Voice Coil Inductance @ 1 
Air Gap Width 
Air Gap Height 
Voice Coil Height 
Flux Density 
Force Factor (BXL) 
Rdc 
Rmec 
Qms 
Qes 
Q/T 
Vas 

Nominal Power Handling Din 
Transient Power 10ms 
Voice Coil Diameter 

300W 
1500W 

75mm (3") 

<0.25% 
0.2mh 

1.05mm 
3.0mm 
6.0mm 

1.0T 
4.6 WB/M 
5.2 ohms 

37.90 
0.29 
2.66 
0.20 

0.33 litre 

Chemically Treated Fabric 
1.25 kg 

Load 7.0 grams 
63.50 cm2

Overall Dimensions 0 - 160mm x 113mm 

Aluminium 
300-5000 Hz 

250 Hz 
92 dB (1W/1M) 

8 ohms 

0 160mm x 60mn 
250 5000 H; 

170 H; 
39.3; 
0.1$ 
1.8' 
0.1 i 

0.7 litre 
1.05 kc 

Specification 

Specifications given are as after 24 hours of running. 

The Thiele small parameters are given 

for both types under specifications. 

The contribution of this unit to a 

suitably designed system will be 

evident in the clarity and detail given 

in the 500 5000Hz region. 

Morel operate a policy of continuous product design improvement, consequently, specifications are subiect to alteration without prior notice 
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